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In the early 1960s, kpanlogo, a unique form of music and dance, became popular
in Accra, Ghana.  It was created by underclass youth from the Bukom area of Old Accra,
the central and oldest part of the city.  As a subcultural form, kpanlogo was preceded by
rock ‘n’ roll dance clubs which first appeared in early 1957.  Both, however, grew to be
part of mainstream popular culture, transcending class and generation divides.  This study
reconstructs the history of youth subcultures in Accra in the late colonial and early
independence eras by examining how unique group identities emerged and how they were
closely integrated with the creation, adoption, and adaptation of popular culture forms from
within and outside of the continent.  It shows how the creation of these subcultures was
closely tied to the changing economic, political, and social processes that began during the
Second World War, but their creation was also connected to an expanding global cultural
system carried by new technologies and the increased trans-Atlantic flow of people and
ideas.  Urban underclass youth successfully merged aspects of American, diaspora, and
African influences into new networks of association and created a new urban cultural
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milieu that was both a reflection of, and acted as an agent on, their changing identity
constructs.
The development of urban subcultures in Accra interacted with other socio-
historical variables that gave meaning to particular groups of marginalized youth and
helped to provide a sense of belonging during the early independence era.  The analysis
provides insights into group identity transformation among youth, as well as expand upon
the broader divisions between the African elite and the masses, between older and younger
generations with different worldviews, and between African and Western cultural
production.  The creation of rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo clubs was an act of opposition
against class and generational divides, and an effort by the youth to merge their culture and
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Constructs in the History of Subcultural Youth
The Bukom Boys: Not the name of any particular
group or spot [drinking bar]. However the interested
party looking for authentic Accra night life will be
amply rewarded by a trip to the back streets of
James Town – Bukom Amaamo – where
spontaneous bands spring up within minutes and
some real dancing can be seen. The birth place of
many new tunes and dances.1
In the early 1960s, kpanlogo, a unique form of music and dance, became popular
in Accra, Ghana.  It was created by underclass youth from the Bukom area of Old Accra,
the central and oldest part of the city.  As a subcultural form, kpanlogo was preceded by
rock ‘n’ roll dance clubs which first appeared in early 1957.  Both, however, grew to be
part of mainstream popular culture, transcending class and generation divides.  This study
reconstructs the history of youth subcultures in Accra in the late colonial and early
independence eras by examining how unique group identities emerged and how they were
closely integrated with the creation, adoption, and adaptation of popular culture forms from
                                                
1 What’s on in Ghana, 3, April (1965), 31.
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within and outside of the continent.  It shows how the creation of these subcultures was
closely tied to the changing economic, political, and social processes that began during the
Second World War.  Their creation was also connected to an expanding global cultural
system carried by new technologies and the increased trans-Atlantic flow of people and
ideas.  Urban underclass youth successfully merged aspects of American, diaspora, and
African influences into new networks of association and created a new urban cultural
milieu that was both a reflection of, and acted as an agent on, their changing identity
constructs.
The study explores the unique set of historical events and circumstances that led to
the development of rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo subcultural movements among Bukom
youth.2  The purpose of this work is three fold.  First, it is to show that the processes of
subcultural creation are as important as the products.  In order to understand rock ‘n’ roll
and kpanlogo subcultural identities in the late 1950s and early 1960s, we must recognize
the social, political, and economic environment from which they emerged. For the youth of
the independence era, these processes began during the Second World War.  Most of the
members of rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo subcultures were born in the 1930s and were
influenced, in part, by a series of events and shifting ideologies that began during the war.
The city entered a period of rapid economic, political, and social change.  The post-war
                                                
2 Bukom Square is an area of Old Accra, but all of the subcultural youth that are the subjects of this study
did not come from there specifically. “Bukom youth,” however, can be used as an appropriate term to
define one of the main areas of their activities. The James Town and Ussher Town areas are periodically
referred to in this study as Old Accra, Ga Mashie, and Central Accra.
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economic decline exacerbated social tension and, as the population increased, Ga Mashie
youth began to feel isolated within the city.  The expansion of education in the post-war
era influenced their worldview and gave them hope for a better economic future, but their
living conditions continued to decline and they began to move away from the culture of the
colonizers and that of the elite.  As members of the nationalist movement pushed for
independence from the British, youth also began to turn away from British culture.  The
analyses of these processes of change shines new light on the development of urban
history as a whole, but it does so from the perspectives of youth.
Secondly, this study examines the growing availability of technological and
philosophical resources that led to the growing impact of American culture on African
youth in the 1950s, which, in turn, contributed to the decline of popular culture forms such
as highlife.  Before the war, there was no distinct mass-oriented and youth-focused culture
in the city.  Embracing a new set of cultural resources previously unavailable to older
generations, youth began to move away from the British influence and the elite African
byproducts of that influence, seeing them as too “colo,” colonial or old fashioned.  They
exhibited added interest in American cultural forms, including film, music, dance, and
dress.  Utilizing new technologies and global cultural resources, the “invention of youth
culture” in the 1950s saw the immersion of youth into cliques that revolved around new
styles of dress, such as zoot suits, as well as activities, such as going to the cinema and
hanging around bars.  These youth leisure and entertainment forms were contrasted,
however, with the continuing domination of other popular culture forms that were largely
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the domain of the colonial elite and the emerging class of African political elites.  Growing
class and generational divides led to changing class consumption of popular culture forms
such as concert party and highlife.  Youth, however, turned the focus of their leisure
activities elsewhere and attempted to create a space free of outside influences: free from
elite and colonial control and free from older generations.  Changing technological
conditions altered youth worldviews and created new identities that were associated with
global cultural trends.
Lastly, this project reconstructs the development, organization, and ideologies  of
subcultural associations of underclass youth.  By the time of independence in 1957, youth
began to develop more formalized associations with distinct ideologies and unique styles
that represented organized and independent subcultural expressions, separate from older
generations and traditional institutions, yet also linked to them.  Ghanaian subcultural
formation resulted from processes that began during the Second World War and led to
growing generational and class divides.  The analysis must, therefore, show not only how
these subcultural associations originated, but how the identities and attitudes of members
reflected historical conditions.  Subcultural creativity by Bukom youth expressed new
identities that aligned them not only with the past, but with what they saw as a modern and
progressive future.  Subcultural youth incorporated global and local resources and served
as “cultural brokers” to create new genres of music and dance that ultimately became
mainstream forms of popular culture.  They participated in Ga social and cultural events
regularly, but they also watched films, listened to the radio, and viewed American
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magazines with interest.  Underclass youth reclaimed control of the production of popular
culture and acted as vanguards of the urban cultural scene.  The reconstruction of Accra
subcultures, thus, also comments on the development of urban culture in general, as well as
the transformation of identities within the wider populace.
Locating Youth: What Are Youth Subcultures?
Youth are an important element in any society.  Johan Fornäs defines youth as
“what is young and what belongs to the future.”  In most societies, he adds, “young
people have repeatedly been associated with what is new in culture.”3  As a group
classification, however, youth can take on many meanings.  It might be used to characterize
stages of physiological development that extend through the different periods of
adolescence and post-adolescence.  Youth is also a social category framed by institutions
such as school, rituals such as marriage, and acts such as leaving home and beginning a
career.
In the study of culture, the definition of youth transcends physical age.  Youth
becomes an ambiguous concept that implies a period of life wedged between childhood
and adulthood.  In urban Africa, people are sometimes regarded as belonging to a youth
class up to the age of thirty-five, the age at which some people take on adult social
                                                
3 Johan Fornäs, “Youth, Culture, and Modernity,” in Johan Fornäs and Göran Bolin (eds.), Youth Culture
in Late Modernity, London:  Sage Publications (1995), 1.
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responsibilities.4  This is quite different from Western models where civic and social
responsibilities are officially recognized between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one.  In
the context of this study the concept of youth is defined as “something which is culturally
determined in a discursive interplay with musical, visual and verbal signs that denote what
is young in relation to that which is interpreted as respectively childish or adult.”5  In
short, young people are those who the social order regards as such.6
Still, this definition demarcates a wide range of people.  Thirteen-year olds have a
vastly different view than those of thirty.  Both groups may be classified as youth, but they
do not belong to the same “youth culture.”  This study traces the changing attitudes of a
group of men and women born before the start of the Second World War, but it also
includes their attitudes toward, and their interactions with, members of other generations.
Thus, it is not only a history of youth, but a history of Accra from the perspectives of
youth.
In the Western world, the concept of youth as a distinct group, separate from both
the world of adults and that of children, grew with the development of formal mass
education in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and the underlying belief that
                                                
4 International Research and Training Institute for Education and Development, “Employment-Oriented
National Youth Programmes in Africa,” in Youth, Tradition and Development in Africa: Regional
Meeting on Youth in Africa, Nairobi, Kenya, 17-22 December 1979, Paris: Unesco Press (1981), 78.
5 Johan Fornäs, “Youth, Culture, and Modernity,” in Johan Fornäs and Göran Bolin (eds.), Youth Culture
in Late Modernity, London:  Sage Publications (1995), 3.
6 See Boubakar Ly, “African Youth: Between Tradition and Modernity,” in Youth, Tradition and
Development in Africa: Regional Meeting on Youth in Africa, Nairobi, Kenya, 17-22 December 1979,
Paris: Unesco Press (1981),  52. It is interesting to note that “youth” in the former Soviet Union included
an extended range as well, extending from fourteen to thirty-two years of age.  See Jim Riordan (ed.),
Soviet Youth Culture, Bloomington: Indiana University Press (1989).
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children required a longer period of schooling before they could take on adult roles.7  In
the United States, the emphasis on consumption, style, and leisure during the 1950s led to
the development of goods and services that were specifically marketed to young people.
Magazines, clothing, music, and entertainment facilities focused on the growing interest in
youth culture and leisure.  This, Tracey Skelton and Gill Valentine argue, led to the
“invention of the teenager.”8  Ghana experienced a similar process of invention during
the 1950s with the post-war boom in education.  Because of the differing perceptions of
age in the United States and Ghana, however, this study discusses the “invention of
youth” and “youth cultures” as independent urban social forces with an increasingly
divergent worldview from older generations.
Of course, the reality was that the type of teenager who could enjoy a period of
adolescence or consume the cultural commodities geared toward the group was limited
largely to those from the upper and middle classes in Western countries.  In Accra, both
                                                
7 For more on youth studies and youth as a topic of enquiry, see Vered Amit-Talai and Helena Wulff (eds),
Youth Cultures: A Cross-Cultural Persepective, New York: Routledge (1995); Michael Brake,
Comparative Youth Culture: The Sociology of Youth Culture and Youth Subcultures in America, Britain
and Canada, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul (1985); William Graebner, Coming of Age in Buffalo:
Youth and Authority in the Postwar Era, Philadelphia: Temple University Press (1990); Dick Hebdige,
“Posting . . . Threats, Striking . . . Poses: Youth, Surveillance, and Display,” in Ken Gelder and Sarah
Thornton (eds.), The Subcultures Reader, London: Routledge (1997), 398-400; Jonathan Epstein (ed.),
Youth Culture: Identity in a Postmodern World, Malden, MA: Blackwell (1998); Johan Fornäs and Goran
Bolin, Youth Culture in Late Modernity, London: Sage Publications, 1995; Simon Frith, Sound Effects:
Youth, Leisure, and the Politics of Rock ‘n’ Roll, New York: Pantheon Books (1981); Celia Lury,
Consumer Culture, New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press (1996), 192-225; Hilary Pilkington,
Russia’s Youth and Its Culture: A Nation’s Constructors and Constructed, London: Routledge (1994); and
Tracey Skelton and Gill Valentine (eds.), Cool Places: Geographies of Youth Cultures, London:
Routledge (1998).
8 Tracey Skelton and Gill Valentine (eds.), Cool Places: Geographies of Youth Cultures, London:
Routledge, 1998, 3.
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the creation of an independent youth class and the creation of distinct youth cultures began
in the post-war era.  In 1953, Richard Wright viewed many young Ghanaians engaged in
buying and selling on the streets and remarked:  “I’ve begun to feel that, as a whole, there
is no period of ‘youth’ here in Africa. . . . Perhaps ‘youth’ is a period of luxury which
middle-class Westerners alone could give their children?”9  The increase in education and
the wider availability of outside cultural stimuli, however, provided the impetus for youth
classes to form during a unique historical era.  These youth moved away from the cultures
of the elite and the older generation, seeing them as too “colo,” but they also had access
to a new range of cultural resources that suited their changing attitudes.  Whereas the
Western influences of previous generations came mainly from the British, youth began to
look more toward cultural capital coming out of the United States.
Thus far, the discussion has been on what it means to be young.  It is also
important, however, to provide a working definition of “subcultures.”  Like youth as a
social category, any cross-cultural definition of subcultures leads to debate.10  In a general
sense, youth subcultures are groups of youth who share a common interest that
distinguishes them in a significant way from other groups of youth, as well as older
generations.  Subcultural expressions, by their very nature, are in opposition to, or directly
contradictive of, mainstream culture.
                                                
9 Richard Wright, Black Power: A Record of Reactions in a Land of Pathos (first pub. 1954), Westport,
CT: Greenwood Press (1974), 123-124.
10 The term “youth subculture” was first used by Talcott Parsons in The Social System, Glencoe, IL: Free
Press (1951).
9
The “sub” in subcultures may seem to indicate that they exist below or are
subordinate to the dominant culture.  In his discussion of zoot suit culture in the United
States, Luis Alvarez chose not to employ the label “subculture” because, he argues, it
implies that subcultures are “subordinated, displaced, and powerless to shift dominant
discourses.”11  Indeed, the membership of youth subcultures in Accra came from people
low on the social ladder, people who were recognized as disenfranchised and marginalized
groups of youth participating in cultural expressions largely independent of official
sanctions.  However, this does not imply that they are part of an inferior culture nor does it
limit their agency.  Rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo subcultures existed “below” the dominant
form of popular culture – highlife music and dance – but both rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo
ultimately grew to become popular culture forms as well.  Subcultural youth, however,
remained part of the underclass, intermixing and benefiting from the mainstream, but never
really joining it.
Youth subcultures include the expressive forms of young people’s shared social
and material experiences.  The concept of “style” is important to those expressive forms;
to the self-definition and representation of subcultural members.  Although he uses
“style” in the context of popular music, David Coplan’s definition functions equally well
for subcultures.  He defines style as “a distinctive system of meaningful forms or a
method of treating characteristic elements, organised around the expressive purposes and
                                                
11 Luis Alvarez, “The Power of the Zoot: Race, Community, and Resistance in American Youth Culture,
1940-1945,” Ph.D. diss., The University of Texas at Austin (2001), 10f.
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outlook of its practitioners.”12  Style most accurately characterizes a particular subculture
by depicting the ways in which youth choose to differentiate themselves from the rest of
society.  Style includes outward images such as hairstyles, dress, and vocabulary;
behaviors such as the way they wear their fashions or choose to deliver their vocabulary;
and the types of music, dance, and leisure activities that groups choose to enjoy.13  Youth
subcultures tend to be highly creative and are distinguished by the unique values, beliefs,
symbols, and actions that they employ to address and manage their shared experiences.14
Subcultural styles emerge from the set of economic, political, social, and cultural
relations in which they are found.  Subcultural styles relate to social happenings and
conflicts in society and can be seen as a code of common experiences and as a way of
solving problems within those experiences.  Subcultures “win space for the young:
cultural space in the neighborhood and institutions, real time for leisure and recreation,
[and] actual room on the streets or street corner.”15  Bukom youth formed subcultures as
a way to access physical and psychological spaces that they would not have otherwise
experienced.   As skilled performers, they were invited to perform for Kwame Nkrumah
                                                
12 David Coplan, “The Urbanisation of African Music; Some Theoretical Observations,” Popular Music,
2 (1982), 123.
13 For more on style, see Mike Brake, The Sociology of Youth Culture and Youth Subcultures, Boston:
Routledge & Kegan Paul (1980); and Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of Style, (first pub. 1979),
London: Routledge (1996).
14 Jonathon S. Epstein, “Misplaced Childhood: An Introduction to the Sociology of Youth and Their
Music,” in Jonathon S. Epstein (ed.), Adolescents and Their Music: If It’s Too Loud, You’re Too Old,
New York: Garland Publishers (1994), xiii.
15 John Clarke, Stuart Hall, Tony Jefferson, and Brian Roberts, “Subcultures, Cultures and Class,” in
Stuart Hall, and Tony Jefferson (eds.), Resistance Through Rituals: Youth Subcultures in Post-War
Britain, London: Harper Collins (1976), 45.
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and in elite nightclubs.  They competed for prizes in organized and public competitions.
In informal gatherings, they created their own cultural space on the streets and beaches of
Old Accra.  Membership brought some of them fame and presented travel opportunities,
both within Ghana and throughout Africa and the world.  African subcultures generated a
form of collective identity from which individual identities emerged outside of those
ascribed by class, education, and residential location.
Youth subcultures cannot be viewed in isolation.  Subcultural and youth culture
research “moves through time and space, through the psychic, cultural and social levels of
modernity and through categories such as age, gender, ethnicity, class and geography.”16
The emphasis on subcultural studies is on the variances of one group from those of the
larger society in which it exists.  Yet, the cultural characteristics of a sub-group draw from
the culture of their parents as well as the dominant cultures of the era.  They express
themselves differently, but they share the same streets, live in the same homes, and suffer
the same economic misery.  Subcultures “continue to exist within, and coexist with, the
more inclusive culture of the class from which they spring.”17  Subcultural youth in Accra
existed both within and outside of traditional cultural and social systems.  For example, the
use of rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo at traditional funeral celebrations contrasted with its
                                                
16 Johan Fornäs, “Youth, Culture, and Modernity,” in Fornäs and Göran Bolin (eds.), Youth Culture in
Late Modernity, London:  Sage Publications (1995), 9.
17 John Clarke, Stuart Hall, Tony Jefferson, and Brian Roberts, “Subcultures, Cultures and Class,” in
Stuart Hall, and Tony Jefferson (eds.), Resistance Through Rituals: Youth Subcultures in Post-War
Britain, London: Harper Collins (1976), 14.
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function as a form of independent youth expression and its depiction as a “vulgar”
entertainment and leisure activity.
This study employs a broad use of the term youth subcultures.  The focus is on
underclass youth cultures and their navigation of the cultural crossroads that subsisted
beneath the dominant forms.  The human and cultural products of these subcultural
creations, however, need not be confined to that category forever.  Just as youth aged and
eventually became adults, so too did subcultural creations or recreations, such as rock ‘n’
roll and kpanlogo, become part of the popular realm.  Indeed, many of the subcultural
youth in Ghana never broke beyond the walls of underclass existence, but they gained
fame, if not fortune, from their subcultural presentations.  Their activities as subcultural
youth in the early independence era continue to play a significant role in their identities
and help define who they are within their communities today.  Rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo
began as subcultures amongst Bukom youth and grew to become truly “popular” forms
that transcended class and generational barriers.  Subcultural analysis can aid in
reconstructing the transformation of individual and group identities, the history of urban
class and generational relations, as well as the development of popular culture genres.
Subcultural identity is rooted in generational expression.  Sarah Thornton argues that
“youth attempt to define their culture against the parental home.  ‘Subcultures’ . . .have
come to designate social groups which are perceived to deviate from the normative ideals
13
of adult communities.”18  One of the benefits of subcultural analysis is the methodology
that conflates culture, action, and social organization and, according to Thornton, the
“anatomizing logic by which scholars dissect and analyze ever smaller segments of the
social world.”19
Youth and Youth Subcultures as a Topic of Scholarly Enquiry
In general, studies of youth have gained ground in Western societies throughout
the twentieth century. Research on youth can be traced to 1904 and Stanley Hall’s work,
On Adolescence and, by the early 1920s, studies of youth were common in the United
States.  Performed mainly by sociologists based at the University of Chicago, scholars
focused on youth as social deviants who made little or no positive contributions to the
urban environment.20  Scholars of the Chicago School granted a certain degree of class
identity to youth groups, but they viewed adolescence as a difficult stage to adulthood and
saw delinquents as a product of the urban experience.  They postulated that lower class
urban youth were both a product of, and contributed to, the deteriorating urban
environment, and blamed these youth for increasing crime rates and general social
                                                
18 Sarah Thornton, “General Introduction,” in Ken Gelder and Sarah Thornton (eds.), The Subcultures
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19 Thornton, “General Introduction,” in Ken Gelder and Sarah Thornton (eds.), The Subcultures Reader,
London: Routledge (1997), 2-3.
20 See, for example, Howard Becker, Outsiders, Chicago: The Free Press (1963); Paul G. Cressey, The
Taxi-Dance Hall, New York: Greenwood Press (1932); Robert E. Park Ernest W. Burgess, and Roderick
D. McKenzie, The City, Chicago: University of Chicago Press (1925); and Ned Polsky, Hustlers, Beats
and Others, Harmondsworth: Penguin (1967); and William Foote Whyte, Street Corner Society, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press (1943).
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degeneration.  In the aftermath of the Second World War, youth appeared as an emergent
category in Britain.  The acknowledgement of a youth class became one of the most visible
manifestations of social change in the period.  Like the Chicago School theorists, however,
youth were “signified as a social problem by the moral guardians of society – something
we ‘ought to do something about’.”21
In Africa, colonial officials and African elites also began to acknowledge the
existence of a youth class in the post-war era.  They viewed the growing “youth culture”
(as opposed to “youth cultures”) with alarm and homogenized it into a single class in the
media and in government records.22  They relegated new immigrant youth and youth who
were indigenous to the city to the margins, seeing them as delinquents and “hooligans”
who symbolized the decay of modern life and made no positive contributions to society.23
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Scholars began to study African youth cultures in the 1950s, but they also viewed
immigrants, school leavers, and unemployed youth as delinquents with little to offer and as
a problem to be solved.24  In Accra, however, there were vast differences between the ways
in which Bukom youth reacted to their surroundings and the reactions of the growing
numbers of immigrant youth.  There was, for example, a strong sense of discipline within
rock ‘n’ roll dance clubs and, to a lesser degree, kpanlogo groups, that symbolized the
social and familial relations of Bukom youth who, despite the physical deterioration of
their surrounding environment, did not experience the same social disintegration as
immigrant youth.
The historical development of underclass youth, an important group in the shaping
of urban culture and identity, have yet to receive the attention they deserve.  In Africa, more
than half of the urban populace fits the social definition of youth and, thus, a study of
urban youth cultures can provide historical insights into the larger identity construction of
urban society as whole.  There are few historical studies on urban African youth cultures,
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per se, but various scholars have touched on their existence from different angles,
including music, crime, alcohol, leisure, and occupation.25  Certainly, they have garnered
some attention in the political realm, but far less has been written about their social
organization and cultural contributions to the city.
In the mid-1970s, the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies in Birmingham
(CCCS) shifted the focus from youth as delinquents to youth as agents who could
influence the development of the wider urban environment.26   Scholars of the CCCS
considered youth subcultures and their styles in terms of their relationship to class,
dominant cultures, and ideologies, and spoke of working class youth groups as a means of
rebellion.  The first significant work, Resistance through Rituals, offered an alternative
viewpoint to the characterization of youth as delinquents and hooligans.  The essays
portrayed the everyday life of working-class youth, how they perceived their place within
society, and the political, economic, and social conditions that played a role in creating their
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cultural perspectives.  Scholars of the CCCS argued that culture is a distinctive way of life
encapsulated in group beliefs, customs, social relations, institutions, and styles.  Together,
these characteristics formed “maps of meaning” that characterized the development of
youth subcultures and shaped the identities of their members.27
The scholarly activities of the CCCS opened up new areas of analysis and helped
make youth subcultures a viable area of study.  Subsequent studies have acknowledged
that youth cultures have played an important role in the creation of new social and cultural
structures.  From the early rock ‘n’ roll and Teddy Boy cultures of the 1950s, the counter-
culture movement and Mods of the 1960s, the punk and skinhead movements of the
1970s, and the urban, ghetto cultures of the 1980s, scholars in the United States and
England have recognized the relationship between city life, identity, and subcultural
activities.28  Although most of the early CCCS studies focused on male youth subcultures,
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a number of works also incorporated female subcultural activities.29  In general, leisure
activities of African women were restricted by societal sanctions more so than those of
males.30  The recognition of female subcultures was significant, but most studies
continued to view young men and women in gendered isolation.  This study varies from
usual subcultural studies in that rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo groups in Accra welcomed
women as well as men.  Indeed, most of the dances required males and females to partner
together and, hence, females also assumed important positions within the formal
organizations of the clubs.
The new respectability given to the study of youth subcultures in the Western
world has largely eluded Africanist scholarship. Andy Bennet, a scholar of Western youth,
denied that subcultures even existed in Africa in the 1950s and 1960s.  Although he
acknowledges that there are youth cultures throughout the world today that emphasize
style, he argues that they were “initially restricted to the developed industrial regions of
the world . . . where the musical and stylistic innovations of the 1950s and 60s had their
greatest cultural impact on youth.”31  Although no Africanist has denied their existence
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outright, there are no historical inquiries that approach the study of youth by incorporating
the analytical methods of the CCCS.
“Maps of meaning” provide key insights into African youth identity, an important
concept for research into African youth subcultures.  Identity within subcultures includes
self-presentation, cultural consumption, and creative adaptation of global stimuli to
produce new cultural products.  Subcultural membership makes a significant contribution
to the creation and maintenance of new social images and identities for youth.  These
identities develop in response to the socio-economic conditions of the urban environment.
Accra served as a “bridge-head of transnational cultural influences,” and subcultural
youth performers acted as cultural brokers who helped to redefine urban consciousness  in
general, and shaped the aspirations of urban subcultural youth in particular.32  A study of
youth culture contributes not only to our understanding of new genres of urban culture
and their role in social organization and identity formation, but it also contributes to a
better understanding of variances in larger, global cultural trends, both past and present.
In the context of Anthony Appiah’s explanation of postcolonial and postmodern
theories of African identity, it can be argued that Bukom youth saw themselves as Other.
Subcultural youth acted in opposition to the reality of economic decline, the changing
demographics of the city, and the increasing isolation of Old Accra.  They adopted
elements of outside cultures in their search for meaning within the urban environment and
                                                
32 See Ulf Hannerz, Cultural Complexity: Studies in the Social Organization of Meaning, New York:
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as a means to express a new and more global identity.  Their actions can be interpreted in
the same manner ascribed to the aspirations of the Yoruba Man next to his bicycle that is
pictured on the cover of Appiah’s book:
[It] is produced by someone who does not care that the bicycle is the white man's invention – it
is not there to be Other to the Yoruba self; it is there because someone cared for its solidity; it is
there because it will take us further than our feet will take us; it is there because machines are
now as African as novelists.33
Subcultural youth adopted foreign influences and merged them with local forms to create
new cultural expressions that carried them physically and psychologically further than
previous styles.  This study inserts African youth subcultures into the urban
historiography and provides a model that can be used in the exploration of other urban
centers and youth subcultures.
Popular Culture, Urban History, and Subcultural Representation
In Ghana, rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo represented subcultural forms of music and
dance influenced by not only the socio-economic conditions of the urban environment, but
also by extant popular culture and traditional genres within the city.  Thus, it is necessary
to look briefly at the meaning of popular culture, as well as the relationship between
subcultures and genres of popular culture in the African context.  Studies of popular
culture have recognized the dynamism of performers to act as cultural brokers, integrating
elements of various cultures to produce new hybrid forms.  However, the emphasis for
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many scholars of popular culture has been on the products, not on the processes; on the
band leaders and the artists and not on the patterns and motivations of the audience.
Within urban culture, Accra subcultural youth resided within a unique space, existing as
both consumers of a cultural genre and producers of it.  Thus, it is important to understand
why they were attracted to particular types of culture, as well as how they went about
creating new cultural products from previous styles
A study of the relationship between popular culture and subcultures can
demonstrate that history was not made only by a handful of prominent leaders whose
actions were well publicized and documented, but also by the aggregate struggles, actions,
and reactions of the “obscure majority” within the populace.34 Terrence Ranger’s book,
Dance and Society, shows how the dynamics of popular culture not only elaborate on the
processes of cultural change, but also provide insights as to how these processes inform
the understanding of social behavior:
We have to look at the informal, the festive, the apparently escapist, in order to see evidence of
real experience and real response, to see how far ‘the people’ have had to make use, even for this
informal vocabulary, of the idioms of the masters; to see how far, on the other hand, creativity
and spontaneity survive.35
Dance and Society marked a shift in the emphasis from the products to the processes and
confirmed the relationship of popular culture to social behavior.
Although historians of Africa have generally neglected studies of popular culture,
scholars in other disciplines have traced the development of various forms throughout the
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continent.36  In Accra, the dominant forms of popular culture in the 1950s were dance
band highlife and concert party drama.37  The studies of highlife and concert party depict
their historical development, the role of the performers, and the themes of the songs and
plays in the context of contemporary society.  Yet, any exploration of the relationship
between urban audiences and the popular culture scene must also explore subcultural
creations of urban youth.  In the emphasis on class and symbolic meanings, the
subcultural expressions of Bukom youth portrayed similar characteristics to those of
popular culture forms.  They differed, however, in that subcultural expression was
associated with an entire style of representation and not isolated to a single factor such as
music, drama, or dance.  They were not truly popular because they resided within only a
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small subset of the urban population.  Unlike highlife, they were not recorded for
dissemination to a wider audience.
These ideas beg the question: What is popular culture in Africa?  Most writers
define it as lower class manifestations of urban culture.  Richard Middleton, for example,
describes it as something that finds its origins in a “positive, class-oriented usage –
something ‘popular’ as the type specifically produced by the lower-classes.”38  Similarly,
Kimani Gecau views popular music as “the way that lower-classes employ and deploy
symbolic forms to define their changing relations with each other and with the centres of
power; to negotiate or contest, consciously or unconsciously, dominant meanings and to
create alternative ‘meanings’.”39  The production and consumption of popular culture is,
thus, inherently linked to the people, as reflections and agents of lower class society.
These definitions, however, essentialize the lower classes into a homogenized group and
restrict genres of popular culture to them.  In Ghana, both highlife and concert parties
attracted wide cross-sections of urban society; they transcended class interests but were
still considered “popular.”
African popular culture forms also reveal hybridity between the traditional and
modern sectors and show that they are not mutually exclusive.40  Once, the domain of elite
culture, highlife combined traditional and imported influences, transcended class interests
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and, for many, represented a symbol of modernity.  By the mid-1950s, however,
underclass youth began to see highlife as too colo; they began to associate it with colonial
and elite culture; and they began to seek out new forms of expression that better fit their
ideas of modernity.  Rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo subcultures provided them with
alternatives and represented an active process of modernization that included aspects of
both Western and African cultural systems.41  Rock ‘n’ roll subcultures in Ghana, for
example, incorporated many of the sounds and images from the American counterparts,
but the styles of dancing also integrated elements from the traditional milieu.  Kpanlogo
subcultures also merged aspects of traditional and Western music and dance genres.
Underclass youth from the Bukom area created both genres that, ultimately, became part of
the popular realm.  The question, then, is how did they move from the subcultural level into
the mainstream?
The type of cultural products that a group chooses to reject, select, or adapt are
determined by the changing patterns of urban social organization and the practical uses of
those products for that particular group.42  Rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo subcultures
highlight the transnational nature of identity construction.  Young urban Ghanaians
plugged themselves into a larger community of youth that stretched across the Atlantic.
They consumed Western films, recordings, and print media for entertainment, but they
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also reformulated them and incorporated elements of them into new hybrid creations.
Through the performance of concert party, Catherine Cole argues, Ghanaians “performed
Negro identity and thus imagined new communities through their bodies.”43  The study
of Accra subcultures shows that such cultural imaginings and creative products were not
isolated to a desire for racial identity, but also as an expression of the desire to move away
from colonial and elite cultural benchmarks and away from the sanctions of older
generations. By the 1950s, youth began to look to American culture, both black and white,
for images and ideas.
The trans-Atlantic flow of cultural resources into Africa means that any discussion
of changing cultural stimuli in the post-war era must also incorporate an analysis of global
cultural trends.44  The flow of cultural influences out of Africa, and the subsequent
processes of change in the Americas and Europe, have been the subject of many studies.
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The reverse process has received much less attention, however.  American-influenced
popular culture forms are salient in African cities today, especially among youth, and they
have recently begun to attract the interest of scholars.  Within African studies, according to
Michael West and William Martin, “we have no equivalent . . . to Paul Gilroy’s (Black
Atlantic, 1993) treatment of the transnational call of black British music; even more distant
is the study of the cross-fertilization of African musical imagination between North
America and continental Africa.”45  This project responds, in part, to this dearth by
portraying underclass Accra youth as agents and consumers of trans-Atlantic flows of
cultural resources.  It also shifts the emphasis by combining the historical context of
cultural flows and culture formation with perspectives on contemporary youth subcultures.
It links the transformative identities of subcultural youth  to the processes of globalization,
and to the changing structures of the larger urban environment.
The study of processes leads to a study of historical conditions, thus, contributing
to the historiography of urban development.  Urban political, economic, and social
conditions played a key role in the development of youth subcultural identity in the post-
war era.  Urban centers functioned as entrepôts of not only commercial goods but also of
cultural products.  We must look at how African cities were transformed by external
influences, particularly the influx of new cultural forms via advancing technologies and the
dominance of the media industry by the United States.  The effects of these changes on
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contemporary residents, and how those changes made them distinct culturally from
previous generations, must be analyzed in more detail to answer the questions: What is
urban culture, how has it evolved, and how has it been recognized?
The Ghanaian historiography on urban history in general is limited.  Significant
works such as Claire Robertson’s Sharing the Same Bowl, Emmanuel Akyeampong’s
Drink, Power, and Cultural Change and, most recently, Jon Parker’s Making the Town:
Ga State and Society in Early Colonial Accra, discuss various aspects of Accra history
and have done much to expand our knowledge.46  None of them, however, address the
influence of outside cultures in the late colonial and early independence era.  Only
Akyeampong’s social history of alcohol delves into issues related to youth culture, but he
does so cursorily.
Within a cosmopolitan environment, there are many geographical neighborhoods
and social communities.  To understand the development, ideologies, and attitudes of the
urban population we can look at the development of a particular location and community
and their interactions with the larger metropolitan area.  Deborah Pellow states that we
must analyze the role of “place as an active participant in social life, exploring the relations
between built form and culture in seeking out spatial meanings. . . . Any understanding of
contemporary urbanism,” she adds, “requires an understanding of the cultural imprint of
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colonialism on the socio-spatial order, the manifestation of relations of power.”47  The
struggle for control of the urban environment is important. 48 For example, how did
changing ideas of administrative and cultural control affect the residents of Old Accra?
We can view the development of Old Accra as a reflection of changing urban constructs in
general.  Historians, sociologists, and anthropologists have looked at the history and social
relations of the Ga Mashie, but they all focus on their origins, political development, and
social organization, and most of them are isolated to the pre-Second World War era.49  As
a predominantly urban people, these studies neglect the most rapid phase of change in the
post-war period, as well as the increasing isolation of residents within the expanding
metropolitan area.
This study looks at the transitional era from colonial rule to independence, an era
not rife with traditional historical documents.  Uncovering the existence of youth cultures
in general can be difficult; trying to understand their attitudes and ideologies even more so.
Subcultures, by definition, exist beneath the upper strata of society and, therefore,
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historical references to them in traditional sources are scarce.  Previous research led me to
believe that I would find a type of youth culture centered around a music and dance form
like milo jazz, a hybrid genre that ode lay youth groups in Sierra Leone incorporated into
their clubs and performances.50  Kpanlogo comes closest to this, but very little has been
written about it.  It was apparent that, as a drumming and dancing style, it caught on
quickly with Accra youth and spread throughout the coastal region.  Yet, there was
something about kpanlogo dancing and the characteristics of the participants that caught
my eye.  There was a movement in the dance that was very foreign.  I realized that some of
the kpanlogo steps were derived from rock ‘n’ roll dancing and then asked the questions:
How did rock ‘n’ roll first arrive in Ghana? With whom did it first become popular? And
why was it incorporated into kpanlogo?
I first began to analyze government records, contemporary accounts, newspapers,
and magazines to understand economic, political, and social developments in the urban
sphere.  From references to youth, I also began to form various pictures of how youth and
youth cultures were portrayed in these records.  A deeper understanding of urban youth
culture, however, demands that one find a route to recover the lost or suppressed voices of
underclass subcultures.  The products of popular culture, including recordings, films,
documentaries, and personal and public photographs, provided insights into some of the
prominent themes.  The best way to recover those voices, however,  was through interviews
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with previous members of these marginalized youth groups to understand better their aims
and ambitions, and attempt to unravel further historical evidence not contained in written
sources.
Oral history is an invaluable resource. As Adrienne Israel remarks:  “Oral
testimonies are valuable historical resources which demonstrate the cognitive ability of
ordinary people, whether literate or not in Western language, and increase our
understanding of African perspectives.”51  Oral history also presents particular problems
that must be addressed to maintain an accurate historical record.  The most severe of these
problems is nostalgic recall, where informants remember their youth in a nostalgic and
often glorifying way.  This is an inherent characteristic of individuals everywhere.  Louis
Menand, commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of the Catcher in the
Rye, reflected on how people who grew up in the 1950s feel today about being young in
that era:
A great deal of ‘youth culture’ . . . plays to this feeling of loss. You go to a dance where a new
pop song is playing, and for the rest of your life hearing that songs triggers the same emotion. It
comes on the radio, and you think, That’s when things were truly fine. You want to hear it again
and again. You have become addicted. Youth culture acquires its poignancy through time, and so
thoroughly that you can barely see what it is in itself. It’s just, permanently, ‘your song,’ your
story.52
In the context of Accra subcultures, all of the young dancers, for example, seem to
remember that they were the best dancer of their group and won many competitions.
Discussing rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo today, they were immediately transported back into
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that time, a time when they gained fame in the community.  The problem of nostalgic recall
can be lessened by corroborating the evidence from a number of other sources, including
written sources whenever possible.  One of the most common problems in interviews is
the problem of connecting specific dates with events.  Very little of these histories has
been recorded and time is conceived very differently in Ghanaian worldview.  Dates are
mentioned, but they are often misplaced. Where they could be confirmed, dates are used.
Where they could not, it will suffice to keep things chronologically organized.
Youth cultures are dynamic categories within an urban environment.  Identities
shift quickly, but still, they have much to tell us about the larger urban socio-historical
setting.  Why did youth react to changes in the popular culture scene the way they did?
Why did they react to some popular culture genres and not others?  Why did rock ‘n’ roll
and kpanlogo become part of the popular culture scene, while other dances and neo-
traditional forms of drumming remained recreational forms within a small sub-section of
the population?  The answers to these questions show that there were, in fact, vast
differences within youth cultures.  In studying the history of youth cultures, it is important
to remember that all youth cannot be essentialized into a single generation sharing similar
traits.  Within the urban environment, there are, of course, many different cultures based
on class, generation, occupation, area of residence, and type of social systems.  The same
factors play a part in shaping the development of youth cultures.  Youth are not a classless
group. Their social-economic background played a role in the types of activities in which
they chose to engage, as well as the cultural resources they chose to select, reject, or adapt
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into their everyday lives.  We must also be careful not to assume that everything that youth
did was in opposition to or resistance against older generations.  How can youth have
nothing in common with their parent’s generation?  To achieve a coherent and unified
approach to youth subcultures we must, therefore, avoid placing all urban youth into a
single class, and emphasize not only the development of youth, but also their relationships
with the world of adults.53
The analysis of urban development, especially from the perspective of youth, can
make a significant contribution to the history of the larger urban environment.   Members
of youth subcultures of the late 1950s grew up during the tumultuous decade of the 1940s
and spent their formative years during the economically trying and politically stimulating
decade of the 1950s.  To understand youth ideologies and actions, it is, thus, essential to
first understand the history of the macro-urban environment.  Chapters two and three
explore the social, political, and economic conditions that brought youth onto the social
radar of older generations and government officials.
Chapter two discusses the development of Accra from the early settlements
through the Second World War.  The Ga Mashie, as the original inhabitants of the city,
assumed an important position in urban affairs.  Colonial power became entrenched and,
as the city expanded in economic and political importance, it superceded some of the Ga
Mashie influence.  Old Accra, however, remained the cultural center of the city and the
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location of many of the prominent venues for elite entertainment and leisure, but there were
few forms of mainstream urban popular culture.  Energized by the events and ideologies
of the Second World War, particular layers within Accra society began to seek political,
social, and cultural independence.  Forms of entertainment and leisure also began to
undergo a process of change.  Culturally, the Ga Mashie have a long history of
incorporating outside influences into their own social and cultural structures, but the
presence of thousands of Western servicemen during the war hastened the process of
change.  Highlife music, for example, grew away from its elite roots into a popular culture
genre that attracted a wider range of urban inhabitants.  The presence of American military
personnel, in particular, influenced a generation of young men and women.  The events
and ideologies of the war contributed to a change in youth perspectives of whites and a
diminishing belief in the superiority of British culture.  Through an investigation of
government records, contemporary observations, and secondary accounts, this chapter
traces the effect of the Second World War on young men and women and shows that the
roots of a distinct class of youth, with ideologies and outlooks separate from the realm of
adults, began to grow during the war years.
Those ideological roots of youth culture began to sprout during the post-war era.
Chapter three analyzes the aftermath of the war and the economic, political, and social
conditions that heightened class and generation divisions within the city.  Government and
Accra Town Council records depict a population that was rising at a rapid pace, largely due
to the number of immigrants from the rural areas.  As the population exploded, the
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unemployment rate soared, the cost of living surged and urban squalor increased.  Old
Accra was neglected by government development plans and became one of the most
congested and least developed neighborhoods of the city, resulting in the growing isolation
of the Ga Mashie.  The general decline also brought social unrest that culminated in the
riots of 1948.  Although colonial officials and older generations began to talk about the
problem of youth, those from Old Accra were less prone to social degeneracy because
they continued to live within a strong and adaptable social system; they continued to live
under a code of rules predicated on kinship relations and communal respect.  Youth
developed a different worldview from older generations, spurred in part by the growth in
education, but youth as a group also cultivated different worldviews based on their socio-
economic class and location of residence.  Many young men and women completed their
primary school education but then abandoned further studies.  A large of class of school
leavers attracted widespread attention from government officials.  This chapter addresses
how the expansion of education and the corresponding growth of the number of school
leavers changed the ways in which youth viewed the world, as well as how they saw their
place within it.  The microprocesses of cultural development were shaped by economic,
political, and social structures that conditioned the environment and provided the basis for
the development of new forms of popular and youth culture.  Colonial policies, economic
decline, and sub-par living conditions pushed the Bukom youth further away from colonial
constructs of culture, and education provided the desire to explore new areas of cultural
interest.
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Chapter four shows how various classes and subclasses of urban residents
developed  new forms of cultural expression to establish their own identity within society.
Like the population of the city, popular culture was also undergoing a transformation
because of the attitudes of youth, changes in technology and the increasing flow of cultural
resources and people across the Atlantic.  The increasing availability of Western movies
and music, gramophones and records, radios, and even clothing served as the basis for
rapid cultural change.  Hollywood films brought a new language and styles of dress to
young viewers.  Modern advances in radio and recording technology facilitated the
dissemination of foreign music and helped produce the condition for transnational
soundings and hybrid musical identities.  Foreign culture forms, however, did not always
act as hegemonic agents upon youth development, as many of the contemporary reports
and views of older generations led us to believe.  Youth sifted through the information,
images, and attitudes available to them and selected those which they found most useful.
The active process of cultural selection and rejection is evidenced by the presence of new
expressions of urban youth identity and their relationship to the popular culture forms
within the city.  Newspapers and magazines, recordings, films, and personal accounts
provide the voices for the Accra cultural scene of the 1950s.  Youth developed new forms
of cultural expression that reflected the rift between generations and classes, and acted as
an agent on the development of subcultures.  While older generations continued to look
toward the British for their cultural resources, youth turned to the increasing cultural
capital flowing out of the United States.  The changing attitudes of particular layers of
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youth led to the rise of the “Bukom Boys” and contributed to the decline in highlife,
which I argue, started before independence.
Chapters five and six reconstruct the history of subcultures in Accra through oral
history and representations of them in newspapers and popular magazines.  The process
of social alignment and identification is a key to a successful analysis of the connections
between the youth and developing subcultural forms.  Urban underclass youth from Old
Accra created new forms of subcultural expression that reflected their identity
transformation and their arrival as a distinct youth group within the larger urban cultural
scene.  Youth acted as cultural vanguards, as both cultural consumers and cultural
producers, by promoting their creativity and eventually pushing both rock ‘n’ roll and
kpanlogo into the realm of popular culture.
Chapter five looks at the creation of rock ‘n’ roll dancing clubs as a form of
subcultural expression and as a means of identity transformation in the early independence
era.  Members of these subcultures, working together to survive the urban environment,
assumed a unique group identity through their speech, dress, music and dance;
characteristics drawn from the increasing influence of the United States.  Bukom youth
were inspired by the rock ‘n’ roll dancing that they saw in films and established formal
associations to develop their interests.  Within the rock ‘n’ roll dancing clubs, youth
embraced new forms of dress and language, and took on new nicknames to express their
affinity for American culture.  They did not, however, adopt American dance forms without
adaptation.  By combining American rock ‘n’ roll with Ga traditional dances, youth
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created a new form of cultural expression that reinforced their individual and group
identities and served what they saw as a more modern cultural milieu.  Interviews with
former members of youth subcultural groups revealed the extent of generational
differences and the impact of globalization on the youth of the early independence era.
Although they initially received resistance from older generations and government
officials, Bukom youth continue to advance rock ‘n’ roll.  With the assistance of outsiders
and the advent of the “Twist,” rock ‘n’ roll entered the mainstream and subcultural youth
began to look for new modes of cultural expression.
Chapter six discusses kpanlogo, another form of youth subcultural creativity that
began in the early 1960s among the Bukom youth.  Relying largely on oral history, this
chapter traces the origins and the spread of kpanlogo from a subcultural drumming and
dance form to its arrival as a popular form of expression.  Although it might have been
seen as a traditional form of drumming and dancing, kpanlogo groups were identified as
subcultural associations through their group identity, modes of dress, and their desire to
set themselves apart from older generations and other classes of youth.  Many of the
original kpanlogo dancers came from rock ‘n’ roll clubs, most of them existing in both
spheres simultaneously.  Rock ‘n’ roll dancers brought their styles into the kpanlogo
steps, representing a fusion of African and American forms.  Kpanlogo groups exhibited
their styles at informal dances and competitions on the streets and beaches, and within the
functions of traditional naming ceremonies and wake-keepings.  Realizing the dynamism
of this new music and dance form, government officials also called them to formal
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competitions and attempted to control their activities.  Kpanlogo youth, however, remained
independent of government control.  They existed within and outside of both the
traditional and the popular realms.  Kpanlogo youth saw themselves as not only
modernizing traditional forms of drumming and dancing, but also modernizing rock ‘n’
roll to fit the needs of their transforming identities.
The dynamic forms of youth subcultural expression reflected the burgeoning
energy of underclass youth and the need to express themselves in a new and modern way.
Subcultural youth groups grew as a reaction to economic, political, and social conditions,
but they also provided a rallying point of cultural creativity that helped to elevate the
youth’s sense of self-purpose and group identity.  The syncretism of these groups
reflected a cultural production unique to the urban environment and to specific groups of
underclass youth.
This study draws connections between the development of youth subcultures,
different genres of popular culture, their social functions, and the specific historical
conditions from which they arose.  The development of urban subcultures in Accra
interacted with other socio-historical variables that gave meaning to particular groups of
marginalized youth and helped to provide a sense of belonging during the early
independence era.  The analysis provides insights into group identity transformation
among youth, as well as expand upon the broader divisions between the African elite and
the masses, between older and younger generations with different worldviews, and between
African and Western cultural production.
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The creation of rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo clubs was an act of opposition against
class and generational divides, and an effort by the youth to merge their culture and
identity into a new hybrid form that incorporated aspects of both global and local
influences. Within subcultural youth groups there was a level of creativity not only in their
formation of new social networks, but in their contributions to the development of new
popular cultural forms as well. Their reactions to, and interactions with, the larger urban




“All Roads Lead to Accra”: Changing Worldviews among Urbanites
If it is like this on the edge,
How will it be in the depth?
So grand as it is at the backyard
How will it be inside the dance?
How the electric lights scintillate!
This is Accra . . .1
This chapter views the expansion of Accra from the early colonial era through the
Second World War; from a series of small Ga fishing villages in the mid-nineteenth
century into a cosmopolitan city of the post-war era.  It briefly discusses the precolonial
development of Accra and the infrastructural changes it underwent during the colonial era.
It addresses the struggle for control over physical and cultural development by the city’s
original inhabitants and concludes with the effects of the Second World War.  The growth
of Accra and the advent of the war had a profound effect on urban cultural development.
The city expanded in population and in geographical size and, although, the British
claimed political power and directed urban development to satisfy the colonial mission, the
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original inhabitants continued to set the African cultural agenda by adopting and adapting
outside influences into their own cultural milieu.  The experiences of young men and
women during the era of the Second World War had a critical impact on city life and
provided the base for the subsequent creation of a new and unique youth culture.
“Old Accra,” the political center of the Ga Mashie, the indigenous inhabitants of
Accra, and the oldest and most central area of the city, was the cultural heart of the wider
urban environment through the end of the Second World War.  Colonial administration
and commercial needs brought new improvements in infrastructure and increased the flow
of material and cultural resources into and out of the city.  Old Accra became the center of
a burgeoning town and the Ga Mashie expected to play a significant role in urban
development.  Colonial politics, of course, precluded this. The British undertook massive
building projects but many of the advances eluded the residential area of Old Accra.
The era of the Second World War cemented Accra’ s position as the center of a
changing political, economic, and cultural scene within the Gold Coast.  The city
underwent immense changes, growing in physical size and in population.  It instigated an
era that brought new interactions with, and changing perceptions of, Europeans and
Americans, transformations in youth attitudes, and new developments in popular culture.
Energized by the presence of Western troops, the war resulted in new musical influences
and increased venues for the production of popular culture, but it also initiated a period of
economic decline for Old Accra. This latter issue is discussed more in chapter three.
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Although historians have only recently given African urban history the attention
that it merits, the growth of urban populations has been a frequent topic of study among
sociologists.  The emphasis, however, has usually been on the economic and social
marginalization of new urban immigrants.  Researchers focused on the mechanisms that
immigrants employed in adapting to their new environments and the social problems they
experienced.2  The latter included unemployment, sub-par living conditions, juvenile
delinquency and societal marginalization. Few, however, have directed their attention to the
impact of rapid urban expansion on the evolution and identity shifts of people indigenous
to the city.  In the case of Accra, the Ga Mashie played an important role in urban
development and culture long before the mounting waves of rural-urban immigration in the
late colonial era.  Throughout their history, the Ga Mashie have been exposed to a variety
of foreign influences and successfully merged aspects of outside political, social, and
cultural institutions into their own.  Old Accra remained the center of urban life during the
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colonial era and the production of culture continued.  Throughout the period, however, Old
Accra gradually lost its economic and political power.  By the end of the Second World
War, the quality of life for residents of Old Accra plummeted while the cost of living,
housing shortages, and unemployment soared.  Thus, it is important to look at the
processes of urban change from the perspectives of the residents of Old Accra and, in the
context of the Second World War, from those of Ga youth.  Within the latter group, the
events and ideologies of the war initiated a process that allowed youth to identify
themselves as an independent group with new, more global outlooks.
In the early twenty-first century, Accra has grown to more than two million
inhabitants spread out over a large area, but the name “Accra” still implies the James
Town and Ussher Town areas of “Old Accra.”  Anyone wishing to take a taxi or tro-tro
from Osu, Kaneshie, Adabraka, Airport Residential, or Legon to James Town or Ussher
Town need simply tell the driver “Accra.”3 Even in the early post-Second World War era,
these “outer” areas, only a short distance from Old Accra and well within the city limits
today, were considered suburbs.  Christiansborg (Osu), now the hip and trendy part of the
city, was then identified as a completely different town, separated from Old Accra by one
and one-half miles of mostly empty space along the beach road.4 The once vacant areas
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dividing the many sub-sections are today teeming with development, part of a process that
began in the colonial era.
The Changing Face of Accra in the Early Colonial Era, 1877-1918
Seventeenth-century Ga towns first grew around three European forts:
Christiansborg Castle (Swedish, and later Danish), James Fort (English), and Fort
Crevecoeur (Dutch).5 By the end of the century, the densest and most central areas of
settlement were English Accra, also known as James Town or Nleshi, and Dutch Accra,
also known as Ussher Town or Kinka.  To the east lay Danish Accra, now known as
Christiansborg or Osu.  Further east still were the former capitals of small independent Ga
kingdoms, Labadi, Teshie, and Nungwa.  The settlements were under the influence of
different European administrations until the Anglo-Dutch treaty of 1874 united them
under British control.  Ga Mashie, what we now call “Accra proper” or “Old Accra,”
was the union of James Town and Ussher Town and represented the various groups of Ga
who came together to recognize the Ga Mantse as their leader.6
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This first phase of Accra’s development ended in 1877 when the British
transferred the capital from Cape Coast.  The town entered a period of rapid and sustained
population growth and commercial expansion that initiated a process of geographic,
political, and cultural transformation for the Ga Mashie people.7  In 1894, the British
introduced the Town Council Ordinance to establish a municipal form of government.
Despite opposition by the traditional Ga state against a measure that stood to weaken their
control, the Accra Municipal Council came into being in 1898.  The establishment of the
council undermined the Ga state and removed some of the impediments to British
administrative control.8   The colonial economic mission necessitated a corresponding
expansion of the communication and transportation infrastructures, increasing access in
and out of the town and linking Accra with the international system of commercial and
cultural exchange.
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The number of Europeans living in Accra was small and never reached the
significant settler populations found in some of the other British colonies.  The few
Europeans generally lived side by side with residents of Old Accra.  Soon after Accra
became the colonial capital, the government constructed new secretariat buildings and
European bungalows in the Victoriaborg area between Old Accra and Christiansborg.
European businesses and religious missions provided similar accommodations for their
European staff.  This marked a shift in European residential patterns from rented houses
or rooms in Old Accra to a more isolated and racially exclusive area.9  The colonial
government provided funding for the construction of these new residences, in part, because
they saw Old Accra as increasingly unsanitary and dangerous to European administrators
and merchants.
An outbreak of the bubonic plague in 1908 was largely responsible for this new
interest in residential segregation.  The plague resulted in many deaths and hastened the
flow of people and resources out of Old Accra and into other areas of town.10  The British
began to take a more active interest in the development of the city, especially in the areas of
segregated housing and social development.  A report issued after the outbreak of the
plague recommended the settlement of the Ridge, a new residential area to the northeast of
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Victoriaborg.  The British built Ridge Hospital and began to develop the area as an
exclusive European residential neighborhood.  Although a few European missionaries and
private businessmen remained in Old Accra, residential and social segregation became
entrenched.  The settlement of the Ridge and the shift in British residential patterns did not
diminish British interests in the old Ga areas, however.  Instead, the outbreak of the plague
and the subsequent focus on unsanitary conditions pushed the colonial administration to
recommend new measures.
The British targeted certain Ga lands for redevelopment, particularly reclamation
projects that could rid Accra of unsightly dwellings, attract new business enterprises, and
limit the spread of disease.  Under the auspices of disease control, a 1908 committee of the
Accra Town Council recommended destroying Ga houses on land near the new Harbour
Works and Customs Office.11 The Governor agreed with the council’s recommendations
and planned to resettle all of the “poorer” Ga in central Accra to outlying areas, while
allowing only the “richer natives” to remain.  These plans never materialized, however,
due largely to the fear of resistance by the Ga residents.  Nonetheless, some Ga did
relocate to the new suburbs, but they were usually the wealthier ones rather than the poorer
fishermen, craftsmen, and petty traders.12
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Colonial Accra, Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann (2000), 199.
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The movement of more affluent Ga to the new areas of settlement, however, did not
reduce the population density of Old Accra nor did it enhance the aesthetics of the area.13
In contrast, the overall economic standing of Old Accra declined with the migration of its
wealthier residents.  The city continued to grow rapidly around Old Accra.  Government
resources began to flow in other directions and new development catered to the colonial
mission and urban management.
Becoming a “Colonial” City: The Struggle for Cultural Space, 1918-1939
In the early years following the First World War, Accra became a modern, colonial
port city characterized by growing heterogeneity and escalating commercial and
administrative activities.14  The colonial administration renovated and constructed port and
railway facilities to accommodate the growing export resources arriving from the rural
areas and move imported goods into the colony.  Urban dwellers had access to these
imported goods sold in modern retail stores.  One publication listed sixty major
commercial enterprises in 1920.15
The greatest flood of development in Accra occurred under the administration of
Governor Guggisberg.  When he assumed office in 1919, cocoa exports were booming
and there were monetary reserves in the colony to fund his ambitious ten-year
development plan.  He radically altered the physical and social complexion of Accra by
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14 See Anthony O’Connor, The African City, London:  Hutchinson & Co. Ltd. (1983).
15 A. Macmillan, The Red Book of West Africa (1920), reprinted London: F. Cass (1968), 176.
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supporting new transportation, health, and education initiatives.  Some of his most notable
accomplishments included the construction of the Korle Lagoon Bridge and Korle Bu
Hospital, just to the west of Old Accra, as well as his crowning achievement, Achimota
College and Secondary School.  New roads leading from Central Accra to the outlying
“suburbs” helped to stimulate residential and commercial growth in areas such as Tudu
and Adabraka.  The Korle Lagoon Bridge opened up areas to the west, especially Korle
Gonno, Korle Bu, Chorkor, and Mamprobi.  The new road and water main leading to the
school, more than seven miles north of the city, brought a rash of new development along
its edges as well.16
These development projects were designed to move people out of Old Accra,
especially to the west where some former residents did resettle.  The colonial
administration eased the movement of people with the introduction of the first municipal
bus service in January 1927.  The routes originated at the Central Post Office and went
west to Korle Bu, east to Labadi and north to Adabraka.  Central Accra remained the hub
of daily life in the city, but the main satellites began to siphon people and material
resources away.17 During the 1930s, Adabraka began to experience cosmopolitan growth
and, by the end of the decade, it was about one-fourth the size of Accra in population, yet
physically still detached by a green belt and still referred to as one of the “new
                                                
16 Ioné Acquah, Accra Survey (first pub. 1958), Accra: Ghana Universities Press (1972), 28. For more on
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Reference Publications (1977), 80-111; and R. Sanjek, “The Organization of Households in Adabraka:
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suburbs.”18  Old Accra was the center and main focal point of complex urban activities,
but the town also retained certain elements of traditional life. A 1920 publication
recognized the changing nature of Accra life: “No town in West Africa provides more
contrasts in material progress, more side divergences between the old and the new, more
demonstrations of the past and the present, than Accra.”19
The Ga of Central Accra, like most African ethnic groups, have a long history of
linking the old with the new. They have a long history of incorporating “strangers” into
their social fabric and merging aspects of outside cultures into their own.  Unique to the
Ga, however, was their location on a busy seaport and as the indigenous group within an
increasingly heterogeneous city.20  Colonial cities, as noted by Anthony King, grew
around the administrative and commercial needs of colonial systems and functioned as
“ports,” not just for economic goods but for cultural interactions as well. Colonial cities
are, thus, culturally complex environments.21  As a city, Accra certainly falls into that
category, but Old Accra and the Ga Mashie in particular served as a port for external
cultural and political influences long before the arrival of colonialism.
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Outside influences have long had an impact on Ga society and culture and made
them a culturally diverse group.  Two of the original seven founders of the Ga Mashie
state were non-Ga and a variety of other peoples, including Adangmes, Akwamus,
Akyems, Fantes, and Asantes, settled among them.22  Nigerians and freed slaves from
Brazil contributed to this influx of outsiders in the nineteenth century.  Brazilians began to
arrive in the 1830s.  One of the chiefs of Ussher Town gave land to the first group of
these settlers, Bahian males who fled Brazil after the uprising of 1835.  They were
absorbed into Ga society, becoming farmers and craftsmen, marrying Ga women, and
speaking the Ga language.23
The advent of the colonial era hastened the flow of cultural resources into the city
and changed the nature of social and cultural development.  By the late nineteenth and
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early twentieth centuries, for example, a variety of outside influences began to mix with Ga
and Fante musical cultures to produce new forms.  One Accra resident remarked: “The
Ga around James Town . . . are a combination of all of the other peoples that have come to
Accra.  You can see it in their drum rhythms and dances which are a combination of many
different beats and steps.”24  The influx of different peoples into Accra and the merging
of local and outside cultural elements, produced new styles of neo-traditional music and
dance.  Some of the most popular were gome, ashiko, and kolomashie.25
Gome is a derivative of goombay, a Jamaica drumming and dancing style first
introduced by Maroon settlers into Sierra Leone in 1800. Sierra Leonean carpenters and
blacksmiths likely introduced it to Ghanaians in the Belgian Congo somewhere around the
turn of the century.26 Gome styles are distinguished by the use of the large frame-drum
upon which the musician sits, controlling the tone by applying pressure to the drum-skin
with the heels of the feet.  Ashiko also originated from Sierra Leone in the last decade of
the nineteenth century and was quickly adapted into various styles in the Gold Coast.
According to Collins, some musicians remembered it being a type of music played by a
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drum ensemble in Accra, while others recalled it being played by bands using brass
instruments, guitars, banjos, and concertinas. Collins refers to kolomashie as a form of
“Ga street music” that was popular during the 1930s. Like ashiko, it also used frame-
drums as well as the pati drum, a localized version of the side drum popular in regimental
bands.27   These music styles, often considered neo-traditional forms, were all influenced
by outside cultural sources and reinvented in their local context not by elite interests but by
members of the masses.  They came out of the Ga areas of Old Accra and became a
prominent symbol of urban culture for a large segment of society. Many of these forms
also shared another common feature; the Ga elders did not generally support them because
they saw them as “indecent” dances with movements driven by a younger generation.
Although acculturation of music styles such as gome, ashiko, and kolomashie
occurred largely outside of colonial control, the commercial and administrative interests of
the British and the resultant growth of Accra initiated a more rapid phase of urban
development and altered the nature of the relationship between the Ga Mashie and
residents of the expanding city.  Whereas, early immigrants often sought incorporation
into Ga society, the percentage of Ga as a proportion of the total urban population began
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to decrease.  Rather than settle in Old Accra, “strangers” began to form new immigrant
quarters outside the city center and clung to their own social and cultural systems.28
By the 1920s, Old Accra demonstrated some of King’s attributes of a “colonial
city” and reflected the cosmopolitan pace of social change away from what Apter has
called “tribal society.”29  As Parker notes, however, Accra “remained very much an
‘African’ — and essentially Ga — town in character.”30  The commercial characteristics
of the city reflected British endeavors, but the overall atmosphere was still very much
determined by the Ga inhabitants.  The struggle for control of cultural creation remained
focused on the old Ga quarters: “Downtown Accra – ‘Ga’ – survived as an overcrowded,
vibrant hothouse of indigenous culture and political intrigue.”31  Nevertheless, the Ga
were not trapped in what Parker calls “entrenched tradition.”32 Despite the growing urban
population, residents of Old Accra continued to adjust to the changing environment and
created new and varied forms of culture. By the 1930s, however, its “survival” came up
against new, more class-based cultural trends. As Accra became more cosmopolitan and
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began to develop a powerful class of colonial elites, the dominance of Ga culture as the
centerpiece of urban life began to give way to elite cultural needs.
The most salient of these urban elite culture forms was highlife music and dance.
Early forms of highlife grew out of the missionary school experience in the early twentieth
century and were popular among the growing Christian and educated African elite.
Missionary school plays and concerts provided training for young musicians who began
playing popular Western dances like the waltz, the quickstep, and the foxtrot for social
affairs of both British officials and the African elite.33  The first dance orchestra of this
type in the Gold Coast was the Excelsior Orchestra (est. 1914). The Jazz Kings, the
Winneba Orchestra, and the Accra Orchestra followed in the 1920s and 1930s.34 These
orchestras featured up to thirty or more members playing brass, woodwind, string, and
percussion instruments. Some even employed a piano.  The possession of expensive
instruments and a high social background carried with them a degree of respect for these
performers and the performances.  Patrons often wore formal evening dress to elite venues
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like the Rodger Club, Victoria Hotel, Merry Villas, Palladium Cinema, Wesleyan School,
and the Accra Town Hall.  Prominent members of Accra society occasionally featured an
orchestra at their homes as well.  Thomas Hutton-Mills, for example, a distinguished
Accra lawyer, hosted impressive social gatherings at Temple House, his James Town
residence.35
Ethnomusicologists identify the 1920s as the age when Ghanaian musicians began
to Africanize the music and create highlife.  Elite orchestras began to intermingle local
rhythmic patterns with imported, African American-derived music from the New World
and the rhythms and sounds of Western-style dance music.  Ragtime, for example, arrived
in Ghana via American vaudeville comedians like Glass and Grant, who traveled
throughout Ghana in the 1920s putting on shows for elite audiences. Highlife was also
influenced by the popularity of silent films, especially black and white minstrel films and
the accompanying music, usually ragtime.36
Musicians may have inserted some of the African elements into Western music,
but this is not to imply that it suddenly became a “popular” culture form. The venues
remained largely the domain of elite culture until the start of the Second World War.
Highlife music became part of the growing social division by entertaining elites and
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excluding the urban poor.  The very name of highlife music supports this early class
division.  It was not uncommon for people unable to afford the entrance fee or the cost of
the expensive dress to gather around the outer walls of the ballrooms and watch the events
inside with a degree of both fascination and disapproval. These onlookers first designated
this type of music, “high-life,” music for the elite.
Not all cultural spaces supported the sharp divide between the classes.  Parker
argues that “despite some evidence for a widening gap between rich and poor, changes in
urban culture began to erode the sharp distinction in Victorian Accra between the ‘cloth
portion’ of society on the one hand and the ‘frock’ and ‘frock coat portion’ on the
other.”37 Horseracing and polo, for example, attracted all classes to the Accra Race Club
in the early years of the twentieth century.38 The mixing of blacks and whites from various
classes, however, was hardly without restrictions.  Decima Moore, the wife of then Major
Guggisberg, described her impression of the audience when she arrived at the racecourse
in 1905:
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We found a number of Europeans in the covered stand and the railings opposite to it lined with
natives. It was the first gathering of the sort that I had ever seen. . . . It was a curious sight –
that mixture of black and white; in the enclosure, the native band in their khaki uniforms; the
black lawyers and doctors in their immaculate English clothe; the native women, some in
European dress, others in native kit with gold ornaments in their elaborately arranged hair; and
the well-dressed English people; on the other side of the course, the crowd of natives in all sorts
of clothing from gay-coloured cloths to pyjama suits . . .39
Catherine Cole notes that the Palladium Cinema offered not only film shows but
also provided a venue for high-class concert party performances that generally drew a
large and “socially mixed crowd.”40  There was stratification, however, by ticket prices.
The cheapest seats were in the front while those in the balcony, separated and above the
masses, were priced at a prohibitively high rate such that it limited them to purchase by
Europeans and African elites.41
Although both Parker and Cole suggest that the gap between elite and lower
classes was fading in the changing urban environment, the mixing of classes they portray
is more likely that of elite and intermediate classes and, where it does involve lower classes,
its impact is minimal at best.  At the Palladium, as well as many other cinemas, there were
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different ticket prices for different nights, prices that ultimately determined the nature of
the audiences.  On the cheapest nights, spectators came largely from the neighborhoods of
Old Accra.
On these nights, a film showing or concert party at the Palladium involved more
than the performance itself.  Mass culture was still rooted in interactions between the
cultural performers and the audience. Each fed off the other for inspiration. Elite culture,
on the other hand, relied on a raised stage establishing a distance between the two entities.
Long before the show was to start another type of performance began in the streets. King
Bruce, a highlife musician who lived near the cinema, remembered that the cinema also had
a marching band that they used to attract customers: “They would start drumming at the
Sea-View Hotel, Jamestown, from about 6:30 p.m., and march steadily from there right up
to the Palladium by eight o’clock, making ‘campaign’ and picking up followers all the
way.”42
Although different classes occasionally attended the same shows, pre-Second
World War highlife music was very much rooted in high-class culture. The existence of
these elite styles, however, formed the foundation for dynamic popular culture forms that
began to emerge in the late 1930s and 1940s.  The exclusion of lower classes from many
of the elite venues caused the increasingly heterogeneous and youthful urban population to
seek out new types of leisure activities and relevant forms of popular culture.  Increasing
racial and class divisions led to the development of new popular culture forms and to
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changing class consumption of forms such as concert party and highlife.  It was not until
after the Second World War, John Collins explains, that Ghanaian popular culture “took
on a much more self-conscious form.”43
The Second World War and Its Aftermath
The Second World War changed the physical and cultural features of Accra.
Although the war was fought great distances from the Gold Coast, people were,
nevertheless, keenly aware of wartime activities.  British propaganda and news kept the
populace informed but it often exaggerated the danger as well.  On 22 June 1939, just
prior to African involvement in the war, a severe earthquake occurred.  Urban residents,
already cognizant of the activities of German submarines, first feared that that they were
under German attack.44  The earthquake caused extensive damage to the central parts of
Accra.  Sixteen people were killed and more than one hundred injured.  It destroyed
numerous homes and the colonial government composed plans to build new housing
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units.  The advent of the war, however, delayed those plans and, for Old Accra, the process
of physical deterioration quickened.
Wartime logistics had a great impact on the city.  Although there were no ground
battles in West Africa, colonial territories were important strategic locations for Allied
activities, serving as bases for Western troop movement and the provisioning of soldiers
and equipment to North Africa.  After the fall of France in 1941, the seaports and airfields
of the Gold Coast took on added importance for the Allied war effort.  The Gold Coast
was the most centrally located of the British colonies and it became the headquarters for
the Allied West African military operations in 1942.  The massive influx of American and
European servicemen necessitated the creation of two new bases, Giffard Camp and
Burma Camp, to house them.45
The importance of Accra as a base for Western military personnel and the
subsequent infrastructural improvements had a profound impact on the physical
complexion of the city.  During the war, Accra began a process of rapid and massive
expansion that continues today.  The boundaries of Accra had changed little since the
Towns Ordinance in 1892, which delineated the city into James Town, Ussher Town (Old
Accra), and the coastal region eastward to Victoriaborg and Christiansborg.  The
earthquake and the subsequent arrival of Western military personnel led to urban
development and initiated the expansion of the city in every direction.  In 1945, a new
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constitution extended the municipal boundaries to include the coastal village of Labadi, two
miles east of Christiansborg Castle, as well as the fast growing areas to the north and west
of Central Accra.46 The war reduced the resources available for private building enterprises
but the continuing need to find housing for the earthquake victims and the demand for new
enterprises drove a rush of development in the post-war era.
From the Second World War to the early 1960s, housing and development
projects filled in empty areas within the inner circle of the city defined by the Ring Road.
By 1954, Osu and Labadi were virtually linked to Old Accra by a string of buildings along
the coastal road.  To the north lay Adabraka, a less crowded and more cosmopolitan area.
The Ridge remained an exclusive residential area for civil servants and business people.
Around the outer edges of the Ring Road, new immigrant quarters arose including the
predominantly Muslim settlement of Nima and Lagos Town (Accra New Town).  The
construction of new roads sparked massive development in the area to the northeast of
Ring Road, especially the affluent neighborhood of Airport Residential area.47 Settlement
now reached to the airport, more than six miles from the city center.  The area in between
included army and police barracks, hospitals, the broadcasting station, and new flats and
houses designed for civil servants.  The plan to rebuild from the earthquake became the
focal point for the development of new housing estates to the west in Korle Gonno,
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Mamprobi, and Chorkor.48 North of these areas, the town had now grown to include two
new areas of settlement, Sabon Zongo and Kaneshie. The overall effect of these new
estates and buildings was the transformation of Accra into a physically modernizing town.
Many of the landmark buildings today along Station Road and High Street also arose
during the war and the immediate post-war era.49
The effects of wartime developments went beyond the physical changes by
reshaping the lives and worldviews of urban young men and women in profound ways.
The increased military activity in and around Accra led to improvements in infrastructure.
The shipping industry slowed immediately after the outbreak of the war for fear of
German submarine attacks, but by 1942, Gold Coast ports served as important stops for
ships carrying supplies for the war effort.  The Allies expanded and modernized the Accra
airport to maintain the supply lines of military equipment and personnel to the Middle East
and North Africa.  Wendell Holbrook estimates that during 1942 and 1943, up to 300
American planes stopped at Accra daily for refueling and provisions.50  The presence of
large groups of Western military personnel in the Gold Coast and the efforts of the
information department and the British Council to acquaint Ghanaians with not only the
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facts of the war, but with the philosophies that lay behind it, contributed to a sense of
empire solidarity and widened African worldviews.51
In West Africa, the war was fought in the newspapers, films, and town squares, and
over the broadcasting system.  The Gold Coast Information Department used culture and
media forms to spread news and propaganda.  They initiated a propaganda campaign to
raise support, increase mobilization, and seek donations for the war effort.  The number of
privately owned radio receivers, however, limited the effectiveness of early efforts.  There
were an estimated 650 privately owned receivers in mid-1943 but Africans owned only
147 of those receivers.52 Thousands more Africans had access to the wired network
established in the 1930s.  This network allowed people to listen to radio programs through
central receivers set up throughout the colony.  In 1940, more than 5,000 subscribers to
the rediffusion service listened to BBC and Radio Accra broadcasts.53 Still, the British
wanted to reach a wider audience and began to make improvements to the media
infrastructure and employ a more diverse array of media forms.
Utilizing radio, newspapers, cinema, and school lectures, they not only raised
awareness of the war effort, they also set the stage for post-war dissemination of foreign
and African news and culture.  During the war, the colonial administration set up
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additional radio loudspeakers in major traffic areas, including markets, taxi stands, lorry
parks, and open spaces, expanding the number of listeners into the “tens of thousands.”54
Broadcasts included two and one-half hours daily of local-language programming that
consisted of news bulletins, public interest stories and, of course, appeals for financial
support and enlistment of young males into the military forces.
The British also used cinema as a means to inform Africans about the war.55
Mobile cinema vans proved to be particularly effective, especially in areas where there were
few cinematic facilities.  They established the Colonial Film Unit in 1939 with the specific
purpose of making war propaganda films and, by 1944, 115 films carried their logo.
Rosaleen Smyth categorized these films as four different types: information, exhortation,
goodwill, and the projection of England.56  Some of the films included English and
African Life (1941), A British Family in Peace and War (1944), and Mr. English at
Home.  Some carried clear images and propaganda of the war: The Royal Air Force
(1940), This is a Barrage Balloon (1941), and This is an Anti-Aircraft Gun (1942).  One
of the most effective means of presenting British views on the war to Africans was The
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British Empire at War sequence, a monthly silent newsreel series that showed images
such as troops in training, the manufacture of weapons, and the king and queen visiting
bomb-damaged homes.57  Regardless of the medium, the propaganda campaign was
important, above all, because the various mediums of dissemination reached all classes and
generations of the population and more closely linked Ghanaian interests to those of the
rest of the world.
The propaganda machine also used cartoons of Hitler suppressing Africans’ basic
rights and freedoms to emphasize the horrors that they would certainly suffer under Nazi
rule and reinforce the idea of the British as the benevolent colonizers.  Ironically,
nationalist leaders and journalists began to employ some of the same techniques to
mobilize opinions against the British.  They used the wartime philosophies of democracy
and individual rights to criticize colonial rule in general.  According to Clarke,
“Imperialism and Nazism were frequently portrayed as two sides of the same coin.”58
Still, many Ghanaians echoed the sentiments of British propaganda, acknowledging the
danger of Germany and the ambitions of Hitler.  K.A. Busia, an elite Ghanaian and
nationalist leader, wrote in 1942:
There is not much doubt as to what would happen to an African under a German regime.  Did not
Hitler himself write of the Negro that ‘It is an act of criminal insanity to train a being who is
only born a semi-ape?’ Hitler himself has thus raised the racial question which has contributed to
the loyal support that the colonies have given to Britain.  It has made the war a racial war which
is their’s (the Africans) as well as Britain’s.59
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Throughout West Africa, performers also helped to promote the war.  They used
music and drama to encourage the Allied efforts and fling criticism at Germany.
Waterman shows how musicians in Nigeria used juju music to sing the praises of
servicemen and espouse the evils of Hitler.  Nigerian performers also produced numerous
plays about the war.  Frequently, they were set in a courtroom where the defendant was
Hitler.  One of these was aptly named, “The Complete Story and Trial of Adolph
Hitler.”60 In the Gold Coast, The Axim Trio, a concert party group, performed a play,
“The Downfall of Adolf Hitler,” foretelling the eventual end to conflict and the victory of
the Allied forces.  Ghanaian musicians, such as the popular highlife group, the Silver Stars,
also encouraged recruitment, proclaiming in Twi: “If you don’t join the army as a soldier
no one will regard you highly.” The British realized the importance of utilizing local
popular culture forms and employed konkoma, a particular type of highlife music and
dance popular among the Asante, especially among lower-class youth, to recruit soldiers.61
The propaganda campaign was successful.  Ghanaians turned out in large numbers
to support the war effort.  More than 374,000 West Africans joined the Royal West
African Frontier Force during the Second World War, and 65,000 of them were
Ghanaians who fought in the Gold Coast Regiment.62 By the end of the Second World
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War, almost 42,000 of these soldiers had served overseas, the bulk of them in India and
Burma.63  While Ghanaian servicemen had also contributed to the First World War, the
demographics were radically different.  During the first war, over sixty percent of the
recruits came from the Northern Territories while in the later one, a greater number of
them came from the coastal regions and from Asante.64 This is important because when
the soldiers returned to the Gold Coast, many of them chose to establish residence in
Accra rather then return to their homes in the outlaying areas.  These soldiers brought new
influences that resulted in the transfer of ideas and cultural influences from other areas of
Africa and outside of the continent into Accra.
The experiences that soldiers had while fighting in other regions of the world had
an impact on urban life when they returned.  Many historians have postulated that the war
had important psychological effects on African soldiers, including demystifying whites
and showing that both they and the colonial powers were mortal.  Some argue that African
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soldiers learned of coming independence for India and Burma and returned with these
ideas for their own people.  Most studies of the war’s impact on African societies,
however, focus on the role of returning ex-servicemen in stimulating political and
economic change and their roles in the nationalist movements.65
There can be no doubt that the era of the Second World War led to significant
changes in Ghanaian society, changes comparable to the experiences of soldiers.  Schleh
argues that Ghanaian “soldiers fighting abroad were exposed to basically the same
modernizing influences which were already being felt in their home territories.”66 It
brought new economic and administrative development, led to growth in the
communication infrastructure, and changed the psychology of race relations by creating an
expanded awareness of world politics and personalities.  Returning soldiers who had
served in the Royal West African Frontier Force “extended their perceptions of the world
and also of British power.”  A glance at the headlines of contemporary newspapers shows
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an increasing concern with global political issues and, in particular, the outcome of colonial
struggles in British colonies in the Caribbean and Asia.  M. Fortes noted that the war
“engendered a new mood of increased awareness of wide horizons and exciting
possibilities.” Fortes, however, limited this expansion of horizons and possibilities to the
educated urban classes and, in so doing, left out large segments of the population.67
Some of the most important gains transcended the areas of politics and economics.
Fortes, who was present in Accra during the war, suggested that the improvements in air
and port facilities and communication infrastructures helped bring Accra into closer
connections with the international world: “West Africa is no longer isolated from the
Western world.  The traders’ frontier is being replaced by the technological frontier of
Western civilization.”68  Young men and women served as the cultural brokers, as the
intermediaries of this new flow of products and peoples into and out of Africa.  Young
Ghanaians expanded their worldviews and were ready to link themselves, by means of
changing technologies and cultural influences, more closely with other societies. In the
words of Catherine Cole, the war “revolutionized the social imaginary, the ways in which
individuals conceptualized the larger collectives and communities to which they
belonged.”69
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Globalizing Influences during the Second World War
The Americans and Europeans stationed in Accra had a profound influence on the
economic and cultural scene.  Although young Ghanaians worked at the airfield, cleaning
the aircrafts before and after flights, many scholars have argued that Ghanaians with at
least middle school education during the colonial era saw themselves above manual labor.
A school leaver remembered his attitudes toward such work: “even though I was
unemployed, I shuddered at the prospect of being a labourer when I could do touch
typing.”  It is apparent, however, that their reluctance toward employment in manual labor
was at least partially economically motivated.  Ultimately, a high level of pay for blue-
collar work provided the incentive for youth to overcome their negative perceptions about
manual labor.  According to the worker, they were so “handsomely paid that this job was
fast attracting even white collar clerks.” Middle school leavers rationalized employment as
electrician’s apprentices or other similar jobs by believing that they were learning a skill:
“we prided ourselves on being better off because we were at least learning a profitable
trade.”70
American military personnel were a new entity to many young Ghanaians, similar
and yet very different from the British who had been salient in Accra life for many years.
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With the exception of the military personnel, Americans never had a large permanent or
semi-permanent contingent in Accra.  In 1931, there were eight Americans in Accra and
only eighteen in the entire colony.  Although the numbers grew by 1948, Americans still
numbered a somewhat insignificant twenty-five in Accra and only fifty-one in the
colony.71
Nevertheless, the high number of Americans in the city during the war and the
nature of their working relationships with Ghanaians brought many interactions between
the two groups, interactions that were quite different from those between Ghanaians and
the British.  The British had long held important administrative and economic positions
and, from the second decade of the twentieth century, they tended to live in segregated
neighborhoods and socialized within their close circle of friends.  British residents in
Accra lessened the emphasis on class within their ranks to maintain racial solidarity and
enhance the image of superior European standards of living and cultural mores while
dismissing those of Africans as “heathen” and “uncultured.”  The presence of Western
soldiers, however, helped to change perceptions of whites in general, or as Jahoda notes,
“demystified the ‘white race,’ demonstrating for the first time that they were not
immortals, and exposing the vulnerability of the colonial powers.”72  With the arrival of
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American military personnel, Ghanaians observed another side of whites.  E.T. Mensah, a
Ga musician widely recognized as the “King of Highlife,” remembered their presence:
“When the Americans came we learnt a lot of lessons. It was the first time I personally
saw a white man holding a pick-axe and digging. Up to then it hadn’t been natural to see a
white man doing this.”73 After the United States military supplanted Pan American
Airways during the Second World War, the racial environment began to change.  It was
then, Augustus Bruce noted, Gold Coast youth “had a real sample of the life of the
ordinary American. . . . When the American soldiers arrived, life at the American camp
began to have a really big kick.  Things began to move pretty fast.” The attitudes and
slang of the American personnel were new for Bruce, who worked his way up to inspector
status by “working like mad, as the Yanks put it.”74
On the base, however, work relationships were not always about work.  The
“informal” economy also became part of everyday interactions between soldiers and
Africans.  American soldiers with access to otherwise restricted or expensive imported
goods sold them to Africans to trade for profit in town.  Gambling was also prevalent
around the military camps.  “Shooting craps” became popular on the base, occurring
“sometimes right under the paymaster’s window.” Working with and around American
military personnel gave young men like Bruce new insights into Americans and their
culture.  He recalled a popular servicemen’s song that stuck to him “like a leech”: “This
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is the Army Mr. Jones.  No private rooms or telephones.  You had a housemaid to clean
your floor.  Now she won’t help you out any more.”75
The presence of American military personnel did not leave all positive memories,
however.  As one writer noted: “There were certain dark patches in the generally lively
impression left behind by the Americans.”  Bruce recalled an incident when an American
officer went to a Ghanaian in charge of vehicles and demanded a car to take him to town.
When the Ghanaian in charge requested that the required logbooks be filled out, he was
shot by the American in front of witnesses.  Bruce also noted an instance when an
American driver swerved off the main road and fatally wounded several soldiers, as well as
the “not-too-dignified manner in which workers — clerks, skilled and unskilled labourers
— were herded together in ten-wheeled trucks” to carry them from the Old Polo grounds
to the Giffard and Burma camps.76  While Bruce’s account of these events cannot be
independently verified, it is reasonable to assume, based on race relations in the United
States during that era, that there were observable conflicts and animosities expressed by
white American soldiers toward Ghanaians.
Some people blamed the presence of whites in general for increasing immorality,
drinking, and crime among Ghanaian youth.  Between 1952 and 1955, Gustav Jahoda
queried two hundred Ghanaian adults living in Accra about their assessment of the positive
and negative contributions of whites to Accra society.  On the positive side, the
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respondents noted education, progress, Christianity, and trade.  The negative contributions
consisted of:
• Immorality (including promiscuity and prostitution);
• Drinking (including smoking, gambling, ballroom dancing, and cinemas);
• Detribalization (loss of traditional culture and customs);
• Disrespect (non-observance of Ghanaian customs, loss of respect for elders);
• Crime (delinquency and hooliganism); and
• Materialism (money-mindedness, desire for luxuries) and taxes.77
In terms of immorality, Jahoda acknowledged that “Europeans were largely responsible
for some of the changes in sexual behaviour; indirectly, through promoting the growth of
the towns, and directly, by the influx of servicemen who patronized prostitutes.”78
Although it is unclear why ballroom dancing and cinemas were included under the
category of “drinking,” it is clear that many Ghanaians blamed whites for the most salient
contemporary urban social problems.
The events of the war and the post-war period brought a corresponding increase in
typically urban social problems.  Although many of these problems existed long before
the Second World War, they became more overt and, thus, more of a perceived social ill.
A report by the Department of Social Welfare lamented “the problem of larceny and
destitution, left mainly as a legacy from the late war.” It further stated that the presence of
the thousands of foreign troops in Accra “inevitably led to children attaching themselves
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to Army camps and mixing with European and American Service-men.  Habits quite
foreign to this country were picked up.”79
Some of those habits spurred new economic activities, albeit less than favorable
ones.  Prostitution, for example, became a profitable venture during the war years, not just
for the female prostitutes but for young boys who brought them their customers as well.
Prostitution was usually associated with immigrant women, probably because they faced
fewer social controls in the city than local Ga women did.80 Young boys such as
Kwamena Winful, however, were usually long-term residents because they had to know
their way around the city to serve as guides for the foreigners:
We were known as ‘pilot boys’. After showing the Yankees round the town we took them to
places where they could meet girls. . . It was a social scandal to be a known ‘business’ woman.
But the Yankees were paying magnanimously and we, the pilot boys, collected big chunks of the
crumps.  The sex trade was roaring with life.  It had suddenly become a very paying proposition.
The girls for whom I worked as contact man, received anything between 40 and 80 shillings for a
‘short time’, depending on the drunken state of the Yankee soldier.81
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Winful eventually received a job in the quartermaster’s stores at the army camp from one
of the Americans whom he “served regularly.”82
Off the base, young Gold Coasters also interacted with Americans directly and
indirectly in entertainment venues, further altering their attitudes toward whites in general.
The arrival of Western military personnel in 1942 encouraged changes in the popular
culture scene by hastening the development of new places and types of entertainment, new
drinking spots and nightclubs.  The American influence can be seen in the names given to
new nightclubs founded during the war and in the immediate post-war era.  These included
Weekend-in-Havana, California, and Kalamazoo.83 An observer described the scene at one
of these clubs, the Basoon Bar, during the war: “It served as a watering place for the
servicemen of the allied nations.  The Americans were of course greater in number at all
times.” When he entered, he saw about fifty servicemen, most of them smoking, and three
musicians on stage “engaged in rendering a jazz number.” “I think it was a ‘Scrub Me
Mama With a Boogey Beat’,” he remembered.  “A dozen or so Americans were
shuffling on the floor and one fellow with a bottle of beer in each of the hip pockets was
doing a ‘Harlem Walk’.” This atmosphere, he concluded, was “typical of the unsettled
days of the war era.84  E.T. Mensah had similar memories of the American presence:
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They [Americans] usually came to town with a fat load of money, count so much and buy say
two or three bottles of beer. When you wanted to give them the balance they would say, ‘Keep
the rubbish’. The whites, especially the Americans, often left their camps and were trying to
patronise the local bars. Bars began to spring up during the war so that in any small corner there
was a kiosk [selling beer]. They didn’t mind sitting down at these bars from six at night to
twelve midnight, drinking, talking and listening to jazz and swing on the gramophone.85
Foreign servicemen stationed in Accra stimulated nightlife and introduced new
dance and music styles. Soldiers also returned from fighting abroad with new ideas of
entertainment and music.  In other parts of Africa, new bands, influenced by the wartime
experiences of African servicemen, arose.  These included the Boma Boys in Nigeria and
the Rhino Boys of Nairobi, Kenya, the latter established by former members of the King’s
African Rifles.86  During the war and in the immediate post-war era, many soldiers and ex-
soldiers introduced new African American and Caribbean music and dance styles to Accra.
These included swing, close-harmony singing, Dixieland jazz, be-bop, Afro-Cuban rumba
and mambo, and the beguine from Martinique.87
The presence of American and European soldiers inspired the playing of jazz and
swing music, and their interactions with Ghanaian musicians stimulated changes in the
development of local entertainment venues and musical styles.  New musical influences
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serving with the West African Frontier Force even before the war. John Collins, “The Ghanaian Concert
Party: African Popular Entertainment at the Cross Roads,” Ph.D. diss., State University of New York at
Buffalo (1994), 332.  See also Abioseh Nicol, West Indians in West Africa,” Sierra Leone Studies (n.s.),
13 (1960), 14-23.
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initiated a movement away from elite highlife to a new era of dance band highlife.  Highlife
music began its transformation from large, elite orchestras to smaller dance bands that
were better able to adapt to the changing economic and musical climate.
During the war, E.T. Mensah met Jack Leopard, a Scottish sergeant stationed in
Accra with the British Army. They formed a smaller dance band in Accra and selected the
name, “Leopard and his Black and White Spots,” to reflect the mix of African and
European members in the band.  With their small numbers, the band was better suited to
play in the smaller bars and nightclubs that were established during the war.  They played
little of the elite hybrid highlife music that evolved in the previous decade, however,
focusing more on jazz, swing, and Western ballroom styles. Still, according to Mensah,
they also earned much more than they would have playing in the large orchestras and
learned new methods of playing:
It was Sergeant Leopard who taught us the correct methods of intonation, vibrato, tonguing and
breath control, which contributed to place us above the average standard in town. . . . We played
from one army camp to another in the Accra district. Each of us got a pound for each
engagement. Boy, oh, boy, that pound seems a fortune to us in those days.88
After the war, Mensah took over the leadership of a new, fully African band, the
Tempos.  They first played at the European Club but soon became the house band at one
of the Accra nightclubs.  They also began to play more of their own numbers, integrating
South American rhythms and calypsos into the music.  This style of music caught on very
quickly; it spread throughout West Africa and down to the Congo in the 1950s.  E.T.
                                                
88 John Collins, E.T. Mensah: The King of Highlife, London: Off the Records Press (1986), 13.
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Mensah and the Tempos helped to redefine dance band highlife, moving it away from its
European components into a music that better reflected an African identity and a music
that was capable of surviving in the changing urban environment of the 1940s and
1950s.89
Conclusion
By the start of the Second World War, Accra commanded a position of importance
within the Gold Coast.  In the words of Ione Acquah, “The Accra stretch of coastline is no
longer isolated, but linked with all parts of the country and the world by modern means of
communication.  It is affected by world events, ideas and policies.”90  It had become the
foremost commercial, political, administrative and financial center in the colony.
Businesses, banks, government, and missions established their headquarters in the city and
helped to create a society with a diverse language base, customs, and forms of social
behavior.  What was at the end of the nineteenth century a new colonial capital based
predominantly in Old Accra became a heterogeneous, complex and highly urbanized town.
Still, Old Accra remained very much the focal point of Accra life and culture.  The
social clubs, drinking spots, cinemas, and the race course were all located near there. For
both high- and low-class patrons, Old Accra had some type of entertainment to offer.  The
colonial era and the advent of the Second World War augmented the flow of people and
                                                
89 Mensah is also known as “The King of Highlife.” See John Collins, E.T. Mensah: The King of
Highlife, London: Off the Records Press (1986).
90 Ioné Acquah, Accra Survey (first pub. 1958), Accra: Ghana Universities Press (1972).
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ideas into and out of the city. The Ga Mashie, with a long history of cultural synthesis,
adopted and adapted outside influences to create new popular culture forms such as gome,
ashiko, and kolomashie.  Highlife, too, underwent its transformation in Accra, aided by
E.T. Mensah and other musicians during the war.
The war brought another kind of change as well. American servicemen stationed in
Accra had a profound influence on young Ghanaian men and women. Indeed, there were
both positive and negative interactions, but the general attitudes of Americans seemed to
hold a certain attraction for a sector of Accra youth, particularly when contrasted with their
attitudes toward the British.  Despite certain unfavorable events, Bruce lamented the
departure of the Americans, while condemning the attitudes of the British for their own
deficiencies: “The Americans, their departure from Ghana, said to have been engineered
by the British whose pettiness and stinginess were accentuated by the presence of the
lavishly-spending Yanks, was very much felt.”91  Young Ghanaians began to differentiate
between Americans and British, although their information about Americans was based
mainly on the ideas and actions of the American military personnel with whom they
interacted.
In the years following the Second World War, the continuing expansion of the city
began to eat away at the economic and cultural vitality of Old Accra.  Urban decay posed
new and complex problems that led to a rapid downturn in the quality of life and an
                                                
91 Augustus Bruce, “When the Americans Came, pt. 4” The Ghanaian, March, 6, 3 (1963), 25. See also
Augustus Bruce, “When the Americans Came, pt. 2” The Ghanaian, December, 5, 12 (1962), 9-10, 12.
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outbreak of popular protest.  Ga youth experienced a very different environment, not only
from the growing numbers of immigrant youth but also from older generations of Ga.
The next chapter focuses on the changing demographics and deteriorating economic
conditions in Accra, the growth of popular protest, and the expansion of education, factors
that combined to give rise to a new youth generation with a different worldview.
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CHAPTER THREE
Crisis and Isolation: The “Invention of Youth”
This is the town,
The street of the municipality. I see interesting things, yet I am unhappy
Strangers, we are in the streets. My heart is throbbing
Townsmen, stretch out your sleeping mats Yet I have not committed any crime.
This is Accra . . . I’d better go and get myself drunk.
This is Accra . . . 1
The war years carried serious economic, political, and social consequences that
lingered well into the post-war period.  Following the war, Accra rapidly became the center
of a changing economy, growing political nationalism, and cultural transformation.  The
expression, “All roads lead to Accra,” embodied both physical and cultural aspects.  The
colonial administration constructed roads and railways for the exploitation of resources.
War time improvements in the transportation infrastructure facilitated the flow of those
important resources, but it also made it easier for people from the hinterlands to come to
Accra in search of better jobs, increased educational opportunities, and a more exciting
social and cultural life.  Throughout the 1950s, people continued to immigrate into the city,
                                                
1 Andrew Amankwa Opoku, “In the Streets of Accra,” in Voices of Ghana: Literary Contributors to the
Ghana Broadcasting System, 1955-57, Accra: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (1958), 140-141.
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carrying with them new and varied cultural resources but also reducing the Ga influence
within the urban environment and isolating them in a process of decline. In the post-war
years, immigrants began to settle in detached communities springing up throughout Accra
and, Frank Amoah notes, the city “had thus an organic character, a synthesis of villages in
which each village, though absorbed by the growing town, preserved its identity.”2
Ga youth, tantalized by the globalizing influences of the Second World War and
the post-war nationalist buzz discovered quickly that they had few outlets for independent
expression.  As immigrants arrived, the population grew rapidly into a cosmopolitan and
heterogeneous city full of new cultural potential but by 1954, journalist Daniel Badu saw
parts of Old Accra growing “heterogeneous” in a more dubious sense.  He described the
streets of James Town as “choked and blocked by a heterogenous composition of rubbish
— rags, mouldy kenkey wrappers, broken gourds, charcoal bags, old baskets and so on.”3
Indeed, Old Accra grew in population with the urban environs, but living conditions
depreciated significantly.  By the 1950s, what was once the unquestioned center of urban
population and power remained a bustling center of activity, but it also became a neglected
core.
The decay of the urban environment contrasted with the rapid growth in education
after the war. Young men and women took the opportunity to attend school and began to
                                                
2 See Frank E.K. Amoah, “Accra: A Study of the Development of a West African City,” M.A. Thesis,
Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana, Legon (1964), 81.
3 Kenkey is fermented corn dough that is a staple of the Ga.  Daniel Badu, “Clean Up Accra,” Daily
Graphic, 24 November 1954, 8.
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develop new worldviews.  The rise in education, however, also resulted in a growing
generation gap and created a new class of urban youth who, because of their different
experiences, began to think about the world in different ways.  Growing up in post-war
Accra and having attending school led to the “invention of youth” as a distinct urban
class and culture, separate from both their rural counterparts, from young urban
immigrants,  and from older generations within the city.
Population and Immigration in the Post-War Era
In March 1961, Accra was officially designated a “city” but it had depicted all of
the problems associated with large urban spaces at a much earlier date.  The rapid growth
of Accra’s population in the post-war era started a process of decline for Old Accra that
continues today. Although census taking in the Gold coast began in 1891, the early
statistics on urban population should be considered rough at best.  The first census
showed 19,999 people living in Accra, at that time defined by the neighborhoods of James
Town, Ussher Town, Christiansborg, and Victoriaborg.  For two decades, the population
declined but from 1911, it began to grow steadily, initiating a process of urban expansion
that far surpassed the national growth rate by the time of the Second World War.4 (See
Table 3.1)
                                                
4 The population grew slowly during the first decade of the twentieth century, largely because of the
outbreak of Bubonic plague in 1908.  No early official or unofficial figures are available for deaths and
births between 1891-1911, nor are figures available for the plague outbreak, but it is clear that the latter
had a devastating effect on the population of the city.  See Table 4, “Population Returns, 1891-1901,” in
Ioné Acquah, Accra Survey (first pub. 1958), Accra: Ghana Universities Press (1972), 30.
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TABLE 3.1
              Total population        Annual Rate of Increase 5
Years   Accra    Ghana (thousands) Accra Ghana
1911   18,574           1,503    —    —
1921   38,049             296    3.8   4.0
1931   61,558           3,160    3.6   3.8
1948 133,192           4,111    4.8   1.8
1960 337,828           6,691    7.8   4.0
As Table 3.1 demonstrates, the greatest urban population increase occurred in the post-war
era, rising from 133,192 in 1948, to 337,828 in 1960.6
The expansion of the Accra Capital District to include more of the outlying areas
contributed to some of that increase, but Metropolitan Accra showed an even higher
growth rate. (See Table 3.2)
                                                
5 There was no census taken between 1931 and 1948 because of the Second World War. By 1970, the
population of Accra and the metropolitan area had risen to 848,548. See 1901-1960 census figures and
Samuel S. Quarcoopome, “The Impact of Urbanisation on the Socio-Political History of the Ga Mashie
People of Accra: 1877-1957,” Ph.D., diss., University of Ghana, Legon (1993), 27.
6 The rapid increase in the population of Accra mirrored a trend in many West African cities. For example,
Abidj an grew from 8,000 in 1910 to 137,000 in  1955, Conakry from 13,000 in 1936 to 50,000 in
1957,  and Dakar from 30,000 in 1926 to 230,000 in 1955.   For more on  population demographics in
Accra, see N.O. Addo, “Some Demographic Aspects of Urbanization in Ghana, 1931-60,” The Ghana
Social Science Journal, 1, 1 (1971), 50-82; D.K. Berkoh, “Perception, Migration and Urban Primacy in
Ghana: A Study of Accra-Tema Metropolitan Area,” Bulletin of the Ghana Geographical Association, 17
(1975), 80, 82; J.C. Caldwell, African Rural-Urban Migration; The Movement to Ghana's Towns,
London: Christopher Hurst (1969); Josef Gugler and William Flanagan, Urbanization and Social Change
in West Africa, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (1978); Kenneth Little, West African
Urbanization, Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press (1970); and Anthony O’Connor, The African
City. London:  Hutchinson & Co. Ltd. (1983).
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TABLE 3.2
Region  Population           Population  Increase7
      1948     1960       1948-1960
Ghana    4,118,450 6,726,815           63.3%
Accra Capital District      221,614    491,817         121.9%
Metropolitan Accra      133,192    337,828         153.6%
The difference in urban population growth and that of Ghana as a whole is
explained, in large part, by the swelling rate of immigration in the post-war era.  For most
age groups, the population in 1948 was about evenly distributed between males and
females.  The percentages for the 16-45 year old group, however, show a significantly
higher number of men. (See Table 3.3)
TABLE 3.3
Population of Accra by age and sex, 19488
   Male Female   Total
Under 1 yr    2,078   2,034   4,112
1-5 yrs.    6,873   7,212 14,085
5-16 yrs.   13,267 14,918 28,185
16-45 yrs.  41,524 29,521 71,045
45 and over    8,017   7,748 15,765
Total 7 1 , 7 5 9 6 1 , 4 3 3          133 ,192
The city’s population exploded as new residents, predominantly young males,
moved from the rural areas in search of the streets of legend “lined with gold,” and to
attain for themselves a share of that wealth.  Immigrants came to the city with the
expectations that they could find suitable employment, earn higher wages, buy clothes and
                                                
7 Adapted from Ruth Simms Hamilton, “Urban Social Differentiation and Membership Recruitment
among Selected Voluntary Associations in Accra, Ghana,” Ph.D. Diss., Northwestern University (1966),
34. In July 1963, the boundaries extended even further eastward as Tema became part of the Greater Accra
Capital District.
8 See Table 8, “African Population by Sex and Age Enumerated on Form B, 1948,” The Gold Coast,
Census of Population, 1948, Reports and Tables, London: Government of the Gold Coast (1950), 45.
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“prestige” goods, and send money back home to help their families.  Unfortunately, jobs
were scarce in the post-war era for both immigrants and those indigenous to the city.
It is important to analyze briefly the nature of the immigrant population because
their actions and ideologies reflected directly on indigenous Ga youth.  Migration was
largely a youth movement.  Older generations in the rural areas questioned youth motives
for migration, arguing that the “majority of young folk go to the cities to pilfer or make
trouble or are running away from justice.”9  Society, especially young people, associated
the urban environment with specific new, modern values.  City clothing, for example, was a
sign of modernity, as were technical and clerical jobs unavailable in the rural areas.
There were other social and political factors as well.  For immigrants, the city
represented freedom from family and customary sanctions.  A 1957 United Nations report
on rural-urban migration suggested that young people moved to African cities because of
the “desire to break away from the monotony and strict control of tribal life; the attraction
of the town and its real or imagined opportunities; [and] personal advancement and
independence.”10  Thomas Hodgkin, in his influential work on nationalist activities in the
Gold Coast, suggested that it was the presence of the “trouble making District Officer”
and the “reactionary chief, upholding traditions and customs and thwarting the demands
                                                
9 Frank E.K. Amoah, “Accra: A Study of the Development of a West African City,” M.A. Thesis,
Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana, Legon (1964), 108.
10 United Nations, “Urbanisation in African South of the Sahara,” Report on World Social Situation
(1957), 145-46. Quoted in J.C. Caldwell, African Rural-Urban Migration; The Movement to Ghana's
Towns, London: Christopher Hurst (1969), 9.
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and aspirations of the ‘progressive’ and ‘dynamic’ young men” which left many youth
with the desire to escape to the city.11
Socially, new education and entertainment opportunities, as well as an attraction to
the preconceived values of city life, were a big draw.  Frank Amoah noted that there were
great differences between rural and urban life, but this only added the “spice of adventure
to migration.”12  For many young men coming into Accra “the experience is regarded as
a form of initiation; a youth, it is said, cannot expect to win a girl’s favour unless he can
demonstrate the brand of the city upon himself.”13  Regardless of their reason for coming
to Accra, young urbanites began to form new identities with different ideas about how to
satisfy their ambitions. Members of older generations began to recognize the existence of
a new youth class, but they lumped all young men and women into one segment of the
population, failing to acknowledge the differences between immigrant youth and Ga
Mashie youth born in the city.
The massive rise in immigration changed the demographics of the town and made
it a more cosmopolitan city.  By 1948, all but two of the sixty-two ethnic classifications
listed in the Gold Coast census were represented in the city, as well as a number of people
from other areas of West Africa. The 1948 census showed that only fifty-five percent of
the African population of Accra had been born in the city and thirty-six percent of the total
                                                
11 Thomas Hodgkin, Nationalism in Colonial Africa, London: Muller (1956), 70.
12 Frank E.K. Amoah, “Accra: A Study of the Development of a West African City,” M.A. Thesis,
Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana, Legon (1964), 110.
13 Ibid., 108. See also The Boy Kumasenu (1951), the first feature-length film made in Ghana, which
provides a social commentary on the difficulties of city life for youth.
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population had lived there less than five years.14  Many new immigrants settled in areas
around the center, such as Adabraka, Nima, and Lagos Town, with Adabraka becoming the
most ethnically mixed area by 1960. (See Table 3.4)
TABLE 3.4
Subareas of Metropolitan Accra and Percentage of Ethnic Composition in 196015
       Ga     Asante      Fanti       Ewe      N. Groups     Other Africans   Non-Africans
James Town       51         9         12           11   3             14        —
Ussher Town      54        12           4            5   1             22         2
Adabraka        28        21         10           16   8             13         4
Mamprobi        70         6          11           9   1               3        —
Christiansborg    68         7           6           13   1               4         1
Labadi        74         6           6            9   2               2        —
Central Accra retained a Ga majority but their advantage had declined throughout
the twentieth century.  In 1891, more than eighty-one percent of the entire Accra populace
lived in James Town and Ussher Town alone, and an even larger percentage were Ga.  In
1948, fifty-one percent of the Accra population was made up of the various Ga peoples,
eleven percent were Akan, eleven percent were Ewe, and the remainder consisted of other
groups from within and outside the Gold Coast.16  In 1953, the Ga still formed eighty-
nine percent of the population in Ussher Town, while in Christiansborg and Labadi,
traditional Ga areas to the east, they comprised seventy percent of the people.  By 1960,
                                                
14 Fourteen percent of new immigrants had lived in the city for less than one year.  See Ioné Acquah,
Accra Survey (first pub. 1958), Accra: Ghana Universities Press (1972), 39.
15 From the 1960 census. See Ruth Simms Hamilton, “Urban Social Differentiation and Membership
Recruitment among Selected Voluntary Associations in Accra, Ghana,” Ph.D. Diss., Northwestern
University (1966), 47.
16 In 1891, 16,267 of the total population of 19,999 people lived in Accra Town (Ussher Town and James
Town). In 1901, the percentage was similar: 14,842 out of a total population of 17,892. See Table 8,
“Main Tribal Groups and Divisions, 1948,” in Ioné Acquah, Accra Survey (first pub. 1958), Accra: Ghana
Universities Press (1972), 32 & 40.
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the percentage of Ga citywide fell to less than forty percent and only twenty percent of the
entire Accra population lived in James Town and Ussher Town. Even in these areas,
however, their majority was slipping.17
Ga Mashie social and cultural influence in Old Accra began to wane in the 1950s
and 1960s as immigration continued. The population explosion contributed to the
changing face of Accra and led to a rapid downturn in the quality of urban life. The
influence of colonization, changing economic patterns, and the arrival of new immigrant
groups helped to create distinct residential areas in Accra.  Money and resources flowed to
Adabraka and other rapidly expanding areas where immigrants and the wealthy were
settling.  The Ridge was originally marked as the “whiteman’s town,” whereas older
sections of James Town, Ussher Town, Osu, and Labadi were essentially Ga districts.
Nima, Fadama, and Sabon Zongo were home to many of the northern immigrants. The Ga
Mashie felt increasingly isolated and left out of the social and political process as urban
life no longer revolved around James Town and Ussher Town.  Accra became a
cosmopolitan city but, Amoah notes, the focus was moving out of Central Accra to the new
areas, “its social and cultural links lie more with its own hinterland.” 18  For the older
areas of Accra, where the largest percentage of residents were born in the city, their links to
ancestral homes did not extend beyond the city limits.
                                                
17 By 1970, the population of Ga in the former Ga bastion of Old Accra dropped to 41.8 percent. See
Samuel S. Quarcoopome, “The Impact of Urbanisation on the Socio-Political History of the Ga Mashie
People of Accra: 1877-1957,” Ph.D., diss., University of Ghana, Legon (1993), 28.
18 Frank E.K. Amoah, “Accra: A Study of the Development of a West African City,” M.A. Thesis,
Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana, Legon (1964), 101.
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Urban Social Problems: Housing, Economics, and Unemployment
Old Accra, however, was still the economic center of the city and, when it became
an eyesore for the colonial administration in the post-war era, it sparked a new interest in
redevelopment.  Most government plans called for the removal of lower-class residents
and the destruction of unappealing houses in Old Accra but, rather, the opposite occurred,
bringing dire consequences for the socio-economic nature of the area.  Those Ga Mashie
who were successful in business or high in government circles often moved to the outlying
areas, establishing a pattern of economic drain from Central Accra to other areas of the
city.  Claire Robertson stated: “A Ga man who has achieved any modicum of success will
try by all means to build himself a house, which has to be in the suburbs since there is no
room in Central Accra.”19  Some moved to the new areas to the west of Old Accra, to
Korle Bu, Korle Gonno, and Mamprobi.  Others moved to Adabraka, easily the most
cosmopolitan area of the city, and Kaneshie, at that time a popular middle-income
destination for the Ga Mashie.20 The flight of middle-income wealth out of Central Accra
was substantial, leaving the lower classes to cope with overcrowding and unemployment
without the proper resources to combat them.
                                                
19 Claire C. Robertson, “The Nature and Effects of Differential Access to Education in Ga Society,”
Africa, 47, 2 (1977), 210.
20 J.C. Caldwell, Population Growth and Family Change in Africa, Canberra: Australian National
University Press (1968), 194. Caldwell notes that by 1968, twenty-seven percent of the population in
Kaneshie was involved in white-collar work, compared with only eleven percent in Ussher Town. See also
Ruth Simms Hamilton, “Urban Social Differentiation and Membership Recruitment among Selected
Voluntary Associations in Accra, Ghana,” Ph.D. Diss., Northwestern University (1966), 46; and Marion
Kilson, African Urban Kinsmen: The Ga of Central Accra London: C. Hurst & Co. (1974), 13.
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Rapid population growth in the post-war era posed numerous social problems
such as overcrowding and unemployment.21  A sharp rise in cost of living contributed to
overall economic decline, and youth problems became a frequent topic of discussion
among government officials and older generations.22  The first difficulties that migrants
faced were finding a home and finding a job.  Although some came with contacts already
established in the city, many did not. With the exploding population and without strong
kinship networks on which to rely, homelessness and unemployment became common
sights in Accra.23  A journalist and critic of the growing immigrant problem recognized the
                                                
21 These problems were found throughout African cities in the post-war era. See for example, Michael
Banton, West African City, London: Oxford University Press (1957); Peter Marris, Family and Social
Change in an African City: A Study of Rehousing in Lagos, Evanston: Northwestern University Press
(1961); K.A. Busia, Report on a Social Survey of Sekondi-Takoradi, London: Government of Gold Coast
(1950); Steven J. Salm, “Sitting Here in Limbo: Popular Music and Identity Transformation among the
Disenfranchised Youth of Freetown and Nairobi,” M.A. thesis, University of Texas at Austin (1997); and
Unesco, Social Implications of Industrialization and Urbanization in Africa South of the Sahara, Paris:
Unesco (1956).
22 See, for example, various Department of Social Welfare and Community Development reports and
newsletters: “Citizens in the Making: A Report on Juvenile Delinquency in the Gold Coast in 1951,” in
Report of the Department of Social Welfare and Community Development, 1946-1951, Accra:
Government Printing Dept. (1953), 11-36; “Report on the Enquiry into Begging and Destitution in the
Gold Coast, 1954,” (1955); Problem Children of the Gold Coast (1955); M. Clarkson, “Children and the
Cinema,” (1954); Juveniles in Drinking Bars and Night Clubs (1955); and “Delinquency Services in
Ghana,” Advance, No. 39, July (1963). Other studies include: M. Clarkson, “The Problem of Begging and
Destitution in Urban Areas in the Gold Coast,” Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Conference of the West
African Institute of Social and Economic Research, 1955, University College, Ibadan (1956), 142-148;
St. Clair Drake, “Social Problems in West Africa,” in St. Clair Drake and T.P. Omari, Social Work in
West Africa, Seminar Organized in Legon, Ghana, 27 August to 1 September (1962), 31-40; G. Tooth,
“Survey of Juvenile Delinquency in the Gold Coast, 1937-45,” in Social Implications of Industrialization
and Urbanization in Africa South of the Sahara. Paris: Unesco (1956). Newspaper articles also discussed
juvenile delinquency frequently. Some of them included: Daniel Badu, “Too Many Delinquents” Daily
Graphic, 16 February 1954, 3; G. Adali-Mortty, “Degenerate Youth,” Sunday Mirror, 7 November 1954,
3;  “Boys Worse Than Girls By 13 to 1,” 10 June 1958, 1; and R.A. Lomotey, “Bid to Check
Delinquency in Ghana,” Sunday Mirror, 24 May 1959, 16.
23 Ioné Acquah notes that a count of homeless people in Ussher Town in July 1954 showed a total of 160
men, 20 women, and 92 children. Undoubtedly, the numbers would have been even higher in some of the
poor immigrant neighborhoods. Ioné Acquah, Accra Survey (first pub. 1958), Accra: Ghana Universities
Press (1972), 53. See also Department of Social Welfare and Community Development, “ Report on the
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futility and hopelessness of the situation: “They flock into the large towns in search of
jobs they do not see. . . . yet they continue to come in everyday from their simple home
life in the ‘bush’ in search of new pleasures that can only come as the result of work
which they cannot get.”24
Unlike the growing number of immigrants, nearly ninety percent of Ga living in
Old Accra paid no rent and lived in houses owned by their families for generations.  They
still lived in a modified extended family system.25  Ga Mashie youth living in Old Accra
still had to respect traditional sanctions and honor family constraints and, therefore, did not
have the same sense of unbridled freedom from traditional and generational controls as did
immigrant youth.  On the other hand, they were less inclined to drift into the unsavory
lifestyles sometimes associated with the latter.  In the midst of declining living conditions,
Margaret Niculescu speculated,  “it does not seem unfair to conclude that if there are
social evils flourishing in Accra, the ‘slums’ of the Usshertown type are comparatively
exempt from contributing thereto.”26
Increasing unemployment and underemployment in the post-war era made life
difficult for indigenous residents and new immigrants.  After the war, 45,000 soldiers were
                                                                                                                                              
Enquiry into Begging and Destitution in the Gold Coast, 1954,” Accra: Department of Social Welfare and
Community Development, (1955).
24 Henry Ofori, “Let the Youth Arise!” Daily Graphic, 26 July 1956, 5.
25 “Minutes of the Third Meeting of the Working Party and Sub-Committee, 6 April 1952,” attached to
Town Planning Adviser, Slum Clearance in the Gold Coast wi th Particular Reference to Ussher Town,
Accra: Ministry  of Housing (c. 1954).
26 Margaret Niculescu, “Some Aspects of the Housing Situation in Accra Today,” Proceedings of the
Fourth Annual Conference of the West African Institute of Social and Economic Research, University
College, Ibadan (1956), 107.
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decommissioned and able to return to their homes; however, many of them chose to stay in
Accra.  In 1946, 22,000 sought employment through the military resettlement centers.  The
centers, however, found employment for only about forty percent by the end of the first
year and, by the end of the second year, they reported that they found work for fewer than
fifty-one percent of applicants.27  Although the influx of returning servicemen contributed
to the level of unemployment and underemployment, the high rate of immigration of
young men played the largest role. P.T. Bauer argued that rural-urban immigration made
“notices of ‘no vacancies’ . . . ubiquitous . . . . [which] suggests a widespread lack of
opportunities for unskilled or poorly skilled peoples seeking employment at current
wages.28
Economic difficulties did not escape residents of Old Accra.  Marion Kilson noted
in reference to this area: “the orientation of its socio-economic structure towards less
skilled western occupational categories provides the sociological pre-conditions for the
maintenance of aspects of the traditional system which are not directly associated with the
modern industrial complex.”29  Acquah estimated that the annual average income in 1953
for a worker in Ussher Town was 127 pounds, while in nearby Adabraka it reached 343
pounds.30  Although unemployment was a problem for many urban dwellers, most Ga
                                                
27 During 1947, the employment centers received 38,098 applications from ex-servicemen.  See Annual
Report on the Gold Coast, 1946, Great Britain: Colonial Office (1948), 6; and Annual Report on the Gold
Coast, 1948-1949, Great Britain: Colonial Office (1949), 135.
28 P.T. Bauer, West African Trade: A Study of Competition, Oligopoly and Monopoly in a Changing
Economy, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (1954), 19.
29 Marion Kilson, African Urban Kinsmen: The Ga of Central Accra, London: C. Hurst & Co. (1974),
13.
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Mashie youth did not have to pay rent or worry about their families evicting them.
Furthermore, youth devised means to make small amounts of money by taking advantage
of various opportunities around the Central Accra area.  They carried loads for market
women or parcels for shoppers. They collected empty bottles and sold them or received
tips for running an errand.31  Joe Nkrumah recalled various ways in which he went about
earning pocket money while still in school.
As kids we slept little waking up at 3 am because we had to engage in a number of ventures like
selling newspapers and helping the fisher-folks to earn some money and at the same time go to
school.  This was a time when discipline was at its highest peak.  When fish was in season we
went to the beach through a stairway near the Ussher Fort to help the fishermen cart their catch
home.  We created a sort of balloon with a cloth and this we used to hold some of the fish we
carried for the fishermen.  We carried with us a basket each.  We added the few fish we were able
to get to the ones the fishermen gave us and sold them.  This done we went to collect the
morning newspapers which we sold before going to school.32
Some young men also contributed around the Accra beach, portaging goods and people
from the boats in Accra Harbor to the shore.33
For older Ga youth who were, or were trying to be, economically independent or
were interested in buying coveted imported goods, it was difficult to cope with the rising
cost of living in the post-war era.  The increase in population and a shortage of imported
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goods led to steep price increases, estimated at between fifty and seventy-five percent in
Accra.34  A Colonial Office report studying the effects of the war years stated: “Grave
difficulties are expected in the matter of wage ranges and conditions of employment due to
adjustments from war to peace, re-absorption of men to civil life, shortages of food, lack of
markets and varying price levels.”35
The prices of food and other essential items rose dramatically during the war years
because of restrictions on imports and the demand caused by the presence of European
and American military personnel in Accra.  Following the war, Accra residents expected a
return to normal pricing, but imports remained in short supply and prices continued to
increase sharply.  The food retail price index rose more than three fold from 103 in 1931
to 339 in 1964.  Prices for textiles, drinks, and basic provisions also rose from 1939 to
1948.  A one pound packet of sugar sold in retail stores in March 1948 reached more than
twice the price of the product in the immediate pre-war era.  Milk and flour saw even
greater increases.36  Real incomes also declined.  The cost of living index in Accra, for
example, rose from a base of 100 in 1939 to 212 in December 1947, while real wages fell
to 65 by December 1951.37  Youth were certainly not immune to the economic conditions.
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In the early 1950s, a young middle school student in Accra remarked: “During [the] last
few years I used to buy a kenkey at 2d or 1d, but in this day each kenkey costs 4d or 6d,
and our school books from 2d to 5d.”38
The lack of viable employment and rising prices contributed to the overall decline
of Accra. Old Accra was “regarded as unworthy of the capital of Ghana, a humiliation to
any person with the sense of national pride.”39 In 1954, a journalist referred to Bukom
Square and Cow Lane as “notorious slum areas” and introduced images of warfare to
describe them. He asked readers: “Accra has never been bombed.  Why should it look
like a bombed city?”40  Richard Wright had a similar, yet more encouraging, picture.
Looking down at the scene of Central Accra from his balcony at the Seaview, a popular
James Town hotel, he described it as full of “vitality and fantastic disorder.”41 If the
residential areas of Old Accra were “humiliating,” only a few blocks away residents of
Central Accra saw the other side of urban development: “Get to the main bus-stop.  You
are impressed by its layout, by the adjacent magnificent Opera Cinema whose neon light
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display is a pleasure to see.  The bus-stop’s surrounding stores and window dressing all
look modern enough.”42
Official bodies such as the colonial government and the town council recognized
the growing problems in Old Accra, but they were also instrumental in the creation of
those problems.  A European journalist who traveled through Accra at the time of
independence attributed the disorder and lack of planning not to African actions or
inactions but to the colonial administration themselves.  He described what he saw as a
serious defect, . . .one that [Accra] shares with almost all towns built by Englishmen: a total
absence of planning in the older sections, a higgledy-piggledy fire- and epidemic-hazard throwing-
together of buildings. . . . Town planning in Accra, visible in the modern sections, literally dates
only from the advent of the African government in 1951.43
By the early 1950s, government demonstrated an interest in redevelopment.  It
undertook official surveys of Old Accra and made recommendations to enhance its
standing as the center of the colonial capital.  These studies of James Town and Ussher
Town in the 1950s depicted horrible conditions and usually recommended slum clearance
and the removal of residents to new houses outside of the city center.44  A 1954 study by
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the Town Planning Department, for example, recommended the demolition of the large
majority of houses in Ussher Town, a recommendation that suggested leaving only eleven
percent of the residential structures after redevelopment.45  A 1958 plan also
recommended slum clearance for James Town and Ussher Town. It stated: “The greatest
challenge to the planner is the chaos that exists in parts of Central Accra, the original
nuclei of the city.  Here slum standard houses as well as workshops and other
establishments mar the character of the area.” The plan called for renovation with “well-
designed buildings, adequate car and lorry parks, good roads and open spaces in the form
of public squares, gardens and other decorative features such as fountains, ornamental
pools and statues.” Ultimately, it wanted the area to “essentially be one of spaciousness,
grace and lightness combined with dignity.”46
Rarely, however, did these proposals move to the action stage.  Lutterodt Street
served as a barrier.  To the west, Old Accra was an eyesore for the colonial administration
and the Accra Town Council, but as long as the worst of the urban decay remained in that
area, it was not a pressing matter to them.  A 1952 sub-committee on slum clearance
recommended in its final report: “Government is unable, through its existing machinery,
to deal with the problem [without] designating and acquiring the area for slum clearance
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and prohibiting private development.”47   The removal of virtually all residents and
government acquisition of the land, the report suggested, was the only way to revive Old
Accra.  Any attempt at such a plan would have obviously met with great resistance from
residents.
Even if the administration had tried to put their plans into action, it would have
been difficult to convince many of the Ga to leave the area.  In 1953, eighty-nine percent of
the population in Ussher Town consisted of Ga residents living in family-owned homes,
many dependent on fishing and other activities around the sheltered beaches in the area.48
They were difficult to move because the area of Ga Mashie was home to their ancestors.
They had a deep attachment to the land and held it as a trust for their descendants.  The
only viable alternative for the government was to rebuild on their behalf on the same land
but into two and three-story buildings.  The 1953 commission for the Department of
Town Planning recommended just that.  Accounting for the Ga attachment to the land and
the nature of traditional social systems, the report focused on re-housing fishermen and
their families in newly designed flats of multi-floor buildings to use space more
efficiently.49 This plan, like most, never got off the ground, in part because of the funding
needed to complete it.
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In spite of the increased attention from government officials, Old Accra saw very
little wartime or post-war development.  The government focused most of their attention
and monetary resources on areas outside of Central Accra, especially the new elite
residential areas.  Victoriaborg became congested with new government buildings and
Europeans and African elite moved to the more affluent neighborhoods of the Ridge and
Airport Residential.  Old Cantonments was extended and new quarters for the High Army
and other civil service officials were built.50
The failure to resettle residents of Old Accra or to provide more adequate housing
led to severe overcrowding.  The highest population densities in Accra were found in the
traditionally Ga areas, nearing 600 people per acre in parts of James Town and Ussher
Town. The areas around Salaga Market and Bukom Square were the most congested
areas.  In contrast, other parts of Accra averaged between fifty and one hundred persons
per acre.51  The 1948 census shows that the average number of people per room for the
city of Accra was 2.6 persons.  The average in Ussher Town was significantly higher,
reaching 4.3 persons per room in 1953.  This is deceiving, however, as eighty-seven
percent of the rooms contained an average of 6.5 persons and, of those, more than one-
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quarter of residents shared a single room with ten or more people.52  For young people,
rooms became merely a place for shelter, a place to sleep and store a few personal items.
A government report noted: “Overcrowding is acute, and as a result, children tend to roam
the streets, because so often there is no incentive or wish to stay at home, where they are
continually in the way.”53 Youth found their activities outside the house and often outside
the compound.
Despite the overcrowding and physical deterioration of the urban environment, the
social structure and social mores of Old Accra residents retained a character not found in
immigrant populations within the city.  H.M. Richards, a Town Planning officer, remarked
in a 1953 inspection report: “The general impression gained was one of gross
overcrowding without the attendant evils of poverty and filth found in the slums in the
Industrial towns in England.”54  Old Accra became increasingly slum-like and socially
isolated from the physical development of the rest of the city, but it managed to retain a
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sense of social structure in the midst of physical decay.  For youth, however, the hope for
improved post-war conditions disappeared and they sought out new avenues of protest.
Social Protest
The increasing population, rising prices, especially for imported goods, and
growing unemployment rate in the post-war era exacerbated urban squalor and changed
the attitudes of a generation of youth.  Urban deterioration bred social discontent that
culminated in boycotts, strikes, and riots in early 1948.55  Beginning on 26 January, Accra
residents initiated a consumer boycott against foreign-owned stores and businesses.  Nii
Kwabena Bonne, one of the main organizers, revealed the slogan for the consumer
boycott: “We cannot buy; your prices are too high; if you don’t cut down your prices
then close down your stores and take away your goods to your own country.”56 The
boycott proceeded peacefully for the first month and an agreement was in place to end it
on the last day of February.
Unconnected to the boycott, yet responding to the same conditions, a group of ex-
soldiers turned to political protest to improve their economic situation. On 28 February
1948, marchers made their way toward the governor’s office to present a petition.  Others,
both ex-servicemen and civilians, joined them along the way.  At the Christiansborg
crossroads, a police commissioner confronted them and attempted to stop their march.
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According to one of the colonial police who presented his testimony to the Watson
Commission, many of the marchers were “drunken hooligans.”  He also added that they
received verbal abuse such as, We don’t want you bloody foreigners here,” and, “White
men get out.”57 The police fired five shots into the crowd of protestors and killed two
people, inciting a chain of events that spread rapidly through the city.
The already tense masses in Central Accra were restless because they had reached
the end of their month-long consumer strike against imports and saw little or no reduction
in retail prices.  When the news of the shooting reached them, the masses turned to looting
and arson and exposed the growing antagonism toward Middle Eastern- and European-
owned businesses.  They burned Lebanese stores, overturned European-owned cars, and
harassed foreigners who remained in the area.  By 9 p.m., the crowd had overturned and
burned cars, set fire to retail shops, broken into the post office and, all the while, “the
police were standing by doing nothing.”58 Two weeks later, the riots were finally quelled
with the help of troops brought in from Nigeria. By the time it was over, there were
nineteen dead and 150 injured in Accra.59
The riots garnered widespread attention from the British because the Gold Coast
had, up to that time, been considered a model colony.  Mass action indicated the severity of
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the post-war economic problems and symbolized the creation of new types of social
conflicts, especially growing class and generational divides.  The Watson Commission, the
committee set up to determine the causes of the riots, suggested that they occurred because
of harsh economic conditions, the presence of disgruntled ex-servicemen, and the lack of
political representation by Ghanaians in government.  Scholars have argued that the riots
were a sign of the nationalist verve going on in Gold Coast politics. 60  Manns notes that
the Second World War helped to create a new class of young men, “whose material
expectations had been heightened by military service and thwarted by post-war economic
conditions.”61  Austin, however, argues that the causes must not be seen only in
nationalist terms or as part of the general stirring of consciousness throughout Africa, but
also as an indicator of a major shift of power within Ghanaian society:  “The riots
themselves were the violent herald of a struggle for power soon to be conducted by new
leaders who drew their support from a much broader, more popular level than had hitherto
been active in national politics.”62
The emergence of the “youngmen” and their role in Ghanaian nationalist politics
has been studied by a number of scholars.63  Indeed, the riots of 1948 were symbolic of
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the emergence of this new class of youngmen, but they were, more simply, an expression
of mass protest against everyday living conditions and difficult economic times.  Young
men, not influenced by military service or early Ghanaian nationalism, were also beginning
to reveal new attitudes of protest and take more radical action to alleviate their growing
economic woes.  The riots occurred outside of “official” circles, were not organized by
any political party, and none of the emergent nationalist organizations played a part.
During the riots in Central Accra, Kwame Nkrumah, the man who became the leader of the
nationalist movement, was sixty miles to the east, in Saltpond, giving a speech on “The
Ideological Battles of our Time.” Nkrumah later acknowledged that he knew of the
masses’ discontent and, he offered, “It had been my intention to organize them in due
course as an arm of our movement.”64
Rioting against economic conditions exacerbated by colonial policies can certainly
be construed as anti-colonial action.  The riots reflected the growing antagonism toward
the British and colonial rule in general, but they also marked new attitudes growing among
youth that expressed resentment against traditional ruling classes, what Austin calls “the
old aristocracy.”65  The riots went beyond the typical struggle against traditional leaders
and the intelligentsia, but they also involved an important group of youth that went beyond
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the youngmen.  Austin remarked that the looting and rioting were done by “men of a
rough type who seemed anxious to persuade the crowds in the streets that the stores were
not in fact charging the agreed prices.”66 To emphasize the character of the rioters,
Akyeampong notes that many of them were young men who used alcohol in a
“carnivalistic way.”67  Although one cannot empirically identify the rioters, it is safe to
assume that, based on overall urban population percentages and proximity to the main
areas of activity, many of them were Ga Mashie youth.
The 1948 riots marked a new stage of popular urban protest.  It symbolized a new
desire for not just political change, but economic and social change as well.  The riots also
emphasized the importance of Accra in that struggle.  Spurred on by the events and
ideologies of the Second World War and the immediate post-war era, the riots helped
dispel the image of the Gold Coast as a model colony, as a colony of people with
unconditional loyalty to England and unquestioned respect for British-sanctioned
traditional authority.  It exposed the growing divide between the conservative elite and the
intelligentsia in contrast to the growing class of more radical youth, but it also initiated a
process that revealed stratification within youth classes, not a homogeneous group of
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“youngmen,” but an entirely different entity of young men and women who did not fall
blindly into the ideologies of the Nkrumah-led Convention Peoples Party.68
Education and (Un)Employment
The lack of economic opportunities in the early post-war urban environment
culminated in the 1948 Riots, but by the early 1950s, the economy began to recover
slowly.  Imported goods returned to the shelves and prices steadied.  Although the
government never got beyond the survey, planning, and report stages of redeveloping Old
Accra, they did expand the education system.  Spurred on by the Watson Commission’s
recommendation to grant greater Ghanaian representation in government, the Cousey
Commission drew up a constitution that came into effect in 1951.  When the new
government under the leadership of Kwame Nkrumah took office, they introduced the
Accelerated Development Plan for Education and made the first six years of elementary
education fee-free, putting it within reach of all Ghanaian youth.69  Education played an
important role in the development of urban youth culture in Ghana, but that role did not
always reap positive results.  It expanded their knowledge of the world and enhanced their
overall worldview, but it also created disenchantment by giving urban youth false hopes for
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a better economic future. The growth in education in the post-war era pushed a new class
of youth into the nationalist movement, but it also brought a different sense of action and a
new ideology to Ga youth in Old Accra.
The Gold Coast has a long history of formal education, but it was originally
limited to a select few.  The education system in the Gold Coast grew slowly in the first
half of the twentieth century.  Many of those who attended colonial schools often rose to
become part of the elite.  The post-war era, however, saw a rapid development of the
educational infrastructure, allowing for greater attendance by the masses, particularly at the
primary level.  By the 1950s, the Gold Coast claimed the most extensive educational
system in all of sub-Saharan Africa.  In the first five years of the post-war era, the number
of government-supported schools increased more than three fold, while the number of
students attending those schools nearly doubled, growing from an estimated 143,312 to
281,020.  During the 1950s, the numbers continued to rise, with enrollment in primary and
middle schools again rising dramatically between 1952 and 1959.  Although educational
facilities became more widely available throughout the Gold Coast, they remained
significantly higher in Accra than in the rural areas.  The 1948 census revealed that
between ten and twenty-five percent of the urban population had at least six years of
education, while only an average of four percent of rural dwellers had reached this level.70
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In October 1954, there were seventy-two primary and twenty-nine middle schools in Accra
run or approved by the government.  By the early 1960s, about forty-seven percent of
Accra adults had received some schooling.71  The disparity between rural and urban
education encouraged rural-urban immigration and exacerbated the gap between rural and
urban youth,
Indeed, access to education was significantly higher in the urban areas in general,
but in Accra, it also varied with ethnicity.  Almost ninety-percent of school-age Ga Mashie
children went to school, forming almost seventy-three percent of the student population in
all Accra primary and middle schools.72  The high number of Ga children attending school
also contrasted with the more than fifty percent of their elders who had not received any
formal schooling.73  The high number of Ga children in school reflected the prevalence of
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nearby schools in and around Old Accra, as well as the presence of strong social
relationships, especially the influence of family and kinship.  This contrasted with the
absence of, or at least insufficiency in, such relationships within the largely immigrant
populations in other parts of the city. In 1953, a middle school student in Accra remarked:
“In olden days many of our fathers and mothers did not attend school.  Some of them are
fishermen and farmers because they did not know that there will be changes like this, so
they refused to go to school.  But now if they think about it they are sorry.”74  In general,
formal education expanded student’s knowledge of the world and changed their overall
worldview.  In so doing, urban youth heightened the gap between rural and urban society
and the divide between young and old generations.
The concept of youth as a distinct group, separate from both the world of adults
and that of children, grew with the development of formal education.  In the Western
world, this took place in the late 19th and 20th century, with the development of mass
schooling and the increasing belief that children required a period of schooling before they
could take on adult roles.75  In Ghana, the boost in education in the late colonial era
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contributed to the development of a youth class and the creation of a unique urban youth
culture in Accra.  Education enhanced generational differences and acted as an agent for
modernism. Students viewed themselves and the world differently from those who did not
attend or had never attended school.  Richard Wright suggested, “the psychological
distance between the educated and uneducated became almost absolute in character.”76
Students possessed more information about local, national, and global issues; they
preferred Western styles of dress, Western films, and Western music and were more open
to new ideas and experiences.  Education helped solidify the concept of a youth class, and
the growing cosmopolitan nature of Accra fostered these attitudes.  A journalist placed the
indiscipline of youth squarely on foreign ideologies and formal education:  “Western
Civilization, and the resultant advance in education are the mainspring of moral laxity in
Africa and the world at large. . . . Our present society has been substituting indulgence for
discipline.”77
Education in the post-war period was still very much geared toward imparting the
history and images of Europe in general and Britain specifically.  For young men and
women, however, information and images of traditional Europe were not topics of interest.
Aba Hayford remarked that colonial education was at its best “humanist and patriarchal if
not parochial.  At its worst it was a condemnation of all the sustained thought processes
which age old wisdom of our fathers and mothers had taught us.” He remembered
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reading stories about non-African figures such as King Arthur and the Knights, Robin
Hood, and the Three Musketeers and realized: “Our historical Heroes started changing
names, faces, and colour.”78  Still, most Ga children, living closely amongst their elders,
grew up knowing at least some history of their immediate family as well, including the
names and deeds of its founders.
Although the specific knowledge learned in school may not have been conducive to
a progressive future, students did expand their ideological, social, and cultural horizons.  In
his seminal study of education in Ghana, Philip Foster recognized that the principal effect
of formal education on the lives of young Ghanaians was not the basic skills that it
imparted, but rather “the expectations that it generates, the new consumption needs to
which it leads, and the emergence of a general dissatisfaction with the restrictions of
traditional society.”  The net result of formal schooling, Foster concluded, was that it
“creates a cultural environment in which innovation can take place.”79
By creating a thirst for wider knowledge of the global environment, education also
created a thirst for Western objects.  The changing face of Accra brought new youth
attitudes and a “general preoccupation with the acquisition of personal wealth.”80  M.L.
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Clarkson, a social welfare officer in Accra, noted that youth of the mid-1950s had a
“craving for money and the things that money can buy.”81
The school environment also served as a point of contact for youth to share and
develop their ideologies.  It provided an independent social space away from the
constraints of the neighborhood and the presence of older relatives. It also provided a
place for young musicians to learn new instruments and form bands.  E.T. Mensah, for
example, received training in the school orchestra and learned to play European
instruments in the 1930s.  He joined the large, elite Accra Orchestra at the age of fourteen
and later, using his knowledge of Western instrumentation, took over the leadership of his
first all-African band, the Tempos, after the Second World War.  John Collins notes that
school leavers played important roles in the creation of new popular music and dance
forms such as konkoma and kwela in Ghana and South Africa respectively.82  School
leavers also contributed to the growth of Nigerian juju in the 1950s and 1960s.83  In
Ghana, school leavers were instrumental in the development of a new popular culture scene
in the late 1950s. These activities are discussed more in chapters five and six.
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The Problem of the School Leavers
The growth in primary and secondary education enhanced academic knowledge
and created new attitudes among youth but, paradoxically, it also resulted in the creation of
an acute social problem during the late colonial era.  As the number of students grew, so
did the number of school leavers, students who dropped out after finishing primary or
middle school.84  Although access to education increased dramatically, the minimal
increase in the number of secondary schools could not adequately accommodate a
majority of lower level graduates until much later in the mid-1960s.85  The curriculum also
remained largely unchanged, emphasizing skills suited to white-collar and professional
work. In the 1950s, J.H. Edele points out, “Educators had continued their endeavors to
build character, mould leaders and develop responsible citizens with little regard for the
labour market into which they were sending their output.”86  At one time, the colonial
system rewarded graduates with job placement, but in the post-war era, jobs were scarce
and could not satisfy the growing numbers of graduates. The Department of Social
Welfare recognized that “the days are past when every young man who left school could
expect to obtain an office job, as a matter of course.”87  Some students left after finishing
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primary or middle school because of work or apprenticeship opportunities.  Some
students left school because they could not afford to pay the required fees, and others left
because they failed to pass through to the next level.  Many left, however, because it
became apparent to them that colonial education could not meet their intellectual or
physical needs and it could no longer guarantee a particular type of livelihood.
Older generations and government officials associated these new groups of youth
with the rise in juvenile delinquency.  It is no great surprise that older generations blamed
youth for increasing social ills, but school leavers posed a unique problem in the urban
environment.  Those that did not attend school often worked or were actively seeking some
income opportunities.88  Traditionally, children learned the occupations of their parents of
the same gender.  The number and attractiveness of these jobs, however, declined in the
urban areas.  Uneducated girls took jobs as housemaids or worked as petty traders.  A
small number of uneducated boys found work as apprentices or hawking newspapers or
wares on the streets.  Acquah stated that these non-school going youth were “less of a
social problem than youths who have received a few years of schooling.” She categorized
school leavers as ultimately “less employable,” and described them as young men and
women “not qualified for clerical work but who refuse to do anything else; and persons
who call themselves artisans but are little more than unskilled workers, yet insist on a wage
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which is higher than their performance warrants.” These unemployed school leavers, she
noted, appeared more frequently before the juvenile courts.89
By the mid-1950s, the problem of unemployment among middle school leavers
became a matter of serious concern.90  The crisis was not limited to Accra alone.  A 1950
survey of unemployment among school leavers in Ibadan, for example, showed that
thirteen percent of boys remained jobless during the first three years after leaving school
because they were unwilling to take jobs outside very limited fields.91 Older generations
were alarmed, recognizing it is as a “serious social problem . . . perhaps the biggest which
faces us at the present time.” This generation was only mildly concerned with the
problems of youth, but more so with protecting people of their own age or, as A.J.
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Dowuna-Hammond stated, “Very soon they will become a grave problem to the parents
and guardians.”92
Government officials established various means to deal with the growing problem
of youth unemployment but all saw only limited success.  Colonial officials established
the Youth Employment Services in 1951.  Registration was voluntary and certainly did not
indicate an accurate gauge of unemployment as a whole, but still the numbers are
informative. From 1954 to 1955, 11,916 school leavers registered but just 611 of them
received jobs.  From 1957 to 1958, the number of school leavers registering had decreased
to 3,165 but the success rate was sill negligible; only 328 of them received jobs.  Although
the number of school leavers increased immensely between 1955 and 1957, the number
registering with the Youth Employment Service declined by one third.  The number of
non-school leavers registering, however, continued to rise significantly.93 The numbers do
not reflect a decline in the number of school leavers in general, but rather a growing
disenchantment with the assistance that the government could, or was willing to, offer
them. It became evident that registering at the Youth Employment Service not only failed to
guarantee employment, but registration was largely ineffective.
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Government officials and representatives of older generations believed the biggest
problem of urban school leavers was that they shunned manual labor. A.J. Dowuna-
Hammond, an official with the Department of Social Welfare, criticized such attitudes of
youth:
Two factors appear to influence middle school leavers in their abhorrence of manual work.  There
is the erroneous impression that with their standard of education it is undignified to be employed
otherwise than in offices in clerical or sub-clerical grades.  That manual work and craftsmanship
are fitting occupations for the illiterate and the semi-educated.94
Older generations recognized that if it was the desire of the growing numbers of school
leavers to move from the subsistence sector into the exchange sector, an area that
accounted for only about eight percent of the Ghanaian workforce in the early 1950s, it
was futile.95
Most encouraged urban youth to go and work in the mines or return to the land:
“Hard work will toughen these lads to face problems which confront them in their
lives.”96  Working in the fields or mines, however, was an unappealing idea that reaped
fewer economic returns for young school-leavers when compared with wage labor.  Some
suggested that youth were too caught up in the attraction of the city and too reluctant to
leave their friends for good jobs outside of the city.  Indeed, the desire to stay in Accra
remained an important factor in youth unemployment, especially among Ga youth who did
not have land to which they could “return” or social structures on which to rely in the
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rural areas. The city was congested and economic opportunities were in decline but, still, it
was their home.
Although many writers have suggested the reluctance of school leavers to work in
manual labor jobs because they considered themselves “above them,” Foster argued that
it was not a general disdain for manual labor that made them uninviting, but a realization
that the economic benefits of that profession were few.97  A 1956 study showed that
among male middle school leavers in Accra, forty-four percent were not looking for
positions as clerks but desired technical jobs as mechanics, electricians, and carpenters.98
The major attraction was economic. As Berg notes, wage-labor incomes rose relative to
farm incomes after the mid-1950s.  In other words, working in a wage labor job had better
economic rewards in general than doing cash crop farming or agricultural work.99  In
1959, Foster asked middle school students what they wanted to do and what they expected
to do when they finished schooling.  The desires matched the earlier study but the realistic
expectations were very different.  Fifty-one percent wanted to become artisans or skilled
workers, including mechanics, electricians, and carpenters, but only twenty-two percent
expected to achieve that position.  Conversely, while only slightly more than three percent
wished to become semi-skilled or unskilled laborers, more than thirty-five percent
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expected to fill those positions upon graduation.100  The data suggests growing
disenchantment with the ability of the government to guarantee young men and women a
better economic future.
The problem of school-leavers was certainly not new to the 1950s, but the sheer
number of unemployed school leavers created an uneasy environment for the colonial
government.  Scholars have noted the importance of middle school leavers in the
development of the post-war nationalist movement.  They argue that the limited education
of the school leavers contributed to the rise of a distinct social class, very different from
the better-educated elite.101  Although their focus on political ideologies and action rings
true, there was not a homogeneous class of youngmen who had attended school in Accra.
There were young men and women who attended school for some time and then dropped
out and formed many different groups with different worldviews and ambitions.102  Ga
youth in Accra, for example, had very different economic, political, and cultural
experiences than newly urbanized immigrants.  Young Ga men and women saw little
economic advancement even as the education system increased. They lived in the midst of
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growing urban squalor and faced increasing demand for Ga land.  They watched as
colonial and postcolonial governments and the Ga traditional leaders continued to sell land
in Old Accra to “strangers.” The disenchantment of Ga youth fostered growing
generational divisions and animosity toward the government in the postcolonial period and
isolated Ga Mashie within the metropolitan area.
Conclusion
The ideas of youth culture began to sprout during the Second World War, but the
“invention of youth” as a distinct group occurred during the early 1950s as a result of
negative economic processes and deteriorating living conditions accompanied by a
corresponding rise in education.  Economic processes created within the wartime economy
carried over into the post-war era.  Old Accra, once the focal point of city life, became one
of the least developed and most socioeconomically deprived areas of the city.  Ga youth
experienced the worst of the post-war urban decay: economic decline, overcrowding,
escalating costs of living, unemployment, and government neglect.  Old Accra became an
urban slum in the modern sense of the word and, ultimately, the Ga Mashie became a
minority within their own city.
The socioeconomic conditions of the urban environment following the Second
World War caused a major shift in identity among the Ga Mashie:
By 1957, the year of Ghana’s independence, the social identity of the Ga Mashie people had
begun to present a picture of great complexity.  Eighty years of rapid urbanisation along the
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lines of alien values, within a traditional social system that could not adapt fast enough helped to
create a social scenario subjected to the interplay of continuity and change.103
Youth, as the most dynamic group within a population, were best prepared to merge
elements of the traditional social system with “alien values.”  Education created
expectations for a better economic future and expanded students’ worldviews, but the
economic reality led to disenchantment by a new group of underclass youth with the
colonial system and with older generations.  Youth sought out sources more relevant to
their interpretation of a modern worldview.
By the early 1950s, the general economic decline began to slow.  Real wages held
steady throughout the decade and imported goods began to fill the shelves.  The real-wage
index recovered from its low of 65 in December 1951 and showed a marked rise
throughout the remainder of the 1950s.  It reached 104 in December 1958 and peaked at
119 in July 1960, before falling again drastically in 1963.  Although real wages saw a
relative increase during the decade, the cost of living also continued to skyrocket, rising
from a 1948 level of 227 to 486 by the end of 1963.104  The slight improvement in the
economy did not lessen the number of unemployed or underemployed school leavers or
make price increases easier to cope with, but it did make imported goods more readily
available throughout the 1950s.  The availability of cultural commodities such as films,
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magazines, clothing, and records played an important role in the development of not only
popular culture as a whole during the 1950s, but in the development of new types of youth
culture as well.
The changing urban environment mirrored the changing political climate.   The
masses became more politically active, and youth, in particular, played an important role in
nationalist activities.  A new group of young men and women took part in the 1948 riots as
a symbol of social protest against their economic condition.  However, new groups of
“youngmen” also arose, creating a new youth class with access to the changing
constructs of political power and wealth.  By the 1950s, the Ga Mashie found themselves
caught between the opposing notions of being in the center of Accra and, yet, becoming
increasingly separated from it.
Older generations often associated the “invention of youth” with the lack of
parental controls and a corresponding rise in juvenile delinquency.  People began to talk
about the “youth problem.”  For underclass Ga youth, the expansion of Accra physically
brought about extreme changes in their standard of living, but socially, they acted from
within a strong and adaptable social system. As Marion Kilson observed:
The relative stability of the social system in Central Accra is probably related to the continuity
of the community over time with its obvious implication for the structuring of enduring social
relations. . . . At the same time, the impingement of extrinsic factors on the social system
indicate [sic] social cleavages and alternative ideas which may be increasingly accentuated as
participation in the modern sector broadens.105
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Many of the negative actions and ideologies that older generations associated with youth
culture in general were problematic for Ga Mashie youth because these attitudes lumped
them together with immigrants and associated them with the types of social stigmas that
evolved from a vastly different set of socio-historical circumstances.  Ga Mashie youth
developed a different worldview from older generations and, with the aid of new
technology and media forms, created new ways to express themselves.  These ideas are
discussed more in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Cultural Images and Icons:
Technological Changes and Youth Cultural Expressions in the 1950s
This vogue and fashion!
It is a taboo to stay The dance has become grand indeed!
when your colleagues are going out, If you would permit my going in
Yet the vulture’s soul I should join in too.
differs from that of the crow. No one denies himself
The Cockroach does risky things, his favourite unto death.
yet it never gets hurt. This is Accra . . . 1
This is Accra . . .
For the urban masses, the excitement of the nationalist era was tempered by the
urban squalor of everyday living conditions.  Still, young urban residents who had
experienced the energy and vitality of the city during the Second World War and advances
in education in the post-war era searched for new modes of cultural expression.  The
search benefited from advancing technologies and the increased availability of a wider
array of media resources.  New developments in radio and gramophone technology,
changes in the nature of broadcasting, and the influx of American films during the 1950s
brought a new range of cultural influences and exacerbated class and generational divides.
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On the surface, Accra revealed a dynamic popular culture scene throughout the
1950s.  Highlife music and dance flourished. New entertainment venues and the growing
number of popular dance bands provided the outlets for its expression.  However, highlife,
like politics, catered largely to the new political elite and the growing influence of
“youngmen.”  Lower class youth, in particular, remained on the fringe of society with
little access to the salient popular culture forms of the city.  The disintegration of Old
Accra and increasing government intervention left them with few outlets for cultural
expression. Lower class youth began to express themselves in new ways that contrasted
sharply with the outward displays of older generations and the elite.  Ballroom dance
music and highlife attracted Ghanaians of all ages but, by the mid 1950s, youth began to
lose interest.  Underclass youth looked toward the future and saw in British culture the
culture of colonialism and that of the elite.  Throughout the 1950s, they turned
increasingly toward new, global cultural stimuli that better fit their ideas of what was it was
to be young and modern.
Media and Technology
The British expanded the media infrastructure during the Second World War to
aid the flow of propaganda and news about the war.  Modern advances in broadcasting
facilitated the dissemination of information, but they also hastened the influx of foreign
cultural elements in the post-war era.  The presence of American servicemen during the
Second World War piqued Ghanaian youth’s interest in global cultures and advancements
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in education pushed those interests further.  Throughout the 1950s, urban youth began to
actively adopt and adapt these influences to create new cultural forms and modes of
expression by merging their own identities with global cultural forms brought by new
technologies.  The rapidly changing technological and global cultural climate of the late
colonial period played an important role in the transformation of the popular culture scene
in Accra.  The increasing availability of a larger and more diverse array of cultural styles
heightened the rift between generations and acted as an agent on the development of new
youth cultures.  Advances in radio broadcasting, gramophone and recording technology,
and the increasing availability of Western movies and music served as vehicles of cultural
transmission and as the basis for rapid cultural change.
Radio was capable of reaching more people faster than any other means and
became important to the development and spread of popular music in Accra during the
1950s.  Broadcasting arrived in the Gold Coast on 31 July 1935 when BBC opened a
wired radio service operated under the code-name Station ZOY.  Still, radio did not make
substantial inroads into the African community for the first two decades.  Radio receivers
were expensive and dependent on electricity and were, thus, available mainly to Europeans
and the African middle and upper classes.  Many Africans who could afford to buy radios
were not likely to buy them because the programming catered largely to European
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interests.  During the first years of its existence, Station ZOY had only an estimated three
hundred listeners in Accra.2
The radio infrastructure underwent massive changes during the 1940s and 1950s,
changes that increased its spread to a wider cross-section of the population, especially in
the urban areas.  Wartime improvements in the media infrastructure prepared the stage for
the increasing availability of outside cultural influences and growing awareness of global
issues in the post-war era. The British introduced the “wireless” transmission during the
war and the Ghana Broadcasting Service installed new transmitters in 1956 and 1959.
The estimated audience for the broadcasting service grew from 45,000 in 1951 to one
million listeners in 1960.  The independent government also opened a  new Broadcasting
House in Accra on 6 March 1958 with drama and music studios, five recording chambers,
and a 30,000 record library.3  By 1961, the transmitting power grew from the Second
World War level of ten kilowatts to more than 1,000 kilowatts.4  It now had the
broadcasting power to reach more people, but radio ownership was still limited because of
the price.
Advancements in technology, however, broadened the listener base.  Smaller, more
portable, and inexpensive transistor radios became available in the mid-1950s, making
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broadcasts more accessible to all.  These radios could be taken anywhere, in contrast to the
older wireless receivers.  An Accra resident recalled the advantages of having transistor
receivers that used dry batteries:  “Since most of them could be used with batteries which
are not too big, these receivers are what we want for picnics etc.”5  A 1953 government
report estimated that these radios would cost the consumer between six and nine pounds
and the batteries, with a life of three to four months, would cost a little more than one
pound.  Still somewhat expensive to lower class people, the new technology at least made
their purchase a possibility.6  In 1953, the government agreed to allow private firms to
import 10,000 of these inexpensive radios per year and one observer soon noticed the
difference in the quality and quantity of music heard in public:
Take a walk in Accra, Kumasi, Sekondi, Takoradi, any week day and there is not a single
important street you pass without being made aware of the fact that someone owns a
gramophone, a radio set or a radiogram. Here, somehow, we seem to be going the American
way. We have captured the spirit of the famous juke box, by amplifying our puny radio boxes
with extra amplifiers. . . . Five years ago, this was not the case.7
Urban youth associated smaller, sleeker radios with modernity. By 1960,
combination radios and gramophones were widely available and appealed to those looking
for a “modern” form of media. The larger wireless receivers represented the past, while
the new transistor radios symbolized a new, progressive future. Numerous advertisements
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for newer, smaller radios appeared in newspapers and magazines. They included a picture
of the unit as well as slogans such as “Go Modern and Stay Modern” and “Go Modern
with Sony.”8
Modern advances in radio and recording technology facilitated the dissemination
of foreign music and produced the conditions for transnational soundings and hybrid
musical identities.9  Radio played a major role in promoting popular music throughout
West Africa. In Sierra Leone, for example, it aided the development of local maringa
music and mailo jazz by airing Caribbean songs and Africa’s most popular music of the
era, Congo jazz.10  Broadcasting also contributed to the development of juju music in
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Nigeria.11  In Ghana, radio supported local music, but it was not until the mid-1950s that it
began to do so wholeheartedly.
Early broadcasting in the Gold Coast provided Europeans in Accra “with a touch
of ‘home away from home’.”  Most programs focused on political, economic, social, and
cultural life in Great Britain.12  In the pre-war period, Station Zoy relayed selected
programs and news from the BBC, and included only a few news and music shows in
local languages.  During the war, the Information Services Department began to offer
more hours of news to further places and a greater variety of shows in vernacular.13  By
1948, it broadcast shows in five languages:  English, Twi, Ewe, Ga, and Fanti.14  Although
it focused more on propaganda during the war, the premise of radio programming adopted
two basic functions in the post-war period.  The first was to educate Africans about issues
such as health, agriculture, and colonial administration, and the second was to promote
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attributes of British culture such as formal drama and choir music. An analysis of the
programming from the first few years of the 1950s supports these ideas.
The program schedule from May 1950 to March 1951 reveals that broadcasting
was on the air for an average of twenty-five hours per week.  There were few shows
featuring popular dance bands.  The Tempos were one of them but, for the most part,
programming featured local choirs, traditional music of various ethnic groups, and news
and education.  The latter category included a series of talks under the general rubrics:
“Our Job and How We Do It,” “Talks on Health and Hygiene,” and “Careers for
Africans.”  A sampling of individual lectures incorporated similarly focused themes:
“Termites of West Africa,” Diseases We Catch from Animals,” and “Gold Coast
Budget.”  From April 1951 through March 1952, there was comparable programming
emphasis but a few additional dance bands featured throughout the year as well.  Of the
eighty-eight artists that appeared, nine of them were dance bands.  These included the
Tempos, Guy Warren’s Afro-Cubans, the Giffard Dance Band, and the Hot Spots.15
During this era, radio programming supported the advancement of British cultural ideas
such as choir music and educational shows, but did little for the largest percentage  of the
population, the youth.  Although sports and news programs attracted them, the general
nature of radio programming did not satisfy their desire for new and modern
entertainment.
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Even the wider population was not apt to invest money into buying the new radios
without a change in programming.  That change came in 1953 with the publication of a
report by a special committee established to devise ways to improve the broadcasting
system.16  Whereas Station ZOY was still largely dependent on the BBC for their material
at that time, Ghanaians told the commission that they wanted more locally produced
programs.  The commission, in turn, recommended easing control of the content by
establishing a quasi-independent corporation.17  The following year, the Gold Coast
Broadcasting System was established and soon, audible differences could be heard on the
air.  Broadcast time increased from nine hours per day to fourteen and the production of
daily programs increased dramatically.18
At the time of Ghana’s independence, the Gold Coast Broadcasting System
(Station ZOY) became the Ghana Broadcasting System (Radio Ghana) and began to air
programs in eight languages: English, Akan (Twi and Fanti), Nzima, Ewe, Ga, Dagbani,
Hausa, and French.19  Programs focused on particular sectors of the population.  These
included issues geared toward women, religious groups, and general education.  Of course,
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music programs also featured prominently. 20  Around the time of independence, radio
also began to respond to the needs of the growing masses of young listeners in Accra.
Some of the best evidence that the government acknowledged the growing presence of
Accra youth was the amount of media attention devoted to them.
Radio geared specific shows, especially popular music shows, to youth audiences.
In 1959 and 1960, Sammy Longdon and Pete Myers, a young European broadcaster who
worked for Radio Ghana and later BBC, hosted a show called “Guitar Club,” which
featured popular highlife guitar bands such as E.K. Nyame’s group.  Other shows
featured the Koforidua Casino Band and the Accra Jazz Kings.21  The Saturday afternoon
and evening programs attracted many listeners. One Saturday program included: “Brass
Band Music” and “Ga Dance Music” with the Akromoase Youth Guitar Band in the
afternoon, and “Radio Dance Time” with Leo Riby-Williams in the evening.22 The latter,
in particular, had been a popular show for young listeners since just before independence
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and remained at the forefront of urban musical tastes.  A poem about it appeared in a
tribute to the Ghana Broadcasting Service:
Not an hour of continuous music
For all tastes,
But an hour of continuous music
For all lovers.
With only a partner for a gate fee
Lovers go.
They dance
To drown all their cares and hopes,
They dance
Away their disappointments and fears.
They dance
While trumpets blare and saxes drawl,
The drums beat and bongos bark
Heads turn dizzy and tearful eyes gleam’
Lovers wheel round at every turn,
Till Leo wearily shouts farewell,
And the band lustily plays its last;
‘Yea man!’ in wild chorus they yell,
‘Enjoy radio dance hour to the last.’23
Radio Ghana not only helped promote local bands around the time of
independence, but it also furthered the dissemination of foreign music to Ghanaian
listeners.  Some of the shows included Robert Owusu’s “Latin-American Rhythm,”
“Moments with the Masters” (great classical composers), and Sam Buxton’s “Down
South” (South African music).24  Radio Ghana also began to incorporate external
broadcasts of the VOA’s “Jazz-USA” and “Request Program for Africa,” as well as the
BBC Africa Service’s “Good Morning Africa,” “Listeners’ Request Programme,” and
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various other music programs.25  These shows and a changing emphasis on popular music
brought not only the sounds of Ghanaian bands to listeners, but also music from
throughout Africa and the rest of the world.
Without a corresponding increase in the availability of musical recordings, the
expansion of the radio infrastructure would have resulted only in an increase of locally-
produced news and talk programs, more air time for foreign music, and some live music
and drama shows.26  Records are important agents of cultural dissemination because of
their ability to reach a mass audience beyond the live performance and outside of an
artist’s geographical area.  Part of the growth of the record industry in Ghana was due to
the changing role of the gramophone.
In East Africa, wind-up gramophones first became available at the turn of the
century, but ownership was confined mainly to European settlers and, because of their
musical preferences, the records came mainly from Europe and the United States.27
According to John Collins, a British Mining engineer working at Tarkwa first introduced
the gramophone into the Gold Coast in the 1930s; it became known as the “Tarkwa
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Machine.”28  During the early period, gramophones were available to a growing middle
class of merchants and colonial civil servants who viewed them as luxury goods – like
bicycles, sewing machines, and watches – and thus, a symbol of prestige within the
colonial system that created and maintained the class of people who could afford such
items.  As the African elite and middle class grew, the more diverse and less European-
oriented audience demanded a greater variety of records.  In the 1950s, the gramophone
grew in popularity. In 1956, J.H. Nketia described its effect:  “People are drawn to it
where it is played in village or town. . . . Many drinking bars [also] find it a useful means
of attracting customers.”29  The popularity of the machine was heightened by the growing
availability of records that could meet the needs of all generations and all socioeconomic
classes.
The record industry in Africa first began in 1907 when the French company, Pathe,
and British Zonophone began exporting records to South Africa. Collins reports that by
1928, more than one million records were sold under the Zonophone and “His Master’s
Voice” (HMV) labels.  English and Hindi records were imported into East Africa in the
early 1920s. They were sometimes played in Indian-owned shops to attract customers.
The first recording of an East African musician was of Siti binti Saad from Zanzibar who
went to Bombay in 1928 and recorded at His Master’s Voice studio.  She soon became
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the most popular singer on the Swahili-speaking coast and her records were sold as far
away as the Belgian Congo, the Comoros, Somalia, and Southern Arabia.  The success of
Siti binti Saad led European record companies to realize the profit potential in African
music.30  In the mid-1930s, Hugh Tracey began to record local musicians at Eric Gallo’s
studio in South Africa, and soon after, others were done at the Zonophone studio.31
In West Africa, the United Africa Company began to distribute records for HMV
and Zonophone in 1928.  They sold 800,00 records between 1930 and 1933. The music
included neo-traditional music such as asiko and sakara, as well as the thirty-five pages of
songs in eighteen vernacular languages that were listed in the 1929 catalogue of recordings
by “Native Artists.”32 The developing recording industry in Ghana helped spread the
popularity of guitar highlife.  When guitarist Kwame “Sam” Asare cut the record, “Yaa
Amponsah,” in London in 1926, guitar highlife became the first popular style of Ghanaian
music to be recorded.
The record industry continued to grow and helped develop new sounds. Wartime
restrictions on plastics, however, reduced record production. At the end of the Second
World War, new Western-owned and operated companies, including the French-owned
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Pathe-Marconi, American Warner Brothers, Dutch Phillips, and British EMI, expanded
their interests in the Gold Coast.  Decca also opened a recording studio in Ghana in 1947
that produced more than 47,000 records in its first year.33  King Bruce remembered
buying some of these records, especially those of American musicians: “I had a definite
liking for jazz and swing. I used to buy these imported records from department stores
like U.T.C. and Kingsway. In fact, we could buy any type of imported records whether
classical or jazz, right up to the 1960s when our foreign exchange palaver set in.”34
Throughout the 1950s, an increasing number of domestic and foreign records were
sold in shops and by individuals on the streets.  Most of the major trading companies in
Ghana had an agreement with foreign companies to press recordings made in local studios
for them abroad.35 Artists received a payment for the recording session but they were not
eligible to receive any royalties thereafter.  Still, the money was significant. An artist who
had gained popularity playing live received up to ten pounds for a single track.36  Popular
recordings were done in a variety of local languages, including Akan, Ga, Ewe, and Hausa.
Akan, by far, made up the majority of songs, suggesting that guitar highlife musicians
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were predominant.  In any event, much of the music was popular music and very little
traditional music was recorded.  Nketia suggested that this was due to circumstances in the
contemporary scene:
In particular the late arrival of the gramophone in the rural area and the interior of the country –
the stronghold of Old style music, the chance concentration of commercial activity of the major
firms in a few towns, the concentration of recording studios in the South and the fact that the
European Engineer has had to rely for the most part on his own ears and judgment of African
music, or on the advice of uncritical clerical assistants.37
Of course, one must also mention that recordings of popular styles such as highlife were
most fashionable among the elite and the youth, the groups who were the biggest
consumers of records.
The ability of Ghanaian musicians to record for both foreign-owned companies
and African studios spurred the production and dissemination of Ghanaian popular music.
Recordings helped bring notoriety to some artists whose name spread throughout areas of
Ghana and outside the country.  The enticement of recording contracts, and the
corresponding money earned from the session, also inspired artists to write original songs:
Many popular songs spring nowadays, either from the Ball-room or from a beer shop, or a record
shop. In a country without a tradition of written musical publication, the importance of the disc
cannot be over-emphasized.  . . . In the future both the Gramophone and Local Broadcasting will
play an important part in shaping the musical tastes of the new Gold Coast.38
In 1956, Nketia saw an important role for the gramophone in Ghana’s musical future:
“There is every indication that the gramophone will continue to enjoy its popularity for
many years. It has at least one advantage in that it is not subject to customary control. . . .




Thus opportunities for the enjoyment of music are increased.”  Nketia recognized that the
gramophone eliminated the artist and the live performance, but, he added, “It is by no
means ineffective as an agent of music. . . . Participation at other levels are still possible,
and a gramophone may be a convenient substitute for some leader or dance band.”39
With the development of the recording industry, the wider availability of
gramophones, and the advent of transistor radios, access by all levels of society to local
popular music and to foreign styles was enhanced.  Almost daily, companies placed
advertisements for newly arrived records of local artists in the newspapers and on posters
outside of shops.  By the late 1950s, South African Township Jazz, Congo Jazz, and
African-American music influences such as jazz and rock ‘n’ roll drifted into Accra, and
the attitudes of the youth to the older, “colonial music” grew less favorable.  Some of
these new music forms could be heard on radio shows, in nightclubs, and blaring out of
record shops.  Music critics also wrote frequent reviews of the latest records, and they
focused a preponderance of their writings on foreign, and especially, American music
forms.40
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Hanging around the Cinema
Ghanaians received new insights into American culture through the presence of the
United States military during the Second World War, but the onslaught of American
culture, or at least particular images of it, came via the cinemas during the 1950s.  Youth
flocked to Accra cinemas to see the latest Hollywood films, and the number of cinemas
grew throughout the decade.  By the end of 1955, there were eight cinemas in Accra and
two more were under construction.  By 1958, there were 14, spurring Henry Ofori to
write: “The rate at which cinema houses are springing up in Accra is so fast that it is not
an over-statement to say that, very soon, every quarter of Accra will have its own cinema
house.”41  By 1963, sixteen cinemas existed throughout the city.  The Opera and the
Palladium cinemas were located in Central Accra and attracted many of the young
residents.  Other popular cinemas included the Globe, the Orion, and the Park.  In the mid-
1950s, the average number of tickets sold each week totaled more than 42,000,
representing various classes of Accra society.42  Some cinemas, however, promoted
foreign and upper-class African attendance on certain nights by charging higher
admission.  Even when the audiences were mixed, most had higher-priced seats in the
balcony that kept the elite separated from other patrons.  Admission to some cinemas, such
as the Opera, the Park, and the Palladium catered more to lower class clientele  in general.
Joe Nkrumah recalled the scene:
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The elite of society had their own cinemas and these were the four Rs cinemas -- Rex, Royal,
Roxy and Regal, which were owned by Captain. The Temani Brothers also built the Cinema
Palace, which was the first to show daytime programmes at 12.15 not forgetting the 8.15pm
shows.  Then the Opera Cinema came on board to compete with Cinema Palace.  It cost 6 pence
to watch a show.43
The main patrons of the cinema were youth.  In general, children flocked to the
cinema in great numbers during the 1950s, but the largest and youngest audiences
occurred in over-crowded residential areas.  Many more boys than girls attended cinema
shows.  A Department of Social Welfare report noted the complete absence of girls at
some shows.  In Accra, some of the children “came to escape the boredom of leisure
hours with nothing to do.  Some of those who came in the evenings said there was no
place at home for them to sleep until the adults had gone to bed.”44  In Old Accra, an
economically disadvantaged area with serious overcrowding, virtually all activities, apart
from sleeping, occurred outside of the home.  Life was lived outdoors.45
Often the cinema experience alone was enough to attract an audience.  There was
much participation at these places.  Asante Darkwa described the audience: “The audience
will more often than not entertain you as much as the film.  Some people will be
empathizing out loud with the film, some will be passing back and forth visiting friends in
various parts of the theater, and others will be asleep. . . . Audience participation get [sic]
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very intense.”46  Accra youth generally enjoyed films with excitement and action.  They
enjoyed films with scenes of boxing, fighting, horse racing,  and sword fights.  The
favorites of 1956 were Superman, The Prisoner of Zenda, the Tarzan films, and Robin
Hood.47  Romantic films, information films, detective stories, love stories, and most
historical films, however, attracted little attention from young moviegoers.  They were
generally bored by romantic films but found scenes of love-making amusing and would
“hoot and whistle when they see them.”48 Although Indian films were also growing in
popularity at the time, one observer commented: “There were Indian films around but we
were afraid to watch them because if we did we couldn’t sleep.  We were then young boys
and there was too much magic in them.”49  Although there were some locally produced
films, the majority of the shows came from the United States.50  Some of the films listed
in the Daily Graphic entertainment section on 7 January 1954 included Son of Ali Baba,
The Black Castle, The Brat, and O! What a Girl.  The caption of the latter announcement
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attracted viewers with the promise that the film contained “plenty of hot music by the most
American Negro Bands.”  The following night, the films shown included Flying Disc
Man from Mars, episodes 7-12, and The Lone Rider Crosses the Rio.51  Films rarely
remained in a particular cinema for an extended stay.  In May 1956, for example, the
Opera cinema showed seventy-three different films, sixty-eight of which were American.
Of the seventy-three films, twenty-six were westerns, seventeen were musicals, and the rest
consisted mainly of action films.52
The proliferation of American movies had a profound impact on the youth.
During his experience in Accra in 1953, Richard Wright has this to say about Ghanaian
cinema: “I recalled that I’d noted many American movies being shown in the city.  I’d
come across the influence of Hollywood so often in the mentality of the Africans.” He
also remembered the physical signs of American influence, including  “cheaply framed
photos of Hollywood movie stars being sold on the streets.”53  Wright was exasperated
by the entire process: “Again and again in Africa I found natives trying to imitate
American movies, but, having no idea of the distorted context of life in which Hollywood
actions take place, they vulgarized those actions, making them even more fantastic, which
was no mean accomplishment.”54  The increased availability of Western movies brought
images and sounds that contributed to a growing awareness of, and an affinity for, global
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cultures, especially that of the United States.  T.D. Baffoe, a newspaper editor, complained
that, for many youth, the “life of the American films is the only kind worth living.”55
The favorite genre of films for youth was “Cowboy” films (American westerns).
These films glorified the image of cowboys killing Native Americans and the “Shot Gun
Hero became their idol.”56  In a discussion of the popularity of American westerns on the
Northern Rhodesian Copperbelt in the early 1950s, Hortense Powdermaker reiterated this
idea:
The hard-fighting cowboy, moving freely on his horse in wide-open spaces, surmounting all
obstacles and always winning, is indeed an attractive hero for a people intensely fearful of losing
some of their wide-open spaces to Europeans, who until recently held all the power.  The
cowboy is white, but not European. Through identification with him, the African can fantasy
[sic] unconsciously or consciously, being as white as the dominant group and always winning
over them.57
During action films, children expressed approval for the hero and often identified
with him afterwards.  Wright remembered the youth reaction to a particular film:  “It was
a Western movie, packed, as they say, with action. . . . When a cowboy galloped across the
scrubby plains, they shouted in chorus: ‘Go, go, go, go, go...!’”58  Youth sometimes took
nicknames from a character or actor in the film and played out scenes on the street later.
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One of the most popular nicknames was Jack Palance.  The Social Welfare report
reiterated these ideas and detailed the psychological attraction for young moviegoers:
[They] escape from their own rather monotonous lives into a world of make-believe where they
can pretend to play [sic] heroic parts.  This is, of course, one of the strongest appeals that the
cinema makes to everyone . . . the offer of a chance to escape from daily life and take part in a
world of phantasy [sic] . . . the popularity of Superman and pseudo scientific films suggests that
they do realise it is make belief [sic] and some of them have become attached to special film stars
and have their favourite actors.59
Government officials and older generations recognized the influence that the
cinema had on youth.  It was frequently seen as the cause of juvenile delinquency and
generally declining standards of moral conduct.  The Social Welfare report concluded:
“There appears to be a definite link between the truant Schoolchild, Cinema going and
eventually the Juvenile Court, the first stage being truancy from school.”60 Some students
“slipped away” from school during the morning break for an early show and returned in
the afternoon.  They quickly realized that if they were present for morning roll call, they
would not be caught.  Others went after school and, to avoid the wrath of their parents,
claimed that their teacher kept them late.”  The report was concerned about the problem of
the truant student:  “Escaping from school to go to the Cinema may be only an escapade
but it may be the beginning of more serious truancy. . . . He is ripe for further mischief.”
Nearly half the probationers examined were in school before they committed the offence
that took them to court.  Half of them were “keen” moviegoers.61
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The report acknowledged that many children go to the cinema to enjoy the picture
and are not adversely affected by the film, but the pretenses under which they go to the
cinema is a problem:
The Cinema is a danger chiefly because of the circumstances under which children go, secrecy,
disobedience and the necessity of finding the money.  The films themselves may or may not do
harm. . . . There is no indication of morbid or vicious influences but when children do not
understand anything of the language and invent their own explanations there is plenty of scope
for misinterpretation.62
The cinema attracted a certain number of “hooligans” whom, the report concluded, could
pose a potential danger to others:
“[The danger] lies in the circumstances under which they go to the Cinema and the contacts they
may make there. . . . Others, the gangs of little hooligans and those who are getting out of
control, are looking for mischief and in the frame of mind to profit by anything they see. . . .
They are the Problem Children of our towns but the Cinema is only one of the factors that
causes the trouble, overcrowded homes, lack of sufficient schools, and neglectful parents are
equally important.”63
Some of the youth interviewed by the Department of Social Welfare said that they slept on
the streets and people kept their places for them while they were watching a film.  The
report suggested that the cinema, “whatever else it may do has become a refuge to them.”
Those who did not attend school could be seen hanging outside the cinema long before it
opened, sometimes as early as nine o’clock in the morning before a noon show.  Crime
tactics, it was thought, could be gleened from watching films.  One of the social welfare
researchers noted: “Some of the children showed considerable interest in the few scenes
where pickpockets or thieves were shown in successful action.”64  As a way to combat





truancy and delinquency among the youth, the Accra Municipal Council asked cinema
owners to restrict their shows to children accompanied by adults but, for the most part, the
voluntary action was unsuccessful.
Despite government attempts to thwart children’s cinema attendance, they
continued to flock to American films throughout the 1950s.  By 1957, rock ‘n’ roll films
became some of the most popular and, with the advances in broadcasting and recordings,
foreign culture flowed into Accra at a rate not seen previously.  Technological changes and
the increased availability of outside cultural resources had a profound impact on the
development of popular culture and youth cultures in Accra as a whole, but also played an
instrumental role in the creation of a unique youth culture in Old Accra.
The Changing Cultural Scene:
Class and Generational Divides in Popular Culture Expression
Youth cultures and popular culture grew in contrast to that of the elite and older
generations.  The Western influences of previous generations came mainly from the
colonial metropole.  For many Accra residents, British culture still defined superior and
sophisticated attitudes toward dress, drama, music, and dance.  British culture was set up in
opposition to African culture in a modern-traditional binary.  Older generations who
attended school were indoctrinated with British ideologies but the new class of youth who
attended school during the post-war expansion did not get it to the same degree.  Even
Empire Day, an important activity in colonial Gold Coast schools that celebrated the
British Empire and all of the ideologies associated with it, disappeared from the school
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event calendar in 1949.  During the 1950s highlife music and dance became the ultimate
expression of Ghanaian modernity, combining aspects of African and Western cultures to
produce a music and dance form that fit well with the changing political environment.
Many youth, however, still wanted more. Their knowledge of the global environment and
increased access to outside cultural channels, carried them in a different direction. They
began to look more toward different types of cultural stimuli coming out of the United
States.
The 1950s-era youth grew up with the increasing presence of American music and
Hollywood movies.  The decade marked a rise in Ghanaian’s acceptance of American
culture and showed a sharp decline among the youth in their attitudes toward the British.
Richard Wright related a 1953 conversation with a young man looking for an American:
“We don’t like the British.  I met American soldiers during the war and they were nice,
sar.”  The young man wanted to become a detective by taking a correspondence course
from America, a concept that he had read about in an American magazine. Wright inquired
further as to why he wanted to study this profession and the young man responded: “To
catch criminals, sar. . . . The English sar! . . . It’s the English who came here and fought
us, took our land, our gold, and our diamonds, sar.  If I could be a good detective, sar, I’d
find out how they did it.  I’d put them in jail, sar.”65  After his discussion with the young
man, Wright stood perplexed:
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Where could I start with the boy? His view of reality was warped; it was composed of fragments
of Hollywood movies and American pulp magazines and he had lived his life so far from such
manufactured dreams that he was unable to tell what was plausible or implausible in them. And
all of this was fed by an inflamed sense of national oppression; he felt that the least move he
made to better his condition would be thwarted by the British who were the focal point of the
organization of his hate.66
Despite Wright’s bewilderment, “fragments” of American movies and magazines played
a significant role in the creation of new modes of dress, while other aspects of American
culture affected the development of highlife music.
Changing Modes of Dress: Zoot Suits and Youth Identity
Visible signs of American influence became more prominent as the 1950s
progressed.  Some groups of Accra youth first began to outwardly express their affinity
for American cultural influences and against that of the elite through their styles of dress.
They adopted new types of clothing that reflected their global knowledge and symbolized
a rebellion against older generations and the cultural status quo.  One of the most
distinctive types of dress was the zoot suit, a style that came to Accra youth through its
presence in films and magazines.  The “invention of youth culture” was underway as
youth began to express their concept of independence in new clothing styles, American
movies, music, and language.
In the early 1950s, the zoot culture boomed.  Accra youth adopted this American-
influenced fashion and its affiliated styles of music, dance, and language to (re)present
their image to urban dwellers.  An observer described a group of young zoot suiters:
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“They would have nothing less than swing and jitterbug, with over-size coats flapping
here and there as they caper and gesticulate. ‘Good time brother,’ they often remark at the
end of any ‘hot’ piece.”67  This new youth fashion acted as a method of resistance by
directly confronting and openly defying societal norms.  Zoot suit wearers in Accra
rebelled against the standards of culture and the subservient role established for youth by
older generations and the colonial system.
During the late colonial era, the benchmarks of culture for the elite were formal
British styles of dress, music, and drama.  Elite culture paints a picture of the level of
disparity between the classes.  Robert K. Gardiner described the dress styles and cultural
focus of the Ghanaian elite:
[They wore] heavy woolen suits, tail coats and high collars and were as correctly dressed as
Englishmen would be in England. . . . Their madams sported Victorian wardrobes complete with
corsets and plumed hats. They organised local European-style cultural societies such as lodges,
literary and debating clubs and held public lectures, and magic lantern shows – programmes
similar to those of parish gatherings in England.  There are accounts of Ladies’ Clubs which
imposed a fine on those of their members who spoke the local language or wore native dress in
public.68
Richard Wright echoed Gardiner’s sentiments of the elite towards particular aspects of
British culture:  “The petty bourgeois black clerks and secretaries, etc., wore heaps of
woolen clothes to draw a highly visible line of social distinction between themselves and
the naked, illiterate masses.  An educated African could not afford to be seen dressed
comfortably, that is, in sandals and a toga; he had to dress like the British dressed in
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Britain.”69  Wright emphasized, in particular, the nature of the divide between the elite and
the masses, but he exaggerated the extent of the divide, ignoring that most urban dwellers
did not run around naked and, in some ways, exhibited a combination of British, African
elite, and American popular culture.
Indeed, many of the elite had at one time dressed in a similar manner to the zoot
suiters of the 1950s.  Augustus Bruce, a frequent contributor to The Ghanaian, described
dress patterns by a group he called “colonial mentalists,” people who saw all African
things as inferior and all European things as “par excellence.”  These “colonial
mentalists” could be identified in the 1920s by the tightness of their pants, usually called
“family pull” because they were very tight around the ankles.  According to Bruce, when
the breadwinner returned home from work and sat down in his chair, it was quite a scene,
with “all members of his family tugging at the base of his trousers to help him undress.”
Late in the 1930s, baggy pants with more room around the ankles became fashionable.
Once grown, older generations in general were less prone to quick changes in behavior or
expression than are youth.  Once settled on the baggy pants, Bruce affirmed, the colonial
mentalists refused to readjust their attitudes:  “Now that tight pants are in vogue [again],
the ‘old folk’ seem to be sticking like leech to baggy trousers.”70
In the United States, Europe, and Africa, the zoot suit became associated with
particular styles of leisure, as well as dance and music cultures.  In the early 1940s,
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African American jazz musicians in the United States adopted the style and helped to
spread its appeal.  The most famous of these musicians was Cab Calloway who appeared
in a zoot suit in Stormy Weather in 1943.  Other racial and ethnic groups, such as
Mexican Americans and whites, also wore the zoot suit as an expression of identity.  The
zoot suit and its associated cultural expressions have been the subject of numerous studies,
and the event that has received the most analysis is the “zoot-suit riots” of 1943, a series
of conflicts that took place in Los Angeles, Detroit, and Harlem between zoot suiters and
armed servicemen.71  According to Alan Jenkins, the zoot suit was also worn in London
by a group of underclass youth “known as “spivs” or “wide boys” who lurked at street
corners to offer you nylons and other goods in short supply.”72  Earlier English forms
included the “Edwardian look,” a style worn by “Teddy Boys” in London that included
narrow pant legs and a jacket buttoned high.73  In South Africa the zoot suit became
popular in the late 1940s among the tsotsis, young urban “confidence men” who
eventually grew into a “well-organised counter-society of urban gangs” in the next
decade.  David Coplan claims that tsotsi was an African variation on the words zoot suit,
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“a symbol of urban sophistication drawn from American popular culture, with its ready
money and flashy clothes.”74
The zoot suit probably first arrived in Ghana by someone who had traveled abroad,
but the fashion became popular through its expression in films such as Stormy Weather
and Street with No Name, as well as magazines like Esquire and Ebony.75  The zoot suit
was first mentioned in the late 1940s in Nigeria and a few years later in Ghana. A writer
for Drum traced its appearance in the former to the arrival of Bobby Benson, a popular
Nigerian musician: “This short man with a goatie beard hit town with a Coloured girl
about his height and size in 1947. They brought to town a new fashion for the boys and
girls – the Zoot Suit and the Cassandra hair-do.”76  By 1955, Joe Welshing, a contributor
to the Sunday Mirror, characterized the zoot as the “favourite dress of most youngmen
today,” and described the style worn by Ghanaian youth as “a coat of abnormal size and
a pair of ‘tight’ pants – an incongruous mixture of the 18th century ‘reach-me-down’
with a 20th century loud American necktie.”77
Many people believed dress to be closely related to behavior, and delinquent
behavior, in turn, could be determined by the way people dressed.  Zoot cultures, in
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general, often elicited negative opinions from other sectors of society.  In the United
States, for example, the zoot had multiracial appeal but highlighted generational
differences.  During a 1943 show in Pittsburgh, one columnist wrote that the zoot-suited
crowd signaled the “revolt of callow youth against convention and authority.”78  In
Ghana, too, young zoot suit wearers brought condemnation from older generations still
attached to the precepts of British culture.  Welshing, for example, expressed his disdain
for the zoot suit:  “If anything can be more grotesque or more out of keeping with 20th
century civilization, it is this type of dress . . . an eye-sore to a decent society.”  Although
he acknowledged that his “fore-fathers dressed in the ‘Edwardian’ way,” Welshing
wondered about the influence of the Americans:
It is fantastic to hear our boys say they are ‘going the Yankee way.’ All told, our first direct
contact with the Yanks was during the Second World War. These American soldiers mixed freely
with our boys and girls. And our boys no doubt our of boyish fancy blindly imitated their
slangs, dressing, and above all, their ‘take-it-easy’ way of life. The Yank soldier is gone leaving
behind him his ‘Zoot Pants.’79
Welshing correctly surmised that wearing the zoot had much to do with the overall
changes in attitudes among these groups of Accra youth: “It seems from the way they
swank about, that they feel quite big in it, more especially as it favourably catches the eye
of a rather peculiar class of girls, the type who also ‘go the Yank way’.”80  Indeed, for
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many youth, wearing the zoot suit increased their feelings of independence and put them
into the spotlight, eliciting positive and negative reactions.  It brought them attention from
all classes within Accra society.  The clothes symbolized a particular style and reflected an
emphasis on materialism, but they also provided an indication of youth’s knowledge of,
and affinity for, American popular culture forms.
Youth responded to the criticism that they received for their style of dress and
expressed their desire to “do their own thing”:
Whether the ‘Zoot’ is Edwardian style or Yankee style, I personally prefer it to the Georgian
ones. . . . I cannot see the reason why those of us who choose to have our clothes cut in a
particular fashion, let it be the ‘Yankee’ one, should be charged with phantasy. Is it because our
coats are longer, our ties are brighter and the end of our trousers are not the measurement of 48
inches?
This young man closed by saying, “Some of us prefer the ‘Zoot’ to any other kind.”81
Another writer supplicated readers on both sides of the dress question with the simple
instructions: “To the adherents of the ‘Limey’ fashion I say: do not look at a ‘zoot’ suit
if the thing makes you sick. To the supporters of the ‘Zoot’ too I say: if the contraption
tickles you, shut your eyes whenever you see a ‘Limey’ suit approaching.”82
For Accra youth, there was no rioting by the young zoot suiters, but the invention
of youth culture had begun.  Donning the zoot was a form of rebellion against
generational and class constraints.  Stuart Cosgrove saw the zoot-suited crowd in the
United States as part of a “subcultural gesture that refused to concede to the manners of
subservience.” Shane White and Graham White saw the zoot suit itself as a form of
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rebellion, but “at the most basic level [it] was about youth.”  According to them, the
“suit’s emergence, and the associated riots, marked the beginnings of the modern
invention of ‘juvenile delinquency’ and of teen culture.”83  In Ghana, too, youth who
began to express cultural opinions that deviated from elite ideas were considered
delinquents, a common reaction by older generations to cultural expressions that they did
not or could not understand.  The zoot suit also contrasted with the cultural strategy put
forth by the new political elite.  By the mid-1950s, Ghanaian leaders put an increased
emphasis on using cultural forms such as dress to encourage the “African Personality”
and develop cohesiveness within the Ghanaian nation.84  The zoot suit certainly did not fit
with those ideas and youth continued to search for other ways to express their
independence from older generations.
Entertainment and Nightlife in the 1950s: Elite Culture
Urban nightlife changed dramatically during the post-war period.  It began very
much as it had been throughout the twentieth century – controlled by elites – but slowly,
youth began to claim a greater influence in urban culture and moved it away from its elite
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antecedents into something more appealing to all classes.  Still, it catered mainly to the new
political elite and the growth of the educated youngmen.  According to most studies of the
1950s, the cultural scene in Accra was one of great excitement.  By 1954, according to
Ioné Acquah, Accra offered “its inhabitants a full social life.  Many recreational
institutions cater for the varied leisure requirements of its population.”85 She includes,
however, such institutions as libraries, mutual benefit societies, occupational organizations,
ethnic organizations, and churches.  By the time of independence, there were three distinct
cultural scenes in Accra: that of the elite, that of the new youngmen, and that of young
underclasses outside of Convention People’s Party (CPP) circles and without access to
financial and political clout.  For underclass youth, many of the cultural activities that
invigorated the nightlife scene were not available to them or were not desired by them.  By
the mid-1950s, lower class youth began to question the excitement of Accra nightlife and,
by the time of independence, moved to new types of subcultural expression.
In the immediate post-war era, elite culture was organized around European ideas
of leisure and entertainment.  Membership in one of Accra’s many exclusive social clubs
distinguished the elite from other urban social classes.  Six social clubs in or near Central
Accra offered activities such as billiards, table tennis, chess, tennis, and films.  Members
also gathered at the club bar to share a drink after a day’s work.86  Three of them, the
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Rodger Club, the International Club, and the Indo-Ghana Club, did not allow women
entrance, but they welcomed them to occasional dances and social events.  The Rodger
Club, named after the colonial governor of the Gold Coast, Sir John Pickersgill Rodgers,
was the “venue for the social activities of the prominent members of Accra society.”87
Members included virtually all medical officers, lawyers, wealthy businessmen, and clergy.
Social clubs provided the elite with a venue where they could come together to
express their shared values, “to enhance and promote individual and collective socio-
economic aspirations, [and] help develop in the members a sense of close, personal,
intimate and often enduring relationships.”88  Their status was based largely in their level
of education, which, according to Wright, “was not even remotely related to practical
accomplishment or functional efficiency, or even to a comprehensive grasp of life; it
smacked more of status, manners, class standing, ‘character,’ and form.”89  Elites used
their shared collective identity as a means to set themselves apart from the rest of urban
society and as a means to express their British-ness.
Elite music and drama reflected the nature of their outward cultural focus.  Albert
Hammond, for example, commended the music of Accra, but the music he praised was all
part of the realm of high culture:  “She [Accra] has apart from a number of good dance
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bands and vocal choirs, ambitious Choral Societies . . . improving the musical taste of her
people.”  In April 1956, there were eleven African choral societies in Accra alone.90
Hammond gives much of the credit to the British Council who, along with the French-
supported Alliance Française sponsored European choral and drama performances.  In
1951, for example, the Choral Society performed Handel’s “Israel in Egypt” and “Judas
Maccabaeus,” as well as Gilbert and Sullivan’s “Ruddigore.”91  Elite society perpetuated
itself through the university curriculum and attempted to disseminate their views to other
educational levels.  Russell Howe, a European journalist in Ghana around the time of
independence, remembered a university drama troupe rehearsing their production of The
Taming of the Shrew before a practice audience of school children.92  The music and
drama lessons in schools did not support African traditional music nor did they give any
credence to the popular music of Accra, but elite entertainment continued to set cultural
aspirations for many Ghanaians, especially in the areas of dress and dance.
For the elite, fancy dress balls had been in vogue in Ghana since the early part of
the twentieth century when bands like the Excelsior Orchestra performed at exclusive
venues, playing Western foxtrot, quickstep, and waltz.  These types of social functions
continued well into the 1950s when one could frequently view announcements for a “Tea
Time Dance” (3:00 - 8:00 p.m.),  “Flannel Dance” (9:00 p.m. – 3:00 a.m.), or a “Kente
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Dance” in the “Amusements” section of the daily newspapers.  The language of these
announcements was generally staid and less “hip” than dance announcements that began
to appear in the middle of the 1950s.93  The nature of these announcements reflected the
change in the control of urban popular culture from the elite to the new political elite and
educated youngmen.
“Mainstream” Urban Culture
The large elite orchestras of the pre-war period became smaller bands that
incorporated more local musical influences and blended them with outside forms after the
war.  They played in smaller venues with fewer musicians and incorporated more local and
pan-African musical influences.  The Africanization of highlife music made it a genre
capable of attracting a wider audience, but nationalist politics also stimulated its
popularity.94  The changing political climate and widening nationalist movements lent
support to the development of not only the ideologies of young school leavers, but also to
the evolution of popular culture itself.  After the constitution of 1951 and the introduction
of universal adult suffrage, popular culture played an increasing role in manipulating
public opinion.  The CPP portrayed itself as the “commoners” party and, through its
patronage of popular culture, it gave legitimacy to popular music and drama.  Highlife
songs and concert party plays promoted the CPP and praised Nkrumah.  E.K. Nyame, for
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example, wrote a song “Onim Deefo Kukudurufu, Kwame Nkrumah” (Honorable Man
and Hero, Kwame Nkrumah).  The Axim Trio, a concert party group, performed a series
of plays that included Kwame Nkrumah Will Never Die, Nkrumah is a Mighty Man, and
Nkrumah is Greater than Before. The CPP featured highlife music at political dances, and
increasingly, popular culture became associated with the new political elite and the group
of youngmen who were generally more educated than the generations above them.95
Spurred on by nationalist politics, highlife became the popular music and dance of
Accra by the mid-1950s and encouraged the formation of new nightclubs and popular
bands.  The sounds of highlife music rang out from the radios and from gramophones.
Bands frequently played live in one of the new clubs because, as John Collins remarked,
“There was plenty of money around at the time and the whole country was on an
optimistic wave, one of the features of the pre-independence spirit.”96  A writer for the
Sunday Mirror reiterated these sentiments:
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In all the big towns in Ghana today, the average young man and woman tend to make life echo
with merriment. They go to dances and cinemas almost every night. . . . They are always at
social functions, pubs and hotels where they make sure that drinks flow freely. For to them hard-
earned money is easy to spend. Everything must be fun and life must be sweet.97
By April 1956, there were nine nightclubs in Accra.  These included the Lido and the
Paramount, which held dances every night of the week, as well as the Weekend-in-Havana,
which held dances five nights per week.  Others, such as Metropole, Kalamazoo, Weekend
in Miami, Weekend in Colorado, Tip Toe, and Kit Kat, held occasional dances.98  These
were generally open-air clubs surrounded by high walls and focused around a dance floor.
Admission rates varied from two to five shillings for males, while females paid reduced
rates.
The growing number of clubs sponsoring live music necessitated the development
of more dance bands.  Some of these new bands included the Hot Shots, the Rakers, the
Star Rockets, the Red Spots, the Jazz Kings, and the Black Beats.99  By mid-1956, there
were more than twenty African popular dance bands in Accra, but the most popular band
of that era was undoubtedly E.T. Mensah and the Tempos.  First formed in 1947, the
Tempos began playing at the Weekend-in-Havana, one of the first nightclubs in Accra.
E.T. Mensah recalled the setting:  “In those days night-club life was unknown in the
country.  One of the first night-clubs which opened in Accra was the Weekend-in-Havana.
It was then a low dingy bar.  Its location in James Town made it a favourite hideout where
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the boys could retire in the evening after a hectic time.”100  While the elite continued to go
to their social clubs, these early nightclubs catered toward the new political elite and the
educated youngmen.
By the 1950s, however, the live performances at the most popular clubs attracted
upper and middle class Ghanaians, especially on Saturday nights, to dance highlife, samba,
quickstep, foxtrot, and the waltz.  A glance inside any establishment revealed the nature of
the clientele. As Collins noted:  “Although top-hats had gone out of fashion, the entrance
rule was ‘ladies strictly in frocks and gentlemen in tie’.”101  Dressed in appropriate
fashion, older generations and educated youth took to the dance floors at the Rodger Club,
the Community Centre, the King George V Memorial Hall and various nightclubs, to
dance to ballroom and highlife music.  Before the band started playing, young dancers
often practiced their steps with an instructor who could be heard saying,
“slow...slow...quick, quick...slow.”102
Many dancers also went to one of the numerous dancing schools formed in Accra
in the mid-1950s.  In 1956, for example, there were seventeen such schools with a total of
1,087 students.103  These schools included the Trinity School of Dancing, the Accra
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Youngsters Dancing Club, and those run by the National Association of Teachers of
Dancing. Students attended  “to learn to dance and to acquire confidence before they
attend night-clubs and other dances.”104  King Bruce, who attended Achimota College and
developed an interest in ballroom music and dance, recalled his reasons for going to dance
school: “It was after I left Achimota that I became seriously interested in ballroom
dancing.  I was very keen at becoming an adept [dancer] and went to many dancing
schools in Accra.”105  Others believed that dancing could teach lessons that were even
more valuable.  Daniel Ofori, a student of ballroom and highlife dancing, believed that “a
knowledge of different kinds of dances can bring people of different races and
backgrounds together.”106
Although dance band highlife music catered toward a wider cross-section of
society by the 1950s, ballroom and highlife dancing continued to share many
characteristics.  Both allowed for men and women to join hands, something infrequent in
traditional Ghanaian dance forms, but they also maintained a “safe” physical and
gendered space and demanded a rigid protocol.  Still, the increasing participation of youth
in this type of dancing was generally frowned upon by older generations.  Elites did not
appreciate the infiltration of youth into their cultural space, while others predicted that
ballroom dancing could lead to potential moral problems for youth.  One of the responses
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that Gustav Jahoda received in his survey of attitudes toward whites elaborated on these
potential problems: “Ballroom dances are occasions when emancipated young people
have an opportunity of coming together, and such contact not infrequently leads to
intimacy.”107  Despite the attitudes of older generations, ballroom and highlife dancing
continued to gain popularity within particular classes of Accra society.  J.H. Nketia noted
this trend: “Although ball-room dancing is still considered indecent by African standards,
this has not prevented it from gaining widespread support particularly from the educated
or semi-educated class whose contact with Western ways of life has taken away from the
more indigenous dances.”108
Underclass Youth and Accra Nightlife
Highlife has usually been portrayed as the mainstream form of urban popular
culture in Accra throughout the 1950s because of its attraction for those with knowledge
of the “Western ways of life.”  Indeed, the nightlife scene was invigorated, but it still
excluded a large sector of society, underclass youth.  Although expressing more
westernized ideologies, ballroom and highlife dancing did not attract young,
disenfranchised, underclass urban dwellers.  Many could not afford the admission fee or
the required dress, while others simply had no interest in attending the elite venues.  In
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1953, Richard Wright observed highlife dancing at the Weekend-in-Havana.  He
described it as “a shuffling, lazy kind of somnambulistic dance step” and remarked that
he had “seen better and more spirited dancing among the Negroes of New York’s Harlem
and Chicago’s South Side.”109  Young residents of Old Accra wanted something more
from their nightlife, something that better expressed their images of a modern world.
For underclass youth who were excluded from the highlife scene, there were
numerous entertainment options available in Accra, including more than 139 bars of
significance and many smaller drinking spots where people gathered to share a drink and
chat.110   Acquah tallied 334 bars, restaurants, and hotels where liquor was sold in
November 1953.111  The Accra Community Center listed fifty-two affiliated associations
and more than 550 members in January 1956, but many of these members were
government clerks and used the center to participate in a variety of activities, including
chess, soccer, photography, drama, dancing, table tennis, and occasional lectures and
debates.112  These activities undoubtedly attracted some Old Accra youth, but they were
geared mainly toward other sectors of society.
Despite the excitement of 1950s Accra nightlife and the widening reach of highlife
music, there were sharp differences between the concept of leisure for underclass youth
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and the rest of society by the middle of the decade.  Some residents saw their city as a
“Sleepy Town” and drew little excitement from current club life.113  Despite the
improvements in radio infrastructure and the additional hours of programming, the type of
broadcasts still left something to be desired.  Youth wanted something other than the
formal highlife dancing of their parents’ and grandparents’ generations, which had now
begun to lose its innovation.
For underclass youth, the nightlife crisis was exacerbated by early closing times
during the first quarter of 1955.  The Accra Municipal Council, with enforcement by the
Accra Divisional Police, required all bars and nightclubs to close at eight o’clock in the
evening.  Soon after the enactment of the early closing times, one observer complained:
“Night Life in Accra today is dull; very dull. . . . Except at one or two hotels and
occasionally at week-ends, there is no social life of any kind. There are no dances, not even
radiogram programmes for work-worn lovers seeking relaxation.”114  A few months later,
another writer reiterated those comments: “The week-ends have become rather dull and a
lot of young people have been grumbling.”115
Up-scale hotel bars received an exemption and by April 1955, five of them
remained open until eleven o’clock at night.  During the latter half of April and May, some
of the restrictions were eased and bars began applying for the more liberal “C License,”
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allowing them to remain open until late.116  Most of them were hotels and restaurant
nightclubs that  catered to a more upscale clientele.  Many of them had a dress code,
strictly discouraging those wearing traditional cloth.  Non-elite, however, also attended
these clubs because, according to M.L. Clarkson of the Department of Social Welfare, it
gave them a “feeling of being important, experienced and adult,” feelings that were “very
attractive to youngsters and far more satisfactory than struggling to find a job or working
hard on a small salary.”117
The early closing times were enacted mainly to hinder the activities of young,
underclass men and women.  A member of the Accra Municipal Council explained the
motivation behind the measure: “The main reason for trying to restrict the night clubs is to
check school girls and teen-agers from attending dances at night clubs.”118  The law
already forbade people under the age of sixteen from attending them, but it was difficult to
enforce and, as a Social Welfare report noted, even when they were excluded, they “prowl
around outside, fascinated and only waiting for the day when they will be old enough to go
inside.”  An observer reported an experience around a Central Accra entertainment area:
“Children were crowding round the main entrance of a Night Club near the Post Office
dancing to the music.”119
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The drinking age notwithstanding, many young people were able to get into the
bars without significant resistance: “It is difficult to assess ages with accuracy and to be
sure that a girl who has made up her face and put on a head scarf is in fact under
sixteen.”120  Given the fact that birth certificates or other forms of identification were not
often available, the problem was compounded by the difficulty for police to prosecute a
suspected minor for attending a drinking spot.121  Bar owners also did little to discourage
attendance by minors.  In fact, some even encouraged them to patronize their venues.
When questioned, one bar owner explained why he wanted young girls in his bar: “It is
because young shapely and alluring girls attract customers.”122  Another owner
responded to the new law: “That is very naive. You can’t save teenagers by starving us.
We live by running these night clubs.”  The early closing hours caused a downturn in
nightlife in general in Accra, but it affected the smaller bars even more so. The Department
of Social Welfare report commented that the impact of the early closing times on the
smaller bars in particular, “may explain why so many of them seemed rather dreary.”
The impact on youth was, perhaps, hardest felt.  One writer complained:  “The authorities
seem to tell the youth, ‘scorn delight and live laborious days.’”123
Despite the drinking laws and early closing times, some Old Accra youth
continued to patronize both the nightclubs and the smaller drinking bars in their
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neighborhood.  When they did venture into these venues, however, they were seen as a
social problem.  Members of a Department of Social Welfare survey team visited three
bars around Bukom Square and four in the vicinity of the nearby Salaga Market to study
the problem of young patrons, whom it defined as all those under twenty-one “who will
soon be adults themselves.”  The report concluded: “Young people present rather a
problem” as these bars were “constantly visited at night by boys and girls for drinking
and dancing.”  It described a nightclub near the cinemas as “a hunting ground for
prostitutes and younger women.”  The report considered all seven of the bars and three of
the night clubs to be “danger spots because of their situation and lax supervision.” The
others were considered “a potential danger if the Licensee fails to take proper precautions
and none of them are desirable places for young people as long as adult prostitution and
soliciting goes on unchecked.”124
Still, if youth desired to go to the bars and nightclubs, or at least hang around the
venues, there was little to stop them.  The report stated:  “Young people go where there is
music and the possibility of dancing, either inside or outside the premises, drinking and
other activities follow.”  Many youth were there for entertainment purposes alone.  They
found attraction in hanging around with their friends in a “new and modern way” at the
bars and nightclubs.  Many of the younger ones “get near enough to listen to the music or
peer inside.  They dance and sing among themselves until midnight or later and some
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sleep out anywhere they can find.” Some went “for lack of anything better to do, while
still others, both boys and girls, found “the chance of earning easy money by dishonest
methods” appealing.125  While others danced inside to ballroom and highlife music, many
underclass youth sat looking in or attending a smaller drinking bar nearby and listening to
recordings.
Americanization and “Scrap Band Mania”
Although highlife dancing shared many characteristics with ballroom dancing,
dance band highlife music began to reflect the changing availability of popular culture
resources.  It had the potential to attract lower class youth who saw the dance as too
“colo” (colonial or old-fashioned), but other factors intervened to move Old Accra youth
in a different direction.  The growth in the number of popular bands in the mid-1950s
brought many young musicians into the industry and, unlike many of the earlier highlife
musicians, they were not all from the upper and middle classes of Accra society.126  Many
of these musicians were also from Old Accra.  They, like their counterparts throughout the
city, began to interact with the changing cultural resources available to them, but they
incorporated some of these resources into highlife music.
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The increasing availability of American records and more frequent tours by
American musicians influenced the attitudes of young musicians toward American culture
and, hence, the development of highlife music.  Ghanaian musicians had shown an interest
in jazz music at least since the Second World War.  King Bruce, for example, became
interested in American jazz, swing, and ballroom styles when he attended Achimota School
during the war.  After buying some of the records, he and other musicians began to
incorporate some of the styles and sounds they heard on the records.  King Bruce
remembered listening to Louis Jordan and his “jump” music and realized almost a decade
later that a band centered around singers could make inroads into the Ghanaian music
scene:
Louis Jordan was a black American musician and his records were influential when I first started
working with bands in Ghana in 1950, he had records like ‘Caledonia’, ‘You Broke Your
Promise,’ ‘Saturday Fish Fry’ and other popular jazz numbers.  His was quite a small seven
piece group with a front line of trumpet and C Melody saxophone which Jordan played.  Up to
then instrumental dexterity had been predominant amongst jazz and swing bands, but Jordan
watered this down and stressed the singing. . . . The instrumentals only came in to provide
variety, stress emphasis and to repeat choruses.127
When King Bruce formed the early Black Beats, he and his band had yet to distinguish
themselves as instrumentalists, thus  the emphasis on vocal styles suited them.  He
remembered the contempt in which other bands in town held them at first: “We were
virtually nobodies as far as instrument playing was concerned, and then we had the cheek
to form a band.”128  Fortunately, for the Black Beats, they did master their instruments
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and their singing style became popular.  By the late 1950s and 1960s, it proved to be the
accepted standard for highlife music.  Henry Ofori, an Accra journalist, was impressed
with their skills when he saw them in late 1956: “I heard the Black Beats at the Sea View
and my conviction is that this band has got something which no band I have heard so far
has. It is not easy to describe this but there is an unmistakably pleasant mellowness about
the tunes they play.”129
Although American music had slowly been making inroads in the post-war era
with the influx of records, Louis Armstrong’s visit to Ghana in 1956 changed the tide of
musical development.  From the moment he arrived, Armstrong created a stir.  Ten
thousand people and thirteen popular Accra bands greeted him at the airport.  While in
Ghana, Armstrong realized a special relationship with the region.  During a concert at
Achimota College, he suddenly stopped playing and said. “I’ll be damned!” After some
confusion, someone in the audience asked him what was wrong.  He pointed to an Ewe
lady who was dancing in the audience, pulled out a picture of his late mother from his
wallet, and showed it to her.  When the Ewe lady saw the picture, described as a “perfect
match,” she asked Armstrong why he had a picture of her in his wallet.  Armstrong’s trip
culminated when a massive crowd of more than 100,000 people turned out for an
afternoon concert at Black Star Square.130
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Just as Armstrong felt a special attachment to Ghana, the youth saw in him an
African American musical icon that better fit their images of modernity than did British
musicians.  In 1960, when a British jazz group was set to tour Ghana, Amon Akoe, a
music critic for the Sunday Mirror expressed bewilderment:
I don’t see any reason why I should be excited over a British jazz outfit – when I have been
blessed enough to see the great Louis Armstrong himself in the flesh and hear him play jazz in
Accra.  Louis was born where jazz was born; and he grew up with jazz.  Jazz is his life.  And I
believe it will be sacrilege on my part to rave about any small fry when I have heard Satchmo’s
jazz – which is of the first water.131
Armstrong’s presence played a role in changing the focus of youth from British to
American music and dance culture, as well as promoting the role of the individual in
bands.  Before he came, according to E.T. Mensah, Armstrong’s style of jazz was not
popular in Accra: “Swing was popular but Dixieland was not. . . . The trumpet was
pitched high so that the music was light and this wasn’t popular with the African
audience.”132
Satchmo’s playing style had a substantial impact on the development of highlife
music.  Despite his praise for Louis Armstrong and his brand of jazz music, Akoe believed
that Armstrong’s effect on Ghanaian music was not all favorable:
[It] did more harm than good to our music makers.  He so fired their imagination with his
fireworks that they began to imitate him – blindly.  That was the beginning of the ‘blow blow’
era of our local music, when a soloist ups in the middle of a waltz for instance, and goes on
purring endless intricate high-pitched phrases out of tempo and tune with the original number.  It
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often turns out that the soloist gets entangled in his Satchmo-style ad lib – and spoils the
show.133
In fact, the emphasis on playing solos started before Armstrong arrived, but it may
have been impacted by recordings of him and other jazz musicians.  In early 1955, J.O.
Panford complained about the growing fascination with soloists: “Trumpets, trombones
and saxophones blow sharp, shrill sounds and fanatic fans grip their tummies, jump and
kick, yell and laugh, and shout and clap their hands in glee. And when the jazzmen are
done with their hot, hot numbers, fans greet them: Blow, Blow, Blow.”134
In general, the quality of dance bands declined sharply before independence.  J.H.
Nketia, a Ghanaian musicologist, remarked: “Innovations now take place faster, and
changes are more radical than before.  Our contact with Western culture has stimulated in
some musicians an increased desire for adaptations and re-creation while in others the
desire to imitate has been uppermost.”135  Some musicians like King Bruce incorporated
outside influences to create new styles but, by the late 1950s, many bands began to imitate
Western bands in what John Collins has called the era of “copyright” music – live music
played as closely as possible to the original recordings of Western musicians.136
The “blow blow” era of dance band music was characterized by loud solos by
brass and woodwind players, as well as general showmanship on the part of all musicians.
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During the competition to select a band to play at a royal ball to welcome the Queen to
Ghana in 1959, virtually all of Ghana’s dance bands vied for the spot.  In general, most
bands practiced earnestly for the competition, but Spike Anyankor and the Builders’
Brigade band “summoned the loudest applause.” Akoe, however, saw their style quite
differently:
The trumpets were too loud but their strains were ridden with blemishes. There was Spike
Anyankor himself who, instead of keeping to the arranged role for the alto sax and thereby
enhance harmony, proceeded to engage himself in a test of blowing power with the trumpeters. .
. . Take the case of the Brigade bassist who took it into his head to spin the fiddle as he played.
No wonder he couldn’t produce sounds of the best possible purity.137
Satchmo encouraged the “blow blow” style and his influence was long lasting.
Armstrong brought the Dixieland style to Accra, and some of the local musicians began
copying his trumpet style and singers tried to mimic his vocals.  One of his standards,
“Saint Louis Blues,” became a popular song for the Tempos.138  Armstrong brought new
influences into the highlife scene but, inadvertently, those influences also contributed to the
decline of highlife music and provided the opening for the growth of copyright bands.
The quality of dance bands and live performances raised questions among urban
residents as early as 1955, when many people complained about the problems of “scrap
bands.”  Certainly, some of the resistance came from members of older generations and
the elite, who regretted the demise of the large orchestras which played mainly traditional
ballroom styles.  J.O Panford, for example, wrote:
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The scrap band madness has achieved one thing: The dissolution into nothingness of the light
orchestras, save two. All Stars Band and City Orchestra. . . . Brother, let us pray for no more
scrap bands. For what do we hear these days? Unmusical music and noise! . . . If you ask most
(if not all) of them to play you a quickstep tune . . . they will invariably give you the “hey-ba-
ba-re-bop” rhythm. Get me? The boogie-woogie type, I mean.  And if you are an old man like
me, you are sure to kiss the canvas, dancing among toughs.  Ask for slow foxtrot, and you’ll
have blues.  Yet these jazz creatures talk at their loudest, walk at their peacockest, and talk shop
and music!139
Many musicians also began to protest the quality of music coming out of Accra. Over a
single weekend in 1955, Carl Mutt, an Accra journalist, visited many of the major
nightclubs in Accra, including the Lido, Kit-Kat, Weekend-in-Havana, the Metropole, and
the Tip-Toe and expressed his dissatisfaction with a particular band:
While the trumpeter was playing in ‘D’ flat the rest of the instruments played in ‘C’.  What was
more annoying, this trumpet fellow thinking he was doing well prolonged his solos so much so
that I had indigestion immediately afterwards.  Then another fellow came to sing a jive number –
I am sure he never understood what he was singing himself.  Perhaps he was singing ‘scat’ – all
I could hear was ‘Baaba-doo-laa-baa’ for four solid minutes.140
The “blow blow” era, the rise of “scrap bands,” and the decline in the overall
quality of the highlife music scene of the mid-1950s came about for three main reasons.
The first was the influx of young novice musicians.  As the demand for bands to play at
the new nightclubs grew in the early 1950s, many young musicians and new bands came
onto the music scene hoping to make a record and gain notoriety.  In 1952, the Giffard
Dance Band (later called the Hotspots) and the Black Beats appeared; the Red Spots, Star
Rockets, and Jeff’s ABC Band arrived in 1954; and Joe Kelly’s Band and the Rhythm
Aces were established in January of 1955.  Even the professional bandsmen often held
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jobs outside of music and, thus, had little time to devote to mastering their music skills.
Although Accra had many highly skilled musicians, the demand outgrew the supply.
The second reason was the lack of chemistry between musicians in a band.
Established bands were frequently stung by money problems, bringing tension between
band members.  Many of the established bands had to reform with new members as
original musicians broke away to form their own groups. Two sections of the original
Tempos, for example, broke away during the first four years of their existence.  In 1952,
Tommy Grippman left to form the Red Spots and Spike Anyankor broke to form Rhythm
Aces.141  Many bands did not own their own instruments and had to pay a manager a
substantial portion of their money. At other times, nightclub managers refused to pay the
bands altogether.  Some leaders kept a larger portion for themselves because of their
position in the band. Problems arose, of course, when the money was not enough to
satisfy all of the band members.  In any event, the leader of the band was the one blamed
for money problems; sometimes it was justified and at other times, it was not. Money
tensions between band members also fed into other areas, especially in the areas of
women.  Leo Riby Williams, the organizer of Radio Ghana’s “Radio Dance Time,”
“Band of the Week,” and the “Bandstand Show,” blamed money matters, “orchestra
wives”(band girls), and exploitation by club owners.142  E.T. Mensah echoed these
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sentiments and added a few vices as well: “Women! Wine! Spiv Habits! and Marijuana!
are the four great vices which wreck the young bandsmen in Ghana today.”143
The last reason for the decline in highlife music was the lack of public emphasis
on training popular musicians.  A journalist for the Sunday Mirror, found fault with
highlife music: “Music has been monotonous.  Almost all of them play the same numbers
with the same styles and instrumentalisations.  There is hardly any originality in
composition nor is there any musicianship and harmonization.”  He then asked musicians
what should be done.  Jerry Hansen, one of the original members of the Black Beats Band
emphasized the need for music education: “There is a great need for the establishment of
music schools in Ghana to train bandsmen – both in jazz and in orchestral music,
guitarists and pianists.”  Fred Therson-Cole, an Accra pianist, thought that musicians
needed to understand music theory better: “Our bands should learn chord building and
harmonization. . . . It is high time our bandsmen devoted much more attention to reading
music.” Another band leader, Joe Kelly, blamed the government for not promoting
“music sense” in Ghana.144
Conclusion
The overall vibrancy of Accra nightlife varied throughout the 1950s, but by the
middle of the decade, there was little to attract youth interest.  Youth sought out new forms
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of cultural expression that could better meet their needs for a new and modern identity.
Advances in radio and recording technologies, and increased radio programming, brought
new cultural products from which youth could select, reject, and adapt.  Cinemas, in
particular, provided a window into American culture and youth began to model expressive
styles on those they viewed in films.  Although older generations and government officials
often saw the increased flow of American cultural products as the cause of a general
decline in youth morality and an increase in delinquency, youth viewed them as a means to
express their changing worldviews within the urban milieu and as a way to distinguish
themselves from the rest of the urban population.
The general decline in highlife beginning in the mid-1950s left little to attract youth
to Accra’s nightlife.  Imitations of, or even adaptations to, American music offered little
consolation when the real thing was available on radios and records.  A columnist for
Drum magazine claimed that the press, especially Radio Ghana’s “New Records
program,” lavished too much praise on bands: “All this flattery makes them virtually
incapable of distinguishing music from noise.”  Leo Riby-Williams echoed those
sentiments:
The first thing which makes our bands give poor quality music is ignorance. Very often the band
leader himself knows as little about music as the rest of the pack. And he doesn’t get anybody to
teach him and his boys to read music and arrange compositions for them. . . . They try to play
standard arrangements with inadequate instruments – or something of the sort – and the result is
discordant discord.145
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The decline of highlife in Ghana was contrasted with its continuing popularity in
other countries.  Originally sparked by the tours of E.T. Mensah in the early 1950s,
highlife continued to thrive in Nigeria.  Musicians such as Victor Olaiya and Fela
Anikulapo Kuti extended the music well into the 1960s before moving away to found new
styles themselves.  One Nigerian musician described it as “sassy, up-tempo party music”
and added,  “Highlife symbolized progress, modernity, and internationalism.”146  In
Ghana, however, the music was considered too “colo” by the end of the 1950s.  Ghanaian
radio programs also reflected the decline of dance band highlife and progressive African
music.  When asked how he became interested in the Nigerian music scene, Ginger Baker,
the American drummer, recalled his experience with Ghanaian radio programming in
1960: “Listening to the radio in Ghana, all the real happening stuff was Radio
Nigeria.”147  The introduction of American ideas into Ghanaian highlife music did not
make it more attractive to underclass youth, but it did open the door for youth to
incorporate other forms of American music and dance forms into their own cultural
expressions.  The cultural characteristics of Ga Mashie youth underwent significant
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changes that created a stir of excitement around the time of independence, and by the end
of the decade, unique youth subcultures had emerged.
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CHAPTER FIVE
“Rain or Shine We Gonna’ Rock!”
Man, we were so intoxicated with rock ‘n’ roll!
Whenever there was a show or parade, we went there.
. . . If there was no organized program,
I only sat down and thought about rock ‘n’ roll.1
In early 1957, when Ghanaians were preparing for independence celebrations,
James Town and Ussher Town youth were distracted by quite a different happening.
Rock ‘n’ roll music and dance arrived via the medium of the cinema and, over the next
decade, it grew to become a widespread cultural phenomenon in Ghana.  Rock ‘n’ roll
dancing started as a subcultural movement, encouraged and promoted by groups of lower
class youth that lived in and around Old Accra.  These youth formed new associations,
which gave them notoriety and brought rock ‘n’ roll music and dance to the attention of
urban society.  New activities carried it further into the milieu of urban culture and, with
the advent of new dance forms such as the “twist,” it transcended class interests,
contributing to the decline of dance band highlife and hastening the growth of copyright
music.  Rock ‘n’ roll youth did not, however, simply copy Western styles of rock ‘n’ roll
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dance; they integrated them with traditional religious and recreational dances and produced
new styles that reflected their physical and cultural surroundings.
In the month preceding independence, young men and women flocked to the
cinemas to see the spate of rock ‘n’ roll movies arriving in Ghana.  The first, Rock Around
the Clock, came in February 1957.  This film, recognized as the first true rock and roll
film, opened at the Globe Cinema.  The audience for the premier consisted primarily of
invited guests, including many Accra bandsmen.  After viewing the film, a journalist
expressed excitement but was also leery of the possible effects the film might have on the
general public:
I cannot say whether there will be riots but it is certain that this reaction will be something more
than fantabulous...it will be kantabulous. . . . I cannot find a suitable word in the dictionary to
describe my feelings.  I can only say that I felt real snazzy.  That is of course speaking in the
language of the Rock ‘N’ Roll.2
With the arrival of this film, rock ‘n’ roll began its ascension into the popular
consciousness of Accra society.
The packed cinemas for Rock Around the Clock prompted cinema owners to bring
in a steady stream of rock ‘n’ roll films over the next decade.  Some of these included:
Shake, Rattle and Rock, with Fats Domino and Lisa Gaye (1957); Rock, Rock, Rock, with
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Alan Freed, the disc jockey who coined the term “rock ‘n’ roll” (1958); Disc Jockey
Jamboree, featuring more than twenty rock ‘n’ roll artists (1959); and much later, Twist
Around the Clock, with Chubby Checker  (1964).3  When youth rushed to see the films at
various cinemas in Accra, they too experienced rock ‘n’ roll first hand.  Bukom youth, in
particular, were enticed by the dancing movements, dress, and language.  Some of them set
out to incorporate these elements into their own cultural expressions and they established
new rock ‘n’ roll dancing clubs.
Rock ‘n’ roll swept through the Old Accra youth generation.  By1959, it
commanded a strong presence “on the beaches and at street corners, at hotels and night
spots, at dances and at parties,” reflected a journalist upon its influence.  “The music and
dancing have become the orders of the day.  Everywhere the youth jump, twirl and whirl to
the frenzied beat of rock ‘n’ roll music.”4  The headline of the Sunday Mirror proclaimed
“YES, THAT’S ROCK ‘N’ ROLL” and spoke of “flashy attired youngsters.”5 While
the popularity of rock ‘n’ roll music and dance spread throughout Accra youth society, the
art and practice of performance dancing, as well as the organization of rock ‘n’ roll clubs,
remained part of Accra subcultural life.  Detached from the ballroom and highlife dancing
that dominated Accra music culture at the time, and spurred on by the growing availability
of new cultural resources from outside Africa, youth latched onto the sounds and images
of rock ‘n’ roll.  They adapted those images as a means to establish an independent
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identity, separate from older generations, and as a way to express what they saw as a more
progressive view of the future.  In the deteriorating environment of Old Accra, youth
adapted rock ‘n’ roll to their surroundings and hastened its transformation into a
mainstream cultural phenomenon that attracted interest from all classes.
Subcultural Formation
The dancing movements, the dress, and the language used by actors in rock ‘n’
roll films impressed members of the audience, and they sought ways to emulate them.
Some of the youth decided to establish rock ‘n’ roll clubs to formalize their practices and
to give themselves an outlet of expression for their new interests.  The Black Eagle Rock
‘n’ Roll Club was the first of its kind.  Its founding members, Lucky Thompson, Gary
Davies, and Count Basie, told some of their male friends about their plans to form a club
immediately after seeing Rock Around the Clock.6  They trained for two weeks before
officially establishing it.  The name, Black Eagle, came from the film.  Realizing the need
for female dancing partners, they invited some young women to join them and, through
personal contacts, arranged to use the Park Cinema for practice three times per week.
Reports of the new dance club spread quickly among youth in the densely
populated areas of Old Accra, especially among those whose interest in American culture
was already stimulated by the decade-long wave of Hollywood films and the 1956 visit of
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Louis Armstrong to Accra.  By June of 1958, Black Eagle had a membership of about 150
people, including fifty females, ranging from sixteen to twenty-eight years of age.7
Members came from a variety of professions.  They were fishermen, carpenters,
mechanics, clerks, shop workers, tradesmen, traders, and market women.  Some were, of
course, unemployed.  The majority of the members were school leavers.  In general, the
senior men were in their mid- twenties and almost all of the males had completed their
primary education.  Many of the young women, however, were still teenagers, some of
them still attending school.8   As a product of the upsurge in education in the 1950s, they
attended and graduated from primary or middle schools but then, because of family
commitments or monetary reasons, were not able to continue to the next level.  Their
education, however, gave them a background in the English language and a wider
understanding of the Western world.  They also had greater access to technology and
media forms that helped spread American culture.  When asked what differences he saw
now between the older generations and the youth, Dr. C.E. Reindorf, the oldest physician
in Accra at the time, remarked, “I attribute the extravagance of our youths to modernity.
They get to learn about the gaudy life in other places and are tempted to live in like
pattern.”9
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When Black Eagle held their inauguration ceremony at the Accra Community
Centre in August of 1958, they introduced their club membership and style of rock ‘n’
roll dancing to the community.  In Ghanaian societies, it is common to introduce newborns
to the community in “outdooring” ceremonies.  The youth transferred this aspect of
traditional culture to the realm of these new dancing clubs.  Soon after the inauguration,
Kwame Nkrumah invited members of Black Eagle and an Accra band, the Jazz Kings, to
the Castle to perform.  The dancers shed their usual dress of t-shirts and blue jeans and,
instead, donned dress pants and knit shirts.  A senior member of Black Eagle recalled the
experience:
When we started dancing, the people from Osu were struggling to come and watch but the police
stopped them.  After dancing for about fifteen minutes, the president emerged at the top floor and
was so moved that he had to come down. . . . I must say, our performance at the Castle was so
fantastic that you could see that President Nkrumah and his top ministers were overawed by what
they saw.  One of these ministers commended us for ‘making Ghana proud’.10
News of rock ‘n’ roll in general, and the Black Eagle club in particular, spread
quickly.  Long lines awaited those trying to get into the rock ‘n’ roll films showing in
Accra.  Many youth from the Ga areas of the city formed additional rock ‘n’ roll clubs by
the early part of 1959.  These included the Rocking Aces, Harlem Club, the Royal
Rockers, Teen Town, and All Yankees.  When the Rocking Aces held their own
outdooring at Chorkor Beach, the event received mainstream press coverage.  Cover
photos of the club secretary and dancing tutor, Gene Domino, invited readers to watch as
he “digs it crazy with his partner Vivian Blaine.” Another photo showed a couple with
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“feet astride, gaping mouths and frenzy gestures,” and proclaimed: “That’s time to rock
and roll!”11  By 1963, new rock ‘n’ roll clubs were also established in Osu and Tema.
The Browneers in Osu used the Kalamazoo nightclub as their headquarters and were
generally regarded as a younger, rougher, and less strict club.
Almost one half of the members of Black Eagle left the group within the first year
because of conflicts over leadership roles and money.  They formed another club, Black
Star, which rose to become one of the preeminent clubs largely because they were able to
plug into an already-existing organizational structure and elicited the support of key
people.12  Their leader, Count Basie, was one of the original founders of Black Eagle and
knew the particulars of managing a rock ‘n’ roll club.  He worked as a mechanic at the
Accra Metropolitan Association (AMA), giving him access to practice space and
transportation to venues within and outside of the city.  Basie’s employment with the
AMA also provided the means to make contacts with people who could further their cause.
For example, Wash, a European mechanic who worked for the AMA, managed a boxing
club from the workshop site.  He agreed to manage the rock ‘n’ roll club and allowed
them to use the space for their practices.  Pete Myers, the young European broadcaster at
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Radio Ghana, helped Black Star by loaning them records for practices and informing radio
listeners of the place and time of the next Black Star performance.13
Using his position as a broadcaster, Myers heightened the exposure of rock ‘n’
roll in Accra.  Following a decade of growth in radio broadcasting, his rock ‘n’ roll sets
attracted additional young listeners to the radio.  Although airtime expanded significantly
throughout the 1950s, Radio Ghana devoted much of their musical programming to
highlife.  By the end of the decade, some people started to demand a change: “We are, in
fact, getting surfeited by the highlife, highlife, and still more highlife which is put on the
air.”14  Myers’ broadcasts added a greater variety to the music programming.  Count
Basie called him “the backbone of the whole rock ‘n’ roll movement,” while a local
music critic, Amon Okoe, called him the “greatest hepcat around.”15
Myers also enhanced the notoriety for members of Black Star by telling members
of the group when he would be playing a long set of rock ‘n’ roll on the radio, giving
them time to gather together for a performance on a busy street corner or at one of the
nightclubs.  Dancers and bar owners alike appreciated the extra business: “Normally,
when we visited bars, we informed the barman that at 8 pm, we’d like him to tune the radio
to GBC, which he did willingly knowing that people would troop to the bar to watch us
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and thus increase his sales.” These spontaneous performances were rarely publicized
through the usual means of hanging posters but, as Count Basie recalled, a “kind of ‘bush
journalism’ took place. . . . The people always knew where we were dancing.”16  Myers
was willing to help the clubs because he thought they were “certainly doing well to
popularise rock ‘n’ roll” and he found them to be “orderly and interesting.”17
Most clubs had very organized structures, including a director or chairman,
treasurer, and secretary.  Members purchased a membership card and paid dues.18
Although the senior men occupied most of the leadership positions, women also rose to
authority if they remained in the club for a significant time.19  Aware of the financial
problems that led to the dissolution of many popular bands, rock ‘n’ roll groups instituted
strict measures.  If the money was kept in the bank, the clubs required three signatories to
avoid any potential financial problems.  Many groups, however, preferred to avoid the
banks altogether but still practiced similar financial management.  Clubs used their monies
to print posters, pay for the use of venues or transport fees, rent or buy phonographs and
albums, and occasionally, buy clothes and shoes for some of the best dancers.  Money
was also provided to members who wanted to start a business or those who needed money
to fund the elaborate celebrations that accompanied the birth of a new child or the
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departure of a family member.  Clubs often performed gratis at these outdoorings and
funeral ceremonies, even donating any money given to them by the audience to the hosts.
Sometimes, more than one club came together to dance for a funeral or outdooring of a
prominent person.20
Within the club, members also organized themselves into classes or divisions.
Each division had their own particular style of dancing, the names of which were
sometimes based on the type of movement or action involved.  The Black Stars, for
example, had divisions named Rangers, Caesars, and Globetrotters.  Another division was
named after a style, “Turning Over,” a name that reflected the throwing of the female
dancer over the back of her male counterpart while he was bent forward.  During a
performance, the leaders invited a sub-group to the floor by calling out their names and
“challenging” them to perform.  When the group scheduled smaller engagements, they
selected one or two of these divisions to represent them.21
Clubs also had members who did not dance but had other important roles.  These
included new initiates who were learning the dance steps, but had to perform tasks such as
laundry and cleaning as well.  Managers and dancing tutors were instrumental in
organizing practices and helping dancers stay focused.  According to Count Basie, Billy
Hayes served as the director and dancing tutor for Black Star: “He controlled the
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practices, and our going out and coming in.  Everything! If there was a mistake during
practice, he was the one that stopped the action and corrected it.”22
Although the clubs usually played recorded music for their practices, some of them
also had members who played in one of the popular bands.  In Accra, most of the
bandsman came out of the Ga areas and, thus, were already familiar to the dancers.  Black
Eagle, for example, sometimes danced with members of the Red Spots and Jerry
Hanson’s Ramblers during their practices and performances.  Many of the bands featured
highlife tunes and some Western styles, but the truly “popular” bands had to learn rock
‘n’ roll: “The public demanded that the bands should play rock ‘n’ roll and they would
do it, otherwise they would not be respected as good bands.  They played highlife, quick
step and everything, but in the end, the public wanted rock ‘n’ roll.”23  For musicians
such as Red Spots trumpeter, Amartei Laryea, association with a rock ‘n’ roll club
provided a chance to practice the music and gain exposure:  “We found the magic in the
footwork and people in our area rushed to come and watch.  With the Black Eagle Club
were some big dancers who always showed up and did solo demonstrations.”  It also
meant more gigs, though musicians ceded some control to the club president: “The
proprietors chased us for engagements.  Sometimes Kyekyeku may be free or Metropole.
Lucky Thompson will then decide which place we should go.”24
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The rapid growth and large membership of most clubs raised the potential for
disreputable acts by individual members that could bring disgrace upon everyone in the
group.  In the overcrowded residential areas of Old Accra, very few misdeeds could be
kept secret or escape public censorship.  To lessen the possibility of such actions, groups
like Black Star had strict rules regarding membership that were clearly spelled out on the
back of their membership cards.  Before allowing new members to join, the club’s
disciplinary committee did a background check, seeking information about their behavior
and societal standing from friends and family.  One member explained the purpose: “In
effect we wanted to know if you were sleeping in your house.  We did not want rogues or
thieves to join us. [Those] with bad characters were banned from the group.”  People who
were accepted joined under a probationary period for six months, which enabled the other
members to “study them properly.”25
Such strict rules were necessary, in part to maintain their meager sources of
funding.  The best rock ‘n’ roll clubs had a wealthy patron or patrons that sponsored
some of their activities.  An Accra lawyer, Mr. Kwaw Swanzy, for example, was a patron
for the Black Eagle Club.26  These patrons occasionally came to observe their practices
and shows.  Concerned parents, especially those of the younger girls, also scrutinized the
activities of the clubs.  Members had to present a respectable image to the distinguished
people who came to observe them.  They stressed discipline and had a strict dress code.
                                                
25 Interview with Count Basie, Accra, 29 May 2002.
26 “What’s Wrong with Our Bands?” Sunday Mirror, 12 April 1959, 16.
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No “dirty or tattered” clothing could be worn while dancing, because, as Count Basie
remarked, “lawyers and judges came to watch us and it was proper for them to see us as
decent people in town.” Members who were found quarrelling openly and girls who
behaved rudely toward their parents were generally made to pay a fine.  The senior men
took it upon themselves to watch over the female group members, especially those who
were still in their teens.27  The rules also warned about sexual relationships among club
members.  Basie sometimes went to the parents of the younger girls to seek permission
for their daughters to be members.  This was especially important for the most skilled
dancers because, although they could keep their attendance at practice sessions a secret, the
performances were usually at night and their parents had to be told.  On visits to many of
their parents, Basie stressed to them that the clubs “never wanted harlots and none of
these kind of girls were accepted.”28
To maintain the image of respectability, the rock ‘n’ roll clubs claimed not to allow
smoking and drinking before or during a practice.  While these rules were stated publicly,
it is clear that drinking and smoking were common in most clubs and, as there are pictures
of Black Star members drinking beer while dancing, there is some doubt that they
enforced these conditions whole-heartedly.   When asked today, many of the dancers
admit that they drank some akpeteshie (locally produced gin) before a show to loosen up
their muscles and enhance their performance.  Laine stated: “We had to bring akpeteshie
                                                
27 Interview with Count Basie, Accra, 29 May 2002.
28 Ibid.
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in bottles to places like hotels where they wouldn’t have any.”29  Emmanuel Akyeampong
notes that akpeteshie was associated with popular culture, class formation, and social
protest during the pre-war era and played a “symbolic role” in nationalist politics
afterwards.  Drinking akpeteshie grew to be a “symbol of working-class poverty and
discontent.”  Even after its legalization in 1962 much of it continued to be brewed by non-
registered brewers who did not wish to pay the government tax.  Drinking akpeteshie
during the early years of independence was, thus, a form of resistance in itself for youth
who were growing increasingly disgruntled and disenfranchised by the attitudes and
actions of the CPP.30
A dynamic youth culture, especially one originating around Bukom Square, the
center of resistance to the CPP, did not go unnoticed by the increasingly uneasy and
repressive Nkrumah regime.  The government, at first, attempted to co-opt the youth clubs
but later instigated actions that hindered their activities.  Ga Mashie youth, having seen the
arrests and imprisonment of members of anti-CPP groups such as Ga Shifimo Kpee and
the Tokyo Joes, were aware of the tight reigns that the government could place on them.
Groups such as Black Star practiced strict rules as part of their public persona so as not to
give the authorities any reason to crack down on their club activities: “We know some big
men don’t want it.  We don’t want to fall into their trap.  So, you just read the back of the
                                                
29 Interview with Cal Jones Nelson, Accra, 11 June 2002; and interview with Frankie Laine, Accra, 2
June 2000. For more on the role of akpeteshie in Ghanaian culture, see Emmanuel Akyeampong, Drink,
Power, and Cultural Change, Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann (1996).
30 Emmanuel Akyeampong, Drink, Power, and Cultural Change, Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann (1996),
19.
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membership card and you will see everything.”31  Given that the Preventive Detention Act
was in place and was used often to suppress activity around Bukom Square, the area where
the opposition drew the highest numbers for their rallies, such overt rules and regulations
were necessary.  The image that the youth chose to present to visiting adults and
government officials was a success, at least in the beginning.
The government sponsored dance competitions, not only as a means to raise
money for youth-oriented social funds such as the Kwame Nkrumah Trust Fund, but also
as an attempt to assert control over the development and production of popular and youth
culture.  The first rock ‘n’ roll competition was held in October 1960 at the General Post
Office grounds in Central Accra.  All of the major rock ‘n’ roll clubs in Accra participated,
including Black Star, Harlem, Teen Town, Black Eagle, Rocking Aces, and All Yankees.  A
boxing ring was brought from Wash’s club to be used as a stage.  The courtyard and
surrounding streets were packed with people awaiting the awarding of prizes for the best
rock ‘n’ roll club, as well as a Mr. and a Miss Rock ‘n’ Roll.  The government sought the
assistance of officials with an obvious interest in the events.  These included E.K. Dadson,
Parliamentary Secretary and the president of the National Council of the Association of
Teachers of Dancing, as well as Mr. J. Riby-Williams, the Principal Secretary for the
Ministry of Social Welfare.32
                                                
31 Interview with Count Basie, Accra, 28 April 2000.
32 “A Big Day for Rock ‘n’ Roll Fans,” Sunday Mirror, 16 October 1960, 10. Originally called the
National Founder’s Day Trust Fund, the Kwame Nkrumah Trust Fund was intended to help youth
organizations and voluntary societies fund their pursuits and was linked to the department of Social
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It became clear, however, that some members of the government were not
completely supportive of the rock ‘n’ roll clubs.  In an attempt to get youth out of these
types of clubs and into the newly formed Ghana Young Pioneers, the government took
over the Community Center, a venue that was a popular place for club activities, in
November 1960 and renamed it the Ghana Young Pioneers Center.
The Arts Council of Ghana, along with Star Brewery Company, also sponsored
highlife competitions throughout the early 1960s, mainly to counterbalance rock ‘n’ roll
dancing.  An important aim was “to discourage attempts on the part of dancers to
introduce exotic innovations; for, though free and spontaneous, the High-Life has its
peculiar characteristics derived from such folk dances as Akosua Tuntum, Ashewa,
Kolomashi and Adabaa.”33  Although they may have exaggerated the presence of
traditional Ghanaian dances within typical highlife dance steps, they saw nothing African
in rock ‘n’ roll dancing and set out to make life difficult for the rock ‘n’ roll clubs.
The government requested that all rock ‘n’ roll clubs register, but when they tried
to do so they were denied.  They frequently summoned the leaders of various clubs to
come to the Ministry of Social Welfare.  One member described the occurrence: “We will
be here [practicing at a house] and see a messenger come with a letter, ‘you are wanted at
                                                                                                                                              
Welfare and Community Development. See Advance, Department of Social Welfare and Community
Development (newsletter), No. 24, October 1959, 3.
33 The government also dissolved the Ghana Youth Council in January 1961. By November of the same
year, the number of Ghana Young Pioneer members reached 60,000. The Arts Council of Ghana was
incorporated into the Institute of Art and Culture in 1962. See Ministry of Education, Education Report,
1960-62, Accra: Government Printing Department (1962), 37-42.
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Social Welfare’.” When they arrived at the ministry, however, club members received
only words of admonishment: “The girls are getting spoiled.  They go to dance, they go to
rock ‘n’ roll, all these things!” Members of older generations and the Ministry of Social
Welfare blamed the rock ‘n’ roll clubs for corrupting the school children: “Social
Welfare . . . said the children were not learning and that during their recreation periods,
they’d be dancing rock ‘n’ roll so they were being spoiled by us.” Members complained
when Social Welfare informed the groups that, if they tried to schedule a performance, the
ministry would sell the tickets and keep all of the proceeds.  After incurring expenses
associated with performances, losing the gate fees was not an option.34 Although bothered
by members of the elite and ruling class officials, no official body was able to suppress the
enthusiasm of the youth for rock ‘n’ roll.  Throughout the 1960s, competitions became
more prevalent, and the popularity of rock ‘n’ roll dancing continued to grow, especially
after the introduction of the “twist” in 1962.
New Diversions
Members of the early rock ‘n’ roll clubs spent some of their free time together
doing a variety of activities, including attending the cinema, fishing, and boxing.  This
fostered stronger relations between members and further cemented their concept of group
                                                
34 Basie’s comments relate to the Entertainment Tax introduced by the Nkrumah government. This tax
consisted of twenty-five percent of the gate proceeds and forced performers to buy the tickets and pay the
tax in advance of a show. Although Basie’s claim that Social Welfare wanted all of the gate proceeds is
undocumented, the Entertainment Tax in itself would have had serious consequences for lower-class
performers. Interview with Count Basie, Accra, 29 May 2002.
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identity.  They spent most of their leisure time studying rock ‘n’ roll steps and learning
how to “shake, rattle and roll.”  Most clubs held official practices three times per week at
various locations in Accra.  Practices started in the late afternoon to accommodate those
who were still in school and ended before dusk to maintain the image of propriety put
forth in their rigid structure and rules.  They spent additional time working alone or in
small groups, designing and perfecting new dance styles and steps.
Soon after the first clubs were established, members sought new outlets for their
creative energies.   On Sunday afternoons, they headed for the Chorkor or Accra beaches
to swim, play games, and parade their dancing styles for the public.  For young men, these
types of displays were expected and even accepted, but traditional sanctions discouraged
young Ghanaian women from wearing the type of dress associated with the beach.  One
observer noted:  “Whereas it was only Europeans that went to the beach only a short time
ago, now more Ghanaian women are going.” According to the same observer, this
presented a problem “because of the average age – [they are] almost all teen-agers who
are mature in physical development . . . the girl is inevitably exposed to moral or physical
danger. . . . It lends her finally to waywardness – soliciting and prostitution.”35  Although
generally frowned upon by members of older generations, young men and women
                                                
35 See interview with Rose Okine, Accra, 6 May 2000; and R.A. Lomotey, “Our Teen-agers Need
Moulding,” Sunday Mirror, 13 March 1960, 15. See also “Come on! Enjoy the Beach!” Drum (Ghana
ed.), May (1958), 37.
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continued to flock to the beaches in droves to watch and participate in rock ‘n’ roll
dancing.36
There was tension between club members when Black Star first split from Black
Eagle but, more often, there were friendly rivalries between clubs both within and outside
of formal competitions.  The best dancers identified themselves with a particular club and
might shout out their club motto when meeting a rival club member on the street.  The
clubs interacted with each other during frequent competitions that were held at public
places such as Baden Powell Hall and the Community Centre, as well as private bars and
hotels such as the Sea View Hotel and the Metropole.  There was an “Easter Star Dance”
at the Labone Hotel in 1962 featuring the Jazz Kings and the Blackbeats.  The promoters
of this dance dubbed it a night of a “triple competition: Highlife, Cha-cha-cha, and Rock
‘N’ Roll Tough Time.”37
Rock ‘n’ roll dancing allowed underclass youth access to places they would not
otherwise have seen: members had opportunities to travel to places throughout Ghana; the
best clubs were hired to perform at upscale clubs such as the Star and Labone hotels; and
Black Eagle was invited to the Castle to perform for Kwame Nkrumah.  When rock ‘n’
roll dancing was still in its infancy, these performances helped increase its popularity and
                                                
36 Although exclusively a male sport, the coastal Ga had begun using the beach for informal activities,
such as the martial art of asafo atwele and abotire, in the early twentieth century. These sports also saw
organized fights at Bukom Square. See Emmanuel Akywampong, “Bukom and the Social History of
Boxing in Accra: Warfare and Citizenship in Precolonial Ga Society,” The International Journal of African
Historical Studies, 35, 1 (2002), 39-60.
37 “Amusements,” Daily Graphic, 19 April 1962, 13.
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hastened its spread to places like Kumasi and Takoradi, but they also continued to raise
eyebrows among the older generations.  People outside of Accra had heard about rock ‘n’
roll but many had not yet experienced it first hand.  Count Basie recalled a Black Star
performance at the Hotel d’Kingsway in Kumasi where the crowd “was going crazy”
because “they had heard about rock ‘n’ roll but they hadn’t seen it.” Although they
danced to a packed house and the establishment was undoubtedly making money, the
manager was enthusiastic.  After seeing some of the dance moves, he called Count Basie
into the office, signed the check, and told them to be on their way.38
Individuals also created new activities that catered to the rock ‘n’ roll crowd and
helped spread the music and dance to a wider audience.  With the advent of formally
organized diversions such as “Afternoon Jumps,” “Jam Sessions,” “Disc Jockey
Jamborees,” and later in the 1960s, “Pop Chains,” what was previously a subcultural
style grew over the course of the decade to become a salient part of popular youth culture
in Accra and other parts of Ghana.  Starting in December 1959, Kash Register of the
American Embassy and Pete Myers created and hosted the Disc Jockey Jamboree at the
Metropole every Friday evening.39  Before the first event, more than 5,000 leaflets were
distributed explaining to the youth that they wanted to play for them the latest rock ‘n’ roll
                                                
38 Interview with Count Basie, Accra, 18 May 2000.
39 The impetus for the Disc Jockey Jamboree may have come from the movie by the same name that
showed in Accra in August 1959. The movie contained a variety of performers and songs, “enough to
provide music for an entire jam session.” It included such stars as Fats Domino, Jerry Lewis, Buddy Knox
and Jimmy Bowen. It also featured twenty new songs and nineteen of the most popular American and
European DJs. See “It’s Music,” Sunday Mirror, 23 August 1959, 11.
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records and allow the best dancers to demonstrate new forms.40   An Accra music critic
wrote about the originators: “Those two lads have surely got something up their sleeves.
They want to brighten up the drab night life in Accra!”41
More so than any of the other early activities, the success of the Disc Jockey
Jamborees helped make rock ‘n’ roll popular among all classes of Accra society.  The
jamborees were held at the Metropole, a club established during the Second World War
and described in 1965 by a popular magazine as the venue for “local hep cats.”42  The
atmosphere was relaxed, but the best dancers competed for prizes, including crates of soft
drinks and beer, t-shirts, hats, and key chains.  The winners rarely kept the prizes for
themselves, choosing to share them with their fellow club members instead.43  As young
people flocked to the Metropole, “big men,” their wives, and even Europeans and
Americans came to listen to rock ‘n’ roll music and watch the young men and women
dance.  “Friday nights,” the Sunday Mirror proclaimed, “that’s when all the hep-cats in
Accra turn up at Pete Myers’ Disc Jockey Jamboree.  It’s there that the latest rock ‘n’ roll
discs really spin on the turn-tables for a l-o-n-g time.  It’s there that the hepcats go all out
to show the latest, flashiest and snappiest gimmicks.”44  Rock ‘n’ roll music had joined
                                                
40 “A Boon for Teenagers,” Sunday Mirror, 6 December 1959, 18.
41 “Amon Okoe Discusses Discs: GBS Must Let Peter Dig ‘Rock,’” Sunday Mirror, 17 January 1960, 2.
42 What’s On in Ghana, Vol. 3, April (1965), 31.
43 Interview with Chris Turner, 26 April 2000; interview with Annie Hayes, Accra, 12 June 2002; and
interview with Count Basie, Accra, 18 May 2000.
44 “Rock! Pretty Baby!” Sunday Mirror, 28 February 1960, 16.
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the mainstream of Accra life, attracting interest from all classes, but the art and practice of
dancing rock ‘n’ roll remained a spectator sport for most.
Public Expressions of Rock ‘n’ Roll Culture
Accra has a history of new urban dance crazes that grew popular and then faded
away.  Some of these were more African, such as kolomashie, oge, and “something,”
while others were more Western-influenced such as the madison, the limbo, the bump, and
the boogaloo.45   The staying power of rock ‘n’ roll, however, was greater because it
affected a underclass youth who were not otherwise in the spotlight.  Rock ‘n’ roll
dancing gave youth fame and formed an essential part of their identity formation.  Rock
‘n’ roll culture caught on quickly and permeated aspects of youth life such as language,
nicknames, and dress.
Cinema brought visual and auditory stimuli that contributed to a growing
awareness of, and an affinity for, American culture.  Rock ‘n’ roll films, however, not only
highlighted American culture in general, but rebellious youth culture in particular.  They
carried concrete images and sounds to which young Ghanaian men and women could
relate.  Youth sometimes went to the same rock ‘n’ roll films repeatedly and then
                                                
45 Kolomashie, oge, and “something” were neo-traditional recreational dances popular in the Ga areas of
Accra during the 1940s and 1950s. “Something” was more of a singing style created by fishermen. The
Madison came to Ghana in the early 1960s. Parlophone issued an album, It’s Madison Time, complete
with dance instructions. See “It will Soon be ‘Madison Time,’” Sunday Mirror, 21 August 1960, 10;
“Dance-o! It’s the Limbo,” Sunday Mirror, 18 August 1963, 6; and “The Boogaloo,” Sunday Mirror, 9
February 1969, 1.
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incorporated some of these cultural traits into their own subcultural styles.  They adopted a
new slang to distinguish those new styles associated with rock ‘n’ roll from local idioms
and customs.  Youth began to employ words and phrases like “cool,” “the hep turn,”
and “digging it.”46  One participant recalled: “We spoke the American slang because we
loved it and American life!”47  In Kumasi, youth referred to Charles Asinor, a popular
disc jockey on Radio Ghana, as Akoayi oye tough (this guy is tough!).  A columnist for a
popular magazine noted: “The term ‘oye tough’ is the highest compliment one could
enjoy.”48
The use of American slang did not first arrive with rock ‘n’ roll, nor was it limited
to Accra alone.  Young Ghanaians picked up slang from American servicemen during the
Second World War. Moviegoers throughout Ghana had also used the term “Jack” to
refer to film heroes, especially those of American Westerns, throughout the post-war era.
Outside Accra, youth also used this term: “When we got to the action-packed [scenes]
there were shouts of ‘Jack hit him!’ or, ‘Ofuse!!’”49  Charles Ambler shows a similar
use of the term in Northern Rhodesian cinemas in the 1940s, suggesting that it may have
been influenced by the actor Jack Holt.  In Ghana, however, John Collins believes that the
name “Jack” may refer to an earlier group of “verandah boys” in the James Town and
                                                
46 “Rock ‘N Roll Comes to Ghana,” Sunday Mirror, 22 June 1958, 1; “Amon Okoe Discusses Discs:
GBS Must let Peter Dig ‘Rock’ Now,” Sunday Mirror, 17 January 1960, 2; and “It’s Music,” Sunday
Mirror, 23 August 1959, 11.
47 Interview with Count Basie, Accra, 29 May 2002.
48 “Radio Personalities,” The Ghanaian, April/May, 5, 4 & 5 (1962), 22.
49 The writer notes that ‘Jack’ is the name of every screen hero and ‘Ofuse’ is usually the fool and a
faithful follower of ‘Jack.’ Victoria Yeboah-Afari, “Night Life in a Small Town,” Ghana Radio Review
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Ussher Town areas who went by the name Jack Toronto.50  In any event, its usage moved
beyond the cinema and it became a common method in central Accra of referring to
friends within rock ‘n’ roll circles by the late 1950s.
Though Jack could be used as a general moniker, members of rock ‘n’ roll clubs
also adopted specific nicknames, names that most of them continued to use forty years
later.  They chose their names based on music they had heard or a film they had seen.  The
younger women, however, generally had their names chosen for them by the group leaders,
although many of them later changed it to another.  One young woman, for example, was
given the name Grace Kelly by senior male members but later changed it to Mama Corrina
after hearing the song “Corrina, Corrina.”51  The names did not all represent rock ‘n’ roll
personalities, but they were all drawn from some aspect of American culture, including jazz
music, rock ‘n’ roll, and films. Andrews Kortei Attuquaye-Fio, for example, selected the
nickname, Frankie Laine, from the classic western of the 1950s, High Noon, which
included a soundtrack with a performance by his namesake.  Other rock ‘n’ roll dancers
went by the names of Count Basie, Cab Calloway, Julie London, Joe Loss, Chris Turner,
Betty Coloured, Frank Sinatra, Elvis Jordan, and Leo Turner, to mention a few.  While
                                                
50 See Charles Ambler, “Popular Films and Colonial Audiences: The Movies in Northern Rhodesia,
American Historical Review, 106, 1 (2001), 81, 162; and letter from John Collins, 18 May 2001. There
was also a popular street boxer in James Town in the 1930s known as Jack Toronto. Collins notes that in
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unpublished paper (2001).
51 Interview with Mama Corrina, Accra, 27 June 2002; and interview with Accra, Chris Turner, 26 April
2000.
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some of them were adopted directly from their American counterparts, others were created
by combining different names that had a history in Ghana preceding the rock ‘n’ roll
youth.  It is possible, for example, that the use of the name “Cab Calloway” was
influenced by a famous Ghanaian musician of the 1930s, Cab Quaye.  In another example,
Elvis Jordan created his name by combining the nickname of his brother, who went by the
name of Louis Jordan, and Elvis Presley.52
It is not uncommon for Ga Mashie youth to take nicknames.  Living in a densely
populated and overcrowded community, there were generally others in the neighborhood
with the same formal name, and nicknames served as a means to identify individuals more
easily.  They also usually related to an aspect of individual identity.  Ghanaian boxers and
soccer players, for example, adopted nicknames such as “Bazooka,” “Bukom Banku,”
and “Pele.” Rock ‘n’ roll youth adopted nicknames that identified them with American
culture and distinguished them as rock ‘n’ roll dancers.  After adopting their nicknames,
their original names were rarely mentioned.  Frankie Laine related a story about a friend of
his, the secretary for Big Yanks rocking club:
Tandy Lee came to live in this area and his mother came looking for him but mentioned his real
name, Boye.  When he came back, we informed him that his mother had come looking for him
but called him by the name Boye.  He said, ‘What!’ . . . He really got mad at his mother for not
mentioning his American name.53
The best dancers were very popular and often in demand for performances at
funerals, outdoorings, and club shows.  Lacking a telephone number or even an exact
                                                
52 Interview with Frankie Laine, Accra, 6 July 2002. See also letter from John Collins, 18 May 2001;
and interview with Elvis Jordan, Accra, 3 July 2002.
53 Interview with Frankie Laine, 29 June 2002; and interview with Attu Ray, Accra, 12 June 2000.
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postal address, the possession of a rock ‘n’ roll nickname made it easier for people to find
them when they came to the maze of houses in Old Accra.  People both within and outside
of the clubs used the nicknames frequently and they grew to become permanent.  Chris
Turner, a female dancer in Black Star, remarked: “Our real names disappeared at that time
because very often our nicknames were used to address us.”54  For rock ‘n’ roll club
members, the use of American slang and the adoption of Western names was also an
attempt to reveal their educational background and what they perceived as a more
progressive view of modern culture.
Each group also adopted particular rock ‘n’ roll jargon.  A motto, for example, was
clearly written on the front of their membership cards.  It was used to identify one group
from another and as a means of inviting the next division of dancers to the floor during
competitions.  Black Eagle’s motto came from one of their early rock ‘n’ roll experiences
at Kyekyeku, a popular night spot behind the General Post Office in Central Accra.  The
Jazz Kings were playing highlife on the outdoor patio, but when it began to rain, people
stopped dancing to seek cover.  The band then began playing rock ‘n’ roll music and soon
the dance floor was packed with rain-soaked people dancing to rock ‘n’ roll.  Black Eagle,
thus, adopted the motto “Rain or shine we gonna’ rock!” Other mottos included Black
Star’s “High Stars, we’re gonna’ knock it” and “Big Yanks, All Out!”55
                                                
54 Interview with Chris Turner, Accra, 26 April 2000.
55 See interview with Count Basie, Accra, 29 May 2002; Interview with Frankie Laine, Accra, 29 June
2002; and Amon Okoe, “Is It Good or Bad,” Sunday Mirror, 1 March 1959, 16.
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Dress was also an important identifier of individual status and membership in a
particular rock ‘n’ roll club.  Each group had a unique style of dress, sometimes
consisting of a club t-shirt with its logo imprinted on the front, “dungarees” (jeans, often
with a wide bell-bottom), and cambu (white, leather-bottom shoes) for performances, or
white tennis shoes for practices and general usage.  Youth modeled their style from
Americans they had seen in films and magazines.  Unlike (and in opposition to) the
Western-style ballroom dancers who always wore black shoes, rock ‘n’ roll dancers
usually wore white shoes when they were dancing so that people watching could see the
movement of their feet without missing anything.  Simpson’s Book Service on Lutterodt
Street, near Kyekyeku, stocked the items but they were not cheap.56  The dancers
described the dress:
Because of our love for rock ‘n’ roll, we saved 3 pounds 10s, which was quite a large amount for
us then, to purchase t-shirts. . . . Some people also changed their dress and wore shorts and
‘Kennedy’ socks. . . . We also wore boom boom shoes, which were like boxing shoes but
shorter.  These were the shoes we wore for dancing.  The girls wore nice dresses which were
short.  They also wore some beautiful underwear under their skirts which became exposed when
we threw them in the air and their skirts flew up.57
Although traditional sanctions on dress were less strict in the urban areas, gender
differences were profound.  There was very little public outcry about young men dressing
in blue jeans and t-shirts, clothing that many people in Accra associated with rogues.  The
same clothing worn by young women, however, was seen as shameful and always elicited
                                                
56 Interview with Count Basie, Accra, 28 April 2000. See also advertisement for Simpson Book Service,
Drum (Ghana ed.), August (1963), 35.
57 Kennedy’ socks were argyle socks pulled up over the calf. Interview with Frankie Laine, Accra, 29 June
2002. See also, interview with Count Basie, Accra, 29 May 2002.
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negative comments from outsiders who did not think women should wear pants, much less
blue jeans.  One observer was offended “by girls in tight jeans doing rock ‘n’ roll” and
remarked,  “There seems always to be a threat that something dramatic is going to happen
to the seams of these pants, which have become a new craze.”58 Women also donned
various styles of dresses and skirts for performances, reflecting those seen in films and
magazines.  These outside influences were held accountable for changes in fashion among
the youth. According to a contributor to the Sunday Mirror,  “It is unfortunate that
questionable attitudes towards dress are copied from film shows, foreign catalogues, and
magazines. . . . The fact that other people’s ideas are being introduced to us does not
imply that we should adopt them blindly.”59  For young men and women, jeans, dresses,
and t-shirts became much more than articles of clothing; they wore these items to
symbolize their knowledge of Western youth culture and as a means to express that to
society.60
Fashion trends changed quickly.  In 1962, it was “hipster pants, slanted waistlines,
fluid skirts and midriff interest.”61  Certain fashion styles, such as the 1963 crazes in
women’s wear, the “fish,” the “sack,” and the “twist,” raised alarms in society and led
authorities to discuss prohibiting women from wearing them.  Some of those offended by
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60 For a discussion of the cultural contexts of dress and rock ‘n’ roll, see Peter Wicke, Rock Music:
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the dress, however, acknowledged that it was acceptable to limit its presence but quite
unacceptable to officially ban it: “It is quite in order if old-timers should scowl at
improprieties committed by youngsters.  But to raise a hue and cry over petty fads in
ladies fashions is rather naive. . . . For all we think, youngsters wear those smart clothes
for ‘escapism.’”62  Still, the Minister of Education, A.J. Dowuna-Hammond, called the
dress styles “unwholesome” and asked all female teachers not to wear “fish” skirts to
school for fear of influencing the young girls.  A chief in the Cape Coast area went so far
as to make an announcement warning women in his constituency not to wear the fish, the
sack, or lipstick.63
Female rock ‘n’ roll dancers expressed the need to wear short skirts to give them
freedom of movement.  Fashion, however, always went beyond practical advantages.  For
young women, it reflected their changing conceptions of traditional gender styles and
served as an independent expression that set them apart from older generations.  Margaret
Bruce described the following story about a young woman that she had observed at a bus
stop:
I saw all heads turning in a certain direction and naturally I looked that way too.  What I saw was
more than I could bear.  A lady dressed up in all leafy dandy colours. . . . A scarlet dress, green
shoes, a bright yellow handbag and white-framed pair of sun shades.  Her skirt was so short that
one would think she was a ballet dancer.  As she passed, the boys gave out their cat-calls.  And
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of course you couldn’t blame them.  People looked on with disgust, but, you know, she was a
teenager and life is so much fun at that time.64
By 1968, the boogaloo dance had arrived accompanied by its own fashion style.  The
cornerstone of that style was the mini-skirt, which had begun to make waves in Ghanaian
fashion a few years earlier and eventually led to the creation of the “boogaloo” dress.65
Hairstyles, too, delineated one generation from another.  According to a 1961
handbook of Ghana: “Hair-do is a great form of art in Ghana and here too meaningful
symbolism reigns supreme.  Often one’s social status is symbolically evident in their hair-
do.”66  Hair and beard styles reflected the contemporary era in which they were popular.
In the early 1950s, some youth sported the “self-government now” beard, acknowledging
the calls by Nkrumah’s CPP for immediate independence.  The beard was only to be
shaved when self-governance came.  By 1953, popular beard types included the “chop
money,” a style that nestled under the lower lip and signified the rising cost of living and
lack of employment in Accra.  Rock ‘n’ roll dancers modeled their hairstyles after African
American hair cuts seen in films and magazines like Ebony.  For males, the most popular
style in the late 1950s and early 1960s was the “down cut,” while additional styles
included “ebony,” “Afro-cut,” and “half bow.”67
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Localizing Dance Styles: Class and Generational Conflict
Their outward expressions of language, nicknames, and dress brought criticism,
but rock ‘n’ roll dancing styles brought young dancers public condemnation.   Dance
styles associated with rock ‘n’ roll varied sharply from those of traditional dance as well
as the ballroom and highlife styles still popular with the older generations and the growing
political elite.  Traditional Ghanaian dancing, as well as that of neo-traditional recreational,
styles such as oge and kolomashie, frowned upon men and women making physical
contact.  These styles of dance were important in a variety of Ga traditional activities and
were used in religious festivals and social and cultural events such as weddings and
funerals.
The growth of rock ‘n’ roll dancing caused a fundamental change in dancing
styles among the youth.  Even by 1960, one observer commented on how the typical
dancehall experience was shifting:
Come with me to a typical dance hall. The bills outside advertise an evening dress dance. But
what do we see inside? What do we see inside? A frenzied crowd of youthful dancers shuffling and
gyrating helter-skelter and jostling into each other.  Instead of wearing evening dress they wear an
assortment of clothes.  The floor teams with men in round-neck singlets and hats . . . and
women in shabby dresses.  Some of them do not seem to know what to do with their cover
cloths and they wrap them round the neck like mufflers.68
One story, in particular, deserves extended mention because it demonstrates the infiltration
of rock ‘n’ roll dancers into the formerly high-class venues.  At a 1958 New Year’s Eve
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party at the Rodger Club, youth expressed their affinity for new dance, dress, and hair
styles, displaying them in the face of generational and police pressure:
This particular night, the whole floor was crowded with teen-agers – the girls had their hair
plaited and the boys in rock n’ roll shirts and what they themselves described as ‘balloon pants’
[bell bottoms]. . . . Then I saw that anytime the band started playing, about six policemen
headed by a sergeant, would rush to the floor.  And what would you see . . . a hide and seek, tip
and run, catch-me-if-you-can and yells . . . Then two or three boys would be held by their shirts,
three or four girls their hands clutched together . . . Off to the gates they went. . . . This went on
and on until it was the end of the dance.69
Dress and dance were closely associated with new attitudes and expressions of youth and
reflected a growing generation gap.  A female teacher who was present at the New Years
Eve party remarked: “Don’t you see the way they dance, the men they have partnered and
the kind of dresses they wear? Do you see me having these qualities as they have now?
Who dare go before a school girl at this time of year, woe’ll be unto you.”70
It may seem unusual that these youth were even allowed into the Rodger Club, an
exclusive venue with a strict dress code and high gate fees.  The clientele was made up of
“the high brows, the old and the respectable, with a few young couples who had good
manners and were well dressed.”71  Laine explained that “shabbily dressed people” were
not allowed, only those men who “wore a tie and were a ‘big man’.” Some youth,
however, developed a means to gain entrance: “They used to sack us so we devised a
system where we would use our handkerchiefs to create ties.” Even with the proper dress,
the gate fee was generally prohibitive.  Ga Mashie youth such as Frankie Laine got around
                                                




the gate by allying themselves with musicians.  Laine, for example, knew Amartei Laryea,
the trumpeter of the Red Spots band, and he acted like a member of the band, carrying his
trumpet into the club before the show.72
Once inside exclusive venues, rock ‘n’ roll dancers used the opportunity to
demonstrate their style while others were resting.  Although the bands at these dances did
not generally play rock ‘n’ roll music, the youth saw that they could dance rock ‘n’ roll to
quick step rhythms.  Basie recalled the reaction by the other attendees on such evenings:
“They were thinking that we were going crazy. . . . But immediately you heard the music,
you acted as if you are crazy. . . . The rhythm, the music that kicks you.  You can’t sit
down when they put it on.”73
For the youth, rock ‘n’ roll dancing offered an alternative to ballroom and highlife
dancing, which they saw as too “colo.”  Most styles of rock ‘n’ roll dancing not only
matched a woman with a man on the floor, but also called for them to make rapid, skilled,
and somewhat sexual movements as well as overt physical contact.  There was no space
between the two dancers.  Indeed, rock ‘n’ roll dancing involved frequent contact between
a man and a woman, and even included active tosses, dips, and slides.
As a result of their attitudes toward dress, their dancing styles, and their
willingness to contest traditional gender norms, the behavior of young female dancers did
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not sit well with members of older generations who often associated such conduct with
drinking and smoking.  An Accra scoutmaster expressed his opinion clearly:
The behavior of some girls at dances these days is becoming unbearable.  It is the habit of some
girls to ask for a drink immediately after each dance.  It is the function of the man to lead a girl
while dancing, but it would appear that the girls now want to lead the men.  This leads to some
confusion.
A female observer expressed a similar view: “The impression has been created that
present-day girls cannot become good mothers in future, owing to the high rate of
drinking and smoking.”74
The negative comments regarding young women in particular are not surprising,
especially considering the age of many of the female dancers.  Some of the younger
women, such as Chris Turner of Black Star, had to sneak away for practice: “I was under
strict parentage.  I had to run from my parents for the rehearsals. . . . [They] did not
actually know what I was doing because I was with a few friends and we would sneak out
after 4:00 p.m. to dance.  By 6:30 p.m. we were back home.” When asked if her parents
would have approved of her dancing, Turner responded confidently: “No, they wouldn’t
have.  They associated it with ruffians.”75  Despite the attempt by rock ‘n’ roll clubs to
put up a respectable façade for patrons, parents, and government officials, it was apparent
that any success did not extend to public dancing activities.
Many government officials and elders expressed their opposition to rock ‘n’ roll
music and dance.  They continued to associate it with the underbelly of society and
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regarded the young men and women who danced it as representative of declining moral
values and increased hedonism.  Although Nkrumah invited Black Eagle to the Castle to
perform, rock ‘n’ roll dancing did not fit with the ideas of cultural nationalism put forth by
the newly independent government.  Nkrumah believed that economic, political, and social
development would come only with accompanying cultural development.  His cultural
policies emphasized the “African personality,” a “cluster of humanist principles which
underlie the traditional African society.”76   The pursuit of culture as a political and a
nationalist tool promoted a particular type of culture in Ghana, and rock ‘n’ roll was not
part of that plan.
It is no great surprise that older generations were averse to rock ‘n’ roll dancing.
Persistent conflicts in terms of cultural likes and dislikes have always divided older and
younger generations, the latter tending to be more dynamic and willing to adopt and adapt
new forms more quickly than the former.  “The youth of all ages,” wrote a Ghanaian
journalist before independence, “have always been an easy target against whom hoary-
headed adults pitted their invectives.  And the older generation everywhere has a way of
shaking a disapproving finger at the follies and foibles of youth.”77
Since the 1950s, popular music and dance, in particular, have served as a focal
point of generational conflict all over Africa.  Middle and upper-class urban Africans,
those who generally have the most public voice, have attacked contemporary popular music
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forms, in large part, because of their appeal amongst lower-class youth.  The most salient
young fans of popular music, according to John Storm Roberts, are those who garner the
most animosity from older generations:
[They are the] excessive types like the teenage fans the Zaireans call ngembo – bats – because
they hang from trees to catch sight of their idols; the secondary school pupils and working-class
teenagers of 1960s Lagos, whose ‘beat clubs’ outraged both the ‘respectable’ and older musicians;
[and] the kids of Nakuru, Kenya, whose Saturday afternoon ‘boogies’ were banned in 1971.78
All over the world, the introduction of rock ‘n’ roll raised loud cries and produced
generally unfavorable assessments.  In the United States, there was a great deal of
discussion about the ‘evils” of rock ‘n’ roll, even among academics.  A.M. Meerio of
Columbia University concluded: “If we cannot stem the tide of rock and roll with its
waves of rhythmic narcosis and vicarious craze, we are preparing our own downfall in the
midst of pandemic funeral dances.”79  Government, religious, and educational leaders
reiterated those sentiments, calling the music “immoral and sinful,” and its participants
“lazy and shiftless juvenile delinquents.”80
Ghanaians, too, debated the merits of rock ‘n’ roll.  Rock ‘n’ roll music and dance
outwardly accentuated the generation gap in Ghana.  In the first months of 1959, reporters
from the Sunday Mirror questioned Ghanaians about the new music and dance:
Some say the youths are getting crazy . . .
Others fear rock ‘n’ roll lowers the morals of our youngsters
ROCK ‘N’ ROLL
Is it good? Is it a menace?
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Does it throw you in ecstasy?
Does it do more harm than good?81
Although most of the replies stated that rock ‘n’ roll was having a negative effect on
youth, other views ranged from, “Its rhythm fascinates me,” to, “Youngsters can’t lead
disciplined lives if they dance rock ‘n’ roll.” Other opinions, such as that of Evelyn
Amarteifio, the national secretary for the Federation of Ghana Women, fell somewhere in
between: “Perhaps rock ‘n’ roll falls short of the demands of dignity [but] it reflects the
buoyancy of our present-day youth ”82
Some saw the music as too sexually expressive and tied it to perceptions of
negative trends and attitudes among Ghanaian youth in general.  A reverend of a
Presbyterian church said: “I’ve seen the rock ‘n’ roll but once – and I’ve been disgusted.
The manner in which they do it is indecent enough.  Of course, youngsters may dance –
but not rock ‘n’ roll.”83  One writer condemned it as “rotten roll” and lamented the
diminishing popularity of ballroom dancing:
‘Rotten Roll’ – It hit town with a crash and all the girls have gone gaga over the new dance that
is called Rock ‘n Roll.  But the way that I see them do it makes me feel very much like
rechristening it Rotten Roll.  It’s all so stupid and vulgar. . . . Gone are the days of strict-tempo
waltzes, foxtrots and blues.  People don’t bat an eyelid these days when such tunes are struck up
at local dance halls. . . . I definitely object to converting its rhythmic movement to ‘vertical
expressions of horizontal wishes... Lousy!84
School children dancing rock ‘n’ roll steps during recess did not impress William
Conton, the headmaster of Accra High School.  He worried about the effects of rock ‘n’
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roll dancing on educational achievement:  “Youngsters – especially those in the school –
should lead a disciplined, intellectual life.  This they can hardly do when their attention is
divided between rock ‘n’ roll and their plans for their future.”85  A Drum enquiry
suggested that “many West African youngsters are crazy about Rock.  It occupies much
of their time and sometimes interferes with their school studies.”86
While the youth saw ballroom and highlife music and dance as too “colo” and
rock ‘n’ roll as a new, progressive movement away from colonial attitudes, others decried
the lack of traditional dancing and pleaded to the government for more of these forms.
The latter saw rock ‘n’ roll as a sign of youth moving away from traditional values.  These
same people often focused on the need to reclaim African culture in the face of Western
onslaught:
Cultural imperialism has fast been taking hold of the youth of Africa today.  It is for us to free
ourselves from the fangs of that ugly monster.  Truly imperialist culture is fast dominating our
own culture.  In fact, the youth of Africa today are aware that twist and rock n’ roll have no place
in our culture.  Some call themselves rock n’ roll dancers and are proud of it.  It is a colonial
mentality we must get rid of.87
For youth, however, rock ‘n’ roll dancing not only reflected their increasing level of
independence and adoption of certain Western cultural styles, it also represented a form of
expression that allowed them to blend traditional and modern influences.
Rock ‘n’ roll dancers did not wholly adopt American dance styles.  They
integrated what they saw in magazines and films with dance styles that already existed in
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Accra society.  They incorporated steps from traditional ballroom dances like the waltz,
fox-trot, and quick step, dances they had learned from members of the older generation.
Frankie Laine remarked: “In those days, the dance was different from rock ‘n’ roll, but I
studied it and got to know it from the senior men and added it to what I already knew.”
When rock ‘n’ roll arrived, Laine quickly integrated what he knew of previous Western
styles with what he saw in films and “easily picked up the steps.” 88
Rock ‘n’ roll dancers combined these Western steps with other movements that
they learned by watching Ga fetish priests.  Count Basie described the process:
They always dance when they are performing their customs.  They dance on the street, beating
drums, dancing, and their footsteps are very fast.  If you don’t watch them properly, you won’t
see it…Their rhythm goes with rock ‘n’ roll. . . . He will just make some style with his foot
that you haven’t seen and if you watch it properly and you enter into the rhythm, it goes in
straight.  That means you have got a style.89
By combining the Western dancing styles of ballroom and rock ‘n’ roll with those from
traditional cultural displays, youth created new styles that reflected characteristics derived
from various classes and generations of urban society.
The best dancers practiced regularly and continued to create many new styles, and
their popularity grew with their skill level.  The good male dancers had no problem finding
a partner, while the others had little chance: “Our ladies were the kind who would not
dance with you if you were not a good dancer.” Sometimes, a single woman would dance
with more than one man: “You’d be amazed to see how she was thrown from man to man
during the dancing and if the woman was thrown to one who could not dance well,” she
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would gravitate to one of the others.90   Rock ‘n’ roll dancing developed specific
movements and demanded somewhat athletic skills; those not as practiced and talented
posed a potential danger to their female partners, who could be injured if a move was not
executed properly.  A musician explained how the style of music could be used to separate
the best dancers from those who were still struggling: “Normally, we played six songs,
three of which were ‘hot ones’ while three were ‘cool ones.’ . . . When the dancing
became slow, mistakes were more easily detected.”91 Sometimes called “slow jives” and
“hot jives,” the former included songs from musicians such as Fats Domino, while the
“hot” numbers included those such as Little Richard’s “Tutti Frutti.”92
Mainstream Twisting
Despite (or in spite of) the criticism of older generations, youth from the James
Town and Ussher Town areas of Accra successfully adopted and adapted outside
influences to create a popular culture movement that attracted interest from a wider cross-
section of urban society.  It marked a shift in the power of cultural production from the
elite to the lower-class youth.  This shift was similar to the 1950s transfer of national
political power from the elite to the youngmen.  Whereas highlife began as an elite form
before finding its way into urban nightclubs, rock ‘n’ roll started as a subcultural genre
among urban youth before ascending into more elite venues.  Still, it was the rock ‘n’ roll
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clubs who retained the power of creativity and production.  Others enjoyed listening to the
music and watching the dance, but the skilled nature and demanding practices of the dance
kept it within the domain of the rock ‘n’ roll clubs.  This began to change with the
introduction of the “twist.”
The Disc Jockey Jamborees hastened the spread of rock ‘n’ roll music to a wider
cross-section of Accra society, but Chubby Checker’s “Twist” made rock ‘n’ roll
dancing a social phenomenon.   The twist arrived in Ghana in early 1962 and, by October,
Drum proclaimed:  “All Ghana is in a Twist.  It’s the latest craze . . . the Twist.  You
could call it a dance. Or a hip-breaking contortion.  Or just plain crazy.  Whatever it is, the
Twist has been taken up in Ghana with a breath-taking gusto.”93  All over Africa it
became “hip to twist,” even among the “sophisticated in-group.”94  Soon after its
introduction, even members of the elite began dancing to the twist and the media captured
some of them on camera with the caption:  “Beat out the rhythm . . . strike up the band.
The result is a catchy Twist music that even an egg head like Mr. R. S. Amegashie can’t
resist.” Another photo, showing the managing director of the State Insurance Corporation,
appeared the next month: “Just the types a hepcat would be tempted to describe as
‘squares’ . . . Why, these twisters are real ‘top class’.”95  Elites and their children
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dancing the twist gave rock ‘n’ roll a more respectable decorum among all classes.  There
was a greater demand for popular bands to play rock ‘n’ roll music and for performances
of the young, skilled rock ‘n’ roll dancers to perform at nightclubs, hotels, and social
gatherings all over Accra and elsewhere in Ghana.
Whereas early rock ‘n’ roll dancing in Ghana was seriously practiced and
performed with many difficult elements and rehearsed steps, the twist offered a chance for
those who could not, or did not, want to spend the time practicing.  One of the reasons the
twist became so popular was that it required no practice, no mandatory steps: “Anybody
can twist.  All you have to do is wriggle and wriggle hard.  The more you can wriggle, the
better ‘twister’ you are.”96  An Accra newspaper raved about the new dance: “The Twist .
. . has become so much the rage of the country.  In the dance halls and night spots all
around the cities, you’ll find youngsters going through the motions of this dance!” As
rock ‘n’ roll dancing moved from lower-class youth to a wider cross-section of society,
the opinions expressed in the media generally became more positive: “The twist is the
dance that portrays the personality of the youth of today – dashing, uninhibited.”97
By the end of 1963, an elaborate Rock and Twist Festival was scheduled for Accra
Stadium.  Sponsored and organized by the Kwame Nkrumah Trust Fund, the competition
selected a Twist King and Twist Queen, as well as a Mr. Rock and a Miss Rock.98
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Promoters, attempting to capitalize on this interest, sponsored tours in West Africa by
Chubby Checker and Millicent Small, the Jamaican singer of “My Boy Lollipop.” The
popularity of the twist inspired West African bands to play Western-style music in
general, and rock ‘n’ roll in particular.  In Ghana, bands such as the Avengers, Black
Santiagos, El Pollos, the Saints, and El Chans fed the flood of copyright music.99  E.T.
Mensah lamented the changing musical scene in the late 1960s: “It is unfortunate that I
have to come to play with such a generation of musicians that after listening to a record all
they can think about is playing it by rote.” When bands tried to change the song,
audiences protested.100  A similar situation arose in Nigeria where numerous groups
formed after 1965, including the Spiders, the Clusters, the Crickets, the Rebels, and Fourth
Dimension.  Geraldo Pino, a musician who was raised in Nigeria and played with the
Sierra Leonean band, the Heartbeats, was referred to as “the copy-cat who performed
better than the original.”101  The growing popularity of rock ‘n’ roll exacerbated the
movement away from highlife to Western styles.  According to Collins, “western pop
music swamped Ghana [and] initially dampened the local creative output of dance-music.”
As Accra society moved away from the sounds of highlife, the availability of new
recordings of Ghanaian popular music declined during the 1960s.102
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Soul to Soul
After the fervor of rock ‘n’ roll, soul music became popular and moved some
youth further in the direction of Western music.  When asked in 1968 what kind of
entertainment youth liked the most, one individual responded:  “Obviously, dances top the
list.  This is not surprising because the restless youth find the SOUL music very relaxing
indeed.”103  Another young Ghanaian added: “If we young Africans ‘dig’ it, it’s because
it awakens the ‘blood’ in us.” He then posed the question, “Why are youngsters all over
the world hell-bent on ‘soul’?” and provided a response:
[It is] a corrupt world we live in really, youngsters are bad, but still there is a grain of goodness
in them in some ways better than their forebears who hid behind that facade of so-called morals
while they grievously sin in secret.  The hippie or I don’t careism-life the youngsters are leading
is a sign of honest exasperation.104
The interest in soul music peaked in 1971 with the Soul to Soul concert in Accra.  The
two-day event attracted huge crowds to Black Star Square where American performers,
such as Ike and Tina Turner, Santana, Wilson Pickett, the Staple Singers, and Eddie
Harris, were featured along with Ghanaian musicians, Guy Warren, Kwaa Mensah, and the
popular band, El Pollos.105  Soul music became the music of the day and raised criticism
from others.  John Storm Roberts expressed his version of some of that criticism:
It’s true that James Brown hit Ghana like a tidal wave some years back.  The ‘kids’ raved;
teachers, ethnomusicologists and older highlife musicians ranted; the National Alliance of
Liberals lost an election on a sea of SAY IT LOUD, I’M N.A.L. AND PROUD!! tee-shirts.
Highlife is dead, the mourners wailed.  James Brown has killed it!106
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James Brown, however, did not kill highlife.  In fact, as Roberts states: “If his music has
any long-term effect it will be as an influence to be absorbed and used if it useful, or
forgotten if not. . . . [African culture] is not so feeble that it will collapse under Sex
Machine, however much the latter may have upset the parents.” Indeed, the demise of
highlife began in the mid-1950s in the era of scrap bands and was hastened by the rise of
rock ‘n’ roll.
By the end of the 1960s, the early forms of rock ‘n’ roll music had begun to fade
from the popular culture scene, replaced by the soul, Motown, and Latin American sounds
of Wilson Pickett, James Brown, and Santana.  As the original youth generation began to
age and were faced with family and political pressures, club membership began to wane.
Some club members traveled abroad as sailors or cultural dancers.  Others could not
maintain the practice schedule or the physical prowess.  While the popular musical climate
continued to change, however, some of the creators of Ghanaian rock ‘n’ roll dancing
retained an interest.  By 1969, the original clubs had disappeared from the Ghanaian
cultural landscape, but dancers came together to form a new group, Big Yanks, to fill that
void.  Frankie Laine, one of the founders recalled: “I also noticed that the young folks
could not dance rock ‘n’ roll. . . . I decided, therefore, that I shall teach them.”107  Big
Yanks brought former members of Black Eagle, Black Star, and the Browneers back into
rock ‘n’ roll dancing.  Television was now making in-roads in Ghana and Kobina Taylor,
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the producer of the television show, Anansekrom, filmed the club numerous times for
telecast.  Although the rock ‘n’ roll clubs gave way to cultural groups, the interest of the
early rockers in rock ‘n’ roll dancing has remained.  Still today, they come together to
perform at funerals and outdoorings and their performances bring amazed spectators.  The
individuals interviewed during the course of this study have kept their rock ‘n’ roll
nicknames.  Walking on the streets of James Town and Ussher Town, many of them are
known to old and young alike, largely because of the fame they acquired during the peak
of the rock ‘n’ roll era.  All of the dancers have expressed an interest in reviving the rock
‘n’ roll clubs, in part to reclaim that nostalgic era.
Conclusion: Shifting Identities in Youth Subcultural Expressions
Why was rock ‘n’ roll music and dance attractive to Accra youth? For youth of the
early independence era, rock ‘n’ roll provided an alternative to the leisure activities of older
generations.  Club activities represented manifestations of the youth’s rejection of undue
formalism in commercialized recreation and an active search for a more global identity.
The advent of rock ‘n’ roll ushered in a new era that reflected “the youth’s escape from
reality to an uncomplicated, unorganized fancy world of unbridled freedom!”108
According to Peter Berger, rock music “symbolizes a whole cluster of cultural
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values—concerning self-expression, spontaneity, released sexuality, and, perhaps most
importantly, defiance of the alleged stodginess of tradition.”109
Rock ‘n’ roll dancing was a catalyst for youth to form new group identities.  Rock
‘n’ roll culture helped to increase the independence of youth and separate their identities
and interests from those of their parents.  Youth viewed it as an expression of rebellion
against the rigidity of other popular culture forms, especially the strict-tempo ballroom and
highlife dancing, both of which they associated with the colonial era.  Some youths
maintained “that with independence there’s freedom – freedom of movement, freedom of
actions, freedom of drinking and freedom of enjoyment. . . . Life is now too short and one
must enjoy himself.” 110 With its own culture of dress, nicknames, and language, rock ‘n’
roll offered independent expressions that brought fame to a group of lower-class youth.
Rock ‘n’ roll did not create a class of “lazy and shiftless juvenile delinquents”
within Accra youth, as some had feared.  On the contrary, rock ‘n’ roll clubs created
activities in which peers could express themselves in a positive way.  The dancing provided
an outlet for youthful energies. The clubs were, of course, a means of recreation, but they
also provided the youth with a sense of community in the face of declining hope for a
better economic future.  Rock ‘n’ roll represented a fundamental shift in youth leisure
activities and revealed the affinity developing amongst the youth for all things American.
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One dancer explained: “We liked American people and their mannerisms.  If you were
seen as un-American, we would refer to you as ‘Larmie Man’, an uncivilized man.”111
Although influences from the United States were felt earlier in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries with the arrival of American sailors in Ghanaian port cities, traveling vaudeville
acts, ragtime music, and early films, attitudes toward the United States changed
dramatically during the Second World War with the influx of American music and the
presence of American soldiers in Accra.
The youth of the independence era saw their affinity for American culture as a
means of separation from the colonial past and from the excesses of elite culture.  As a
response to their divergent beliefs, they immersed themselves into American rock ‘n’ roll
culture, including films and magazines.  Members often attended the same films numerous
times to learn the exact steps portrayed within them, but they also used other resources to
perfect their rock ‘n’ roll steps.  They studied the pictures of rock ‘n’ roll dancers from
the United States, their postures, steps, and clothing styles. Count Basie emphasized the
importance of magazines: “Ebony was our sequence book from which we practiced a lot
of styles.”112
Although youth had an obvious fascination with American culture and first
adopted the fashion and dance styles directly from American sources, they also adapted
the culture of rock ‘n’ roll to their own environment.  Youth used the rock ‘n’ roll clubs
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as voluntary associations to help members with financial matters by disbursing funds to
them for important events.  Members with connections at workplaces helped others to
acquire jobs.  The original members of Black Star, for example, found jobs at the AMA
workshop for other Black Star members.  They also helped train some fellow members as
mechanics and blacksmiths.  Rock ‘n’ roll clubs spread to the port city of Tema, in part,
because a patron of the Browneers rock ‘n’ roll club in Osu had connections with the
government-owned Black Star Line and obtained jobs for some of them as sailors and
dockworkers.113
Dancing in one of the top rock ‘n’ roll clubs meant additional income in difficult
economic times.  The youth popularized rock ‘n’ roll dancing to the extent that they were
hired to perform at funeral ceremonies, outdoorings, and select clubs.  Only recently, one
of the original members of Black Star died and the surviving members danced rock ‘n’
roll at his funeral, attracting significant interest from both young and old alike.  Dancing
often brought “tips” from the crowd as well, with the best dancers taking home sums that
were not insignificant.  For some rock ‘n’ roll members who were also skilled in
traditional genres, dancing became their trade, while for others it supplemented their
income from work.  Indeed, many believed that because they supported a rival party to the
CPP, their job opportunities and chances for advancement were limited.114
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Rock ‘n’ roll dancing allowed lower-class youth access to upper-class venues and
travel opportunities throughout Ghana.  For some of the most skilled performers, rock ‘n’
roll opened doors to other forms of dancing, both neo-traditional and traditional.  Rock
‘n’ roll dancing paved the way for many dancers to access the rising interest in traditional
African music and dance abroad.  In the 1970s, numerous “cultural groups,” ensembles
that generally expressed more characteristics of African music and dress, were established
in Ghana.  The shift from rock ‘n’ roll clubs to cultural groups was generally praised by
parents who “were glad to see their children in these groups because of the prospects of
performing and of going abroad.”115
Rock ‘n’ roll helped alleviate some of the growing anxieties of urban life.  Pete
Myers saw it as “a form of relaxation for youngsters” and a means “to give vent to the
tensions of modern living.”116 The rising costs of living, housing shortages, and
overcrowding affected youth who were expected to care for older generations.  Although
wages in the urban environment were significantly higher than in the rural areas, workers,
especially the males, also had greater expenses and could not afford to help out all of their
relatives.  A salesgirl beseeched Ghanaian adults to “Leave us Alone!” Although
acknowledging the difficulties that urbanized females faced, she added: “We girls don’t
suffer as much as the boys. . . . because family responsibilities drown them in debt.” A
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young man exclaimed: “Something must be done soon or there will be an explosion.”117
Rock ‘n’ roll provided an outlet for that tension, but it also exacerbated the growing
generation gap created by the influx of Western technology and media forms that resulted
in a greater variety of entertainment options.
Rock ‘n’ roll dancing injected life into the Accra music and dance scene.
Although members of the youth subculture were often seen as delinquents, it is clear that
they attempted to use the clubs to engender respect from within its membership and from
outsiders.  The emphasis on positive behavior within rock ‘n’ roll dance clubs symbolized
the discipline of Ga Mashie youth who, despite the physical deterioration of their
surrounding environment, did not experience the same social disintegration of other urban
youth groups.  These were not new urban immigrants with no connection to the urban
environment.  They lived within traditional structures of family, age, and status, and sought
to satisfy those within that system, especially as their fame grew and they increasingly
came into the spotlight.  The youth were respectful of traditional power structures, but they
also sought to recreate those structures to reflect what they saw as a more modern cultural
milieu that represented their changing worldview.
The idea that the influx of rock and roll music into West Africa led to the demise
of dance band highlife is not new, but no one has explored the impact of rock ‘n’ roll
subculture in detail.  Scholars have failed to acknowledge the practitioners of the dance,
choosing rather to focus on the delinquency of youth, the decline of African music, and the
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hegemony of Western forms.  These Western forms, however, were popular with youth
because they offered things that highlife did not.  Rock ‘n’ roll offered an element of
rebelliousness and resistance to colonial and elite culture.  Musicologists have bemoaned
the era of copyright music, but the youth not only adopted foreign music forms, they
adapted expressive elements of Western music cultures into subcultural dancing clubs.  A
product of the rock ‘n’ roll subcultures, kpanlogo, continues to play an important role in
Accra cultural life today.
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CHAPTER SIX
Modernizing Tradition: “My Own Form of Highlife”
Tradition, however, does not stifle creation.
Indeed such evidence as we have shows that
African music does not remain static.  It is
constantly being created and recreated.
Innovations in style may be introduced
through culture contact.  What is happening
now is not a new process but an acceleration
of something that has been going on for a
long time.1
What appears to be a “traditional” form of African music and dance may not
always be what it seems.  In the early 1960s, youth from around the Bukom area created
kpanlogo, a neo-traditional music and dance form that started as a subcultural movement
and became the focus of youthful Ga identity.  Within a few years of its formation, it
became immensely popular throughout Accra and within the entire coastal region
stretching east to Tema and Ada.  Kpanlogo incorporated elements of traditional and
Western cultures and represented a symbol of youth creativity within not only Ga culture,
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but in Ghanaian culture as a whole.  The sharp divide that is often created between modern
and traditional, therefore, does not always apply to music and dance forms.
In general, genres of folk, traditional, or cultural music rarely enter the realm of
popular culture and youth culture.  African societies have a vast tradition of ethnic music
that forms an essential part of the social system and is often referred to as cultural music
today.  Traditional genres of music and dance help organize economic and social life,
record history, and of course, entertain an audience.  The many forms of cultural music
have given birth to new forms of neo-traditional music, which are rarely considered to be
truly “popular” forms.  Kpanlogo, however, bridged that gap.
The process of popular culture formation is not a linear process evolving from the
rural areas, or from traditional genres, into the city or the modern sectors.  African
traditional music and dance forms undergo constant change.  They are affected by new
popular styles, but they also exert an influence on the development of those popular forms,
Africanizing outside cultural products in unique ways.  African American music moved
from its “rootsy” sound in the rural areas into more “modern” versions in United States
cities, but in Africa the process is more complicated.  It is not a linear process of
modernization that travels from African traditional forms to Western styles.  “Thus,”
John Collins argues, “the claim that anything in Africa that sounds cultural must be
ancient and anonymous is an oversimplification that separates the actual, individual
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creators from their works.”2  The creation of kpanlogo by Bukom youth illustrates this
point.
Youth cultures express creativity and dynamism that symbolize their conceptions
of modernity.  Within a city, there are many youth cultures coexisting at the same time,
and particular groups of youth can even be members of different cultural associations
simultaneously.  It is no coincidence that as rock ‘n’ roll dancing entered the mainstream
with the twist, Bukom youth began to look for other forms of entertainment.  The elite
dancing to the twist were “just the types a hepcat would be tempted to describe as
‘squares’.”3  Although they maintained the rock ‘n’ roll clubs throughout the 1960s and
into the 1970s, and continued finding excitement in developing new rock ‘n’ roll dance
styles, Bukom youth also sought out new forms of subcultural expression.  They did this
by adapting rock ‘n’ roll dance steps into kpanlogo.
Kpanlogo drumming and dancing incorporated elements of previous Ga
drumming and dancing styles, such as oge and kolomashie and updated them to reflect
more contemporary movements that symbolized the changing ideas of group identity.4
The development of kpanlogo revealed the influence of imported forms, such as rock ‘n’
roll, as well as acculturated styles like highlife.  One of its many founders, Otoo Lincoln,
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called kpanlogo, “my own form of highlife.”5  John Chernoff echoed this:  “The early
Kpanlogo groups organised themselves by saying, ‘Hey, let’s play highlife on our
drums!’ Rather, Kpanlogo is an old beat with a new name.”  Rhythmically, it is not the
same as highlife; “it sounds like a highlife beat that has been turned around.”6  Annie
Hayes, one of the top female dancers from the Bukom area, called it “a dance that was
brought from abroad,” while another dancer, Fuzzy Lee, referred to it as “kpanlogo rock
‘n’ roll.”7
Indeed, the dance movements of kpanlogo reflected less the rigidity of highlife
than they did the highly energized elements of rock ‘n’ roll dancing.  Fuzzy Lee
explained: “Rock ‘n’ roll became popular when we added the drums to it and performed
it live [i.e., kpanlogo].”8  The kpanlogo dance steps drew heavily from rock ‘n’ roll,
especially Elvis’s pelvic shakes and the motions associated with Chubby Checker’s
“Twist.”  Kpanlogo, then, represents not only the Westernization of traditional culture
forms and the Africanization of imported Western cultural traits.  It symbolizes the
modernization of tradition, the modernization of highlife, and the modernization of rock
‘n’ roll, a process that resulted in the creation of a progressive genre that better suited the
contemporary milieu of underclass youth culture and ideologies.
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Both rock ‘n’ roll dancing and kpanlogo began as subcultural phenomena, but
gradually entered the popular realm.  They became recognized within Ga society and
culture, accepted by all classes of society and adopted into many social and cultural
functions.  Today, kpanlogo is found at funerals and outdoorings throughout the Ga areas.
Played by professionals and amateurs, it is also a popular form of recreational music,
presented in both formal and informal exhibitions.  The liner notes of a 1974 album
described it well:  “Kpanlogo is a dance. Kpanlogo is singing, drumming, and an
atmosphere of people having a fine time. . . . Its charm and gaiety have by now made it a
rival to High Life in popularity throughout West Africa. . . . Kpanlogo is pure fun.”9
Peter Manuel classifies African popular music into two main categories: first, the
guitar-based songs played by small bands and characterized by extensive lyrics that
provide social commentary; and secondly, the dance bands, usually larger and reliant on
brass instruments.10  Indeed, these categories include the most salient forms of popular
culture in Accra in the 1950s, guitar highlife and dance band highlife.  Other genres of
urban music and dance, however, can also be included in the definition of “popular”
without meeting Manuel’s criteria.
In 1963, an Accra newspaper welcomed the latest dance craze, the limbo, and listed
the popular dances that had come and gone: Mambo, Rock ‘n’ Roll, Cha-Cha Cha,
Malson Twist.11  Although some of them, especially rock ‘n’ roll, remained extremely
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fashionable, these were all obviously foreign-influenced genres that became part of the
urban popular realm.  One year later, a music critic acknowledged kpanlogo’s acceptance
into that realm:
It’s Panlogo.  It’s real hot stuff. The ‘Twist’ came in lately . . . we thought it was the end.
Then the ‘Shake’ and the ‘Monkey.’  Now it’s something they call ‘Panlogo’ . . . the craze of
the day. . . . All of the boys do it.  So do the girls.  Its a mixture of something of indigenous
culture and something foreign. . . . The result of the blend is real hot stuff.  The Panlogo Drama
Troupe in Accra, led by Mr. A.A. Ansah, made its debut at the Christmas in Egypt night club
last Sunday and introduced this dance of the day.12
Debuting in September 1964, the Panlogo Drama Troupe was certainly not the first
kpanlogo group in Accra.  Kpanlogo had been around for at least two years and was
flourishing in Central Accra, especially in the area around Bukom Square.  In 1965, a
popular Ghanaian magazine recognized the original kpanlogo group from the Bukom area:
“Kpanlogo Special – The BUKOM boys; authentic originators of the new craze. . . .
Demonstrations of the dance can be seen clearly to be a development of native Ghanaian
forms.13
The Origins and Spread of Kpanlogo
By name, kpanlogo came to the Ga Mashie youth of Old Accra in 1962, but in
form the process began a few years earlier.  Although Otoo Lincoln claimed that he was
the inventor of the dance and coiner of the name, he was not the first.14  Captain Lolo, one
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of the originators of the kpanlogo rhythm and the master drummer of Kpanlogo Special,
the first kpanlogo group, explained: “No individual can lay claim to kpanlogo.”15
Captain Lolo and a small group of friends first started playing the drums when they were
young but it was not with a regimented group.  It was a spontaneous gathering of friends
who came together periodically to drum and do what they called a “rough” or “ragged”
dance.  This spontaneity and creativity is an important element of African traditional music
and dance forms, especially with inexperienced musicians who have varying levels of
talent, but as J.H. Nketia noted, there is also a structure within the finished product:
One of the characteristics of musical activity in African societies is its wide measure of
spontaneity. . . . It is important to remember that participants may have different roles, and that
performances of individuals may not all be at one level. My limited field of experience shows
that various degrees of excellence are recognized; Some people are recognized as outstanding in
certain respects – in knowledge, in creativeness, in skill. Moreover one finds some kind of
organization (i.e. distribution of functions or responsibilities) underlying what may appear to be
a spontaneous performance.16
The youth gathered together for informal performances beginning around 1958,
but they did not call it kpanlogo yet.  They formed a social group and played at an
occasional funeral or outdooring.17  The formation of this type of group was not
uncommon in the Old Accra area.  King Bruce, for example, remembered “a lot of
different Ga dance styles and groups around” in the 1930s and 1940s.  “People sang and
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drummed, then a particular song would become popular and give the whole thing a
name.”18  Although these groups usually consisted of a few drums and other local
percussion instruments, none of them were considered traditional music: “All these
drumming and singing groups weren’t like tribal or fetish music. They were more
modern.”19
Captain Lolo and his friends came together to play what they viewed as more
modern music and created new dances and lyrics to accompany it.  It was, above all, an
expression of youth identity.  Okulay Foes, one of the drummers of the original group,
emphasized this point:
We did not form a group to play kpanlogo.  We used to sing hymns and a lot of other songs.
During this time, I would be playing.  Others would be dancing to all sorts of steps as a form of
amusement.  We played at beaches and so forth and people used to insult us, telling us that all
we know is how to be dancing around.20
For Ga Mashie youth, the new dances expressed their freedom and individuality.  They
were not tied to previous traditional dancing steps, nor to the protocol of more formal
highlife dancing.  These early dances reflected a new youth subcultural identity in the
same way that rock ‘n’ roll dancing did at its inception:
We call the dance a fun, humor or rough dance.  The dancing here is virtually without restriction
or any guide. Everybody is dancing the way he or she feels is good. . . . When we started to play,
we played and danced everywhere and people thought we were not normal or were stupid because
anywhere we go, we played and danced.21
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In the densely populated living environment of Old Accra, not only was life lived
outdoors for youth, storage space for instruments was difficult to acquire.  The youth kept
their drums at the house of one of the group members, but were forced to move to another
location when his father perceived disrespect on their part and told them to remove their
drums immediately.  It was then, according to Foes and Captain Lolo that they moved the
drums to the carpentry shop of Otoo Lincoln, and it was then that Lincoln first joined the
group.22  Situated now at the very heart of the high traffic area of Bukom, the group grew
in size, continuing to play their style of drumming and inventing new dances. Some of the
original members included Okulay Foes, Otoo Lincoln, Captain Lolo, Kotor Kincoln,
Yarboi Jimmy Ray, Amu Dorsey, Tetteh Double T, Aryee Motion, and Akwesi Fabian.23
They developed new styles but, still, did not perform what anyone referred to as kpanlogo
music and dance.  In fact, as Foes stated,  “Anyone who will say kpanlogo is a dance is
telling a lie. Kpanlogo is a story.”24
Indeed, kpanlogo was a story, as Foes claimed, and Otoo Lincoln was the first to
tell that story to his friends at his family house at Bukom Square.  It was a story told to
Lincoln by his master at the carpentry shop where he worked.  The story was about a set
of triplets, Kpanlogo, Alogodzan, and N’Maa N’maa, who were now ready to marry.  Up
to this time, their names were a mystery to all.  Their father declared that whomever could
identify each of them correctly could take them as his wives.  The father set a date each
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year for suitors to try their luck.  On the given day, a big crowd gathered to see if anyone
could name all three of the women. Each time, however, the suitor failed and was removed
from the compound. One year, a gentleman came up with an idea to win their hands in
marriage:
He went to deceive one of the girls. He crouched near their window and pretended to be crazy. So
the girl, N’Maa N’maa, shouted and called Kpanlogo.  Then Kpanlogo said, ‘Alogodzan, N’Maa
N’maa wants us to see something’.  So all three names were shouted for this gentleman to hear.
. . . The scheming gentleman could not sleep that night. He composed a song mentioning the
names of all three girls:
Kpanlogo, Alogodzan, and N’Maa N’maa [singing aloud to a beat]
He knew that to win the three girls, and the house in the village that would be added,
would make him a very successful man. He would surely receive goats, chickens and other
livestock too. One of his uncles said, ‘Why are you disturbing us with your song?’  He
answered, ‘You be patient. Very soon, you’ll see!’ The next day, the girls were lined up in the
courtyard. . . . The first person could not name them and was thrown out. And so it went, on and
on.  Many people came and were sent away. At last, the scheming gentleman stood up and
shouted out each of the girl’s names. As soon as he had finished, a tumultuous applause was
heard. All the people started dancing and rejoicing.25
Thus, the story’s refrain, “Kpanlogo, Alogodzan, and N’Maa N’maa,” became the lyrics
of a new song to which the young drummers and dancers could perform.
Soon after the master carpenter told the story to Lincoln, he became ill and died.
At his wake-keeping, some of the best known popular music groups in Accra assembled to
play, including King Bruce’s Black Beats and E.T. Mensah’s Tempos.  The youth who
had heard the story from Lincoln decided that they too should honor the deceased by
performing a rendition of his story.  Captain Lolo recalled the experience:
At the wake-keeping, we circled around the body of the dead man which had been laid in state. I
put the drum up to my chest and circled the body.  People became anxious and wanted to know
the origin of the drumming.  At that, Okulay Foes was sitting by me and together we drummed,
which attracted attention because all the bands that were playing stopped to watch our show.
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People started dancing whilst getting to know the story told by the old man before he died. The
dancing became spontaneous.  They danced towards me then I would stop playing.  Gradually, all
kinds of people got to know kpanlogo and it became popular throughout Accra.26
During the performance around the coffin, according to Captain Lolo, the platform on
which people were standing collapsed “with a mighty fall [and] kpanlogo was officially
born.”27  After this performance, people began to refer to this new type of music and
dance as kpanlogo:  “The people in town did not know the name of the drumming so they
would say ‘we are going to watch the people singing kpanlogo or we are going to watch
the people drumming kpanlogo.  The townsfolk, therefore, named the dancing and
drumming kpanlogo.”28
After the performance at the wake-keeping, the group took in new members and
became very popular throughout the Bukom area.  They performed under the name
Kpanlogo Special for a few shows.29  Soon, however, problems arose and more than half
of the original members broke away to form a new group.  The divisive issue was money.
The drums were kept at the carpentry shop of Otoo Lincoln and that is where people went
to make arrangements to hire the group to play at a function such as an outdooring or a
funeral.  The fees were to be shared amongst all the members in the group.  According to
Foes, however, the person taking the money charged a certain amount to the clients but
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told the group that he actually took much less.30  Captain Lolo agreed that it was a money
problem that led to the split but disagreed on who was at fault: “After every performance
some monies were made.  There were some people who were satisfied with the little
money while others were not.  The latter always created some confusion.”31
When an invitation was extended to Kpanlogo Special to perform at an outdooring,
the break-away members refused to join them. Foes owned the drums that Kpanlogo
Special used and left with them to form Se Wa Hu (Have You Seen?).  As they left with
the drums, Akwesi Fabian, an Akan member of the group who lived around Bukom, called
to the others in Twi, “Have you seen that we have also gone to perform?”32  The
expression, se wa hu, became their slogan – a form of call and response – and produced
the chorus of their first song as a new group.  When one member called out to another,
“se wa hu,” the other replied in the Ga saying of the same meaning, “ante ona.”33
Kpanlogo music and dance spread throughout the Accra subregion.  When
Kpanlogo Special first started playing at Sakumo Wei, across from Bukom Square, they
attracted enormous crowds of people from all areas of the city and as far away as Tema:
“People came to watch us because the rhythms and dances we were coming out with were
unique.”34 Otoo Lincoln recalled these informal gatherings:  “We used to block the road
in the evening.  We did it on the road. People from Mamprobi, Korle Gonno, and other
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places came to see the way I’ve created the dance. . . . So many people gathered to watch it
that vehicles had nowhere to pass.”35  The modern aspects of kpanlogo merged with
previous neo-traditional styles to make it an attractive genre to all urban youth.  People
who came to watch became interested in the drumming and dancing style and often
extended invitations to the groups to play at an upcoming outdooring or wake-keeping.
Early groups, such as Kpanlogo Special and Se Wa Hu, carried kpanlogo to areas
throughout Ghana.  They traveled far, performing at special events and training new
drummers and dancers.  Youth from outside Central Accra found the music and dance
enticing and expressed an interest in learning it more thoroughly.  These youth formed
their own kpanlogo groups and invited members of an established group to train them.  To
the east, there were kpanlogo groups in Teshie, Nungua, Tema, and as far away as Ada.
Kotor Lincoln, a member of Kpanlogo Special, remembered when he was based in Tema
for a full month teaching the kpanlogo to interested youth.36  The new Ga areas of
settlement to the west of Old Accra, such as Chorkor, Mamprobi, Korle Gonno, and Korle
Wokon, were also bastions of kpanlogo activity.
By 1965, there were numerous new clubs in Accra. These included the Johnson
Brothers, Obedi Stars, Ashise Ni Agmo, and Kaa Ha Edobo.37  In all, about sixty groups
existed throughout the Accra subregion and the membership expanded to include “both
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36 Interview with Kotor Lincoln, Accra, 12 March 2000.
37 Interview with Yarboi Jimmy Ray, Accra, 28 June 2002.
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young men and women, workers and non-workers alike.”38  Se Wa Hu had a number of
sister groups in other parts of Accra that they helped train. There were groups such as
Chorkor Special just across the Korle Lagoon, Work and Happiness in Osu, and Aayalolo
Special in Labadi.39 Kpanlogo grew to become an urban phenomenon but its main base of
practitioners continued to be urban youth.
In the Ga areas, neo-traditional music and dance performances were common
throughout the 1940s and 1950s, and these performances informed Bukom youth in Ga
cultural forms.  Informal competitions between organized groups of singers, drummers,
and dancers were held at Bukom Square and in other areas of Old Accra.  King Bruce,
who lived near Bukom, remarked:  “Sometimes they became so serious that they ended in
fights between supporters.”  Neo-traditional groups organized, in part, as a channel for
informal entertainment, but also as a means of earning some extra money.  According to
King Bruce: “These singing-drumming groups plus dancing groups were more firmly
organised than the guitar groups, as the guitar playing boys were aspiring to become
seamen. . . . These singing-drumming groups were standing groups that were invited to
parties and functions, and were therefore more permanent.”40   The performances that
preceded kpanlogo provided an outlet for cultural expression, but none of these previous
forms grew popular outside of the Ga areas and beyond the streets of Old Accra.
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39 Interview with Okulay Foes, Accra, 31 May 2002.
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Kpanlogo groups held informal demonstrations on the streets, but they also began
to play at popular nightclubs, hotels, and public spaces.  These performances carried the
news of kpanlogo to a wider geographical and socioeconomic audience.  Se Wa Hu, for
example, played at Kyekyeku, the Metropole, the Ambassador Hotel, the Tema community
center, and the Park Cinema.  Other groups recalled being invited to play to university
audiences in Kumasi and Legon.41  Informal kpanlogo exhibitions and performances at
wake-keepings and outdoorings helped increase its popularity throughout Accra, but
competitions organized at Kyekyeku had a significant impact on the development of new
dance styles that turned kpanlogo into a truly popular form.  The competitions at
Kyekyeku were extended to other venues in town, including the Seaview and Star hotels,
as well as the courtyard at the main post office in Central Accra.  During competitions,
prizes were awarded for the best group performances and to individual dancers.  Judges
were brought in to supervise the presentation of awards. Through these competitions,
people developed a more profound interest in the dance.42
Underclass Youth as Cultural Brokers
During performances and competitions, kpanlogo drummers and dancers exhibited
aspects of a new group identity that reflected their cultural past and their views of
modernity.  When kpanlogo first arrived, performers dressed very much like rock ‘n’ roll
                                                
41 Interview with Okulay Foes, Accra, 31 May 2002; and interview with Kotor Lincoln, 12 March 2000.
42 Interview with Fuzzy Lee, Accra, 21 May 2000.
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dancers, donning t-shirts and pants.  Due to the fact that many of the dancers were
members of both a rock ‘n’ roll club and a kpanlogo club, this was not surprising.  Youth,
however, also acknowledged the different performance contexts of the two forms and
made subtle adaptations by tying a handkerchief on their head or around their waist.43  As
youth realized that kpanlogo could also be a means to a small income, they exhibited more
cultural dress, wearing African print shirts or other African fashions.44  When they were
invited to play for foreign or higher-class audiences at one of the fancy hotels or social
clubs, they brought in even more cultural dress.  Frankie Laine, for example, wore a raffia
skirt and a leopard-skin type hat when he danced for foreign audiences.45  Male dancers
sometimes wore bangles on their legs and a waistband with small bells on it to create extra
sounds when they were making their steps.
The typical instruments used in kpanlogo groups looked very much like a small
traditional ensemble.  They usually featured three drummers, although some of the smaller
groups only employed two.  The rest of the group consisted of various percussion
instruments such as rattles, bells, woodblocks or sticks, and singers.  John Chernoff
described the rhythmic interplay between the drummers:  “The supporting drummer
usually plays a responsive beat, with the leading drummer soloing against it.”46  The
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interweaving rhythms of kpanlogo drumming reflected the influence of previous neo-
traditional styles, including oge and kolomashie.47  Kpanlogo drummers were inventive
and skilled improvisers, however, and they created a distinctive and recognizable beat.
They developed their own language through which they were able to communicate with the
other drummers and the dancers.  Dancers listened to the “words” of the drum beats and
the rhythm led them to create new styles.
Even more so than the rhythm, kpanlogo dancing offered youth something they
could not get in the rigid styles of ballroom or highlife dancing that were prevalent in
Accra throughout the 1950s.  Nketia saw Westernized dance styles such as highlife as
“much simpler” than traditional styles.  They are, he added, “less correlated with stages
in music, less varied and with little or none of the usual symbolic expressions that make
traditional dancing so meaningful.”48  Kpanlogo dancing gave youth the freedom to
express themselves in unique ways.  Like the drumming, dancing styles reflected a
combination of local and imported steps.  Some of the dancers came from a traditional
dancing background. Annie Hayes, for example, knew how to dance adowa, asafo, obonu,
and atsiagbekor, and incorporated some of these steps into kpanlogo dancing.  She learned
these steps from watching elders dance and she used every opportunity to further her
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knowledge:  “When I was sent to do chores, I would not do it but would follow people
and study how they dance; the chief, the linguist, and others.49  Youth picked up these
forms, and spurred on by new drum rhythms, they created new dancing styles.
The new styles were identified by the names of the songs or particular elements
within a song.  D. Williams, who wrote the liner notes to Kpanlogo Party, suggested that
the lyrics of kpanlogo were “based on a universal theme: Boy meets Girl; Boy asks ‘Will
you?; Girl replies (spinning things out endlessly as girls often do) ‘Yes’, ‘No’, or
‘Maybe’.  Most of the songs that the drummers sing are joking, teasing, and telling
anecdotes to make you laugh.”50  Indeed, many songs fit his description.  Mahe Gari (I
will buy gari), for example, was based on a popular anecdote and was designed to amuse
the audience.  It tells the story of a gari seller who was having an affair in the backroom of
her store with a customer.  When she was caught in the act and her lover, who was in a
rather compromising position at the time, told her husband that he was only there to buy
gari, the husband responded, “O gari shemone?” (Is that how you buy gari?).51  It was a
popular story of an event that supposedly happened at Achimota.  Everyone enjoyed the
story, and therefore, when a kpanlogo group made a dance and song out of it, the
performers only needed to mention a few lines of the context and everyone burst into
cheerful laughter.  Frankie Laine, in particular, was associated with the incorporation of
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51 Interview with Frankie Laine, Accra, 29 June 2002.
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that story into kpanlogo performance.  Even today, walking around the streets of Central
Accra, old and young people alike shout to him “mahe gari” and eagerly await his
response, “O gari shemone,” before breaking into laughter.
Many of the songs revealed the emphasis on entertainment and laughter but others
portrayed issues common to the social, economic, and cultural environment of Old Accra
in general, and the kpanlogo groups in particular.  The lyrics of one song, for example,
drew on the motif of the sea as well as local beliefs that relate to the harvest of fish:  “We
don’t eat chaami fish. We don’t eat chaami fish. The whale brings us fish to eat.”  In the
Ga Mashie culture, there is a belief that if a whale lands on the shore, there will be an
abundance of fish to eat.  According to Frankie Laine, the song came about one day when
a dead whale landed on the shore and the youth honored the experience by writing the
lyrics.52
Most of the songs were performed in the Ga language, although performers
occasionally used Pidgin as well.53  Some of the Ga songs included Naa Loo Naa Loo
(Here is fish, here is fish) and Faasee yoo mo (Old Lady behind the river).54  Songs such
as Aryee Nye Eé Mo Nbile He Oha Mi Eé, Nyadzo Kpanlogo (Aryee’s mother, hold my
child for me, I am going to dance kpanlogo) came directly out of experiences within
kpanlogo groups.55  Aryee Motion was a member of Se Wa Hu, and as Okulay Foes
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53 Interview with Fuzzy Lee, Accra, 21 May 2000.
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explained, his mother “became a mother of our group who looked after our drums and
other interests.”56  Young women with children called to Aryee Nye to hold their babies
for them so that they could dance.  There were young mothers in most of the kpanlogo
groups, and thus, they all had variations of this song.
Within elements of a song, drummers and dancers practiced various techniques to
encourage the crowd.  Kpanlogo dancers can dance alone or with a partner but some of the
most popular dances emphasized solo performances.57  One of the most successful of
these solo performances employed the use of “band talk.”  During band talk, the master
drummer and a solo dancer communicated with each other to create excitement within the
crowd.  Captain Lolo remembered one performance when he asked all of the singers to
stop and he “performed a hard hitting percussion session.” The drumming brought the
crowd into a frenzy and after the show, a white man in the audience approached Captain
Lolo and said: “‘Chief, I see your hand’.”  Captain Lolo was confused by this statement:
“The white man opened my palm, and I thought he was going to give me some money but
he said he thought my hands were made of iron.”58
Intense, inventive, and skillful drumming enhanced the aesthetics and ingenuity of
the dancers:  “They danced to match with the drumming that I was playing.”59  Frankie
Laine related the type of communication that went on between the two performers:  “I say
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a lot of things and dance and coordinate with the drummers as to the start and stop of a
beat like ‘Kpirii Kpi!’ I know it is a solo section for drumming and dancing.”  The
dancers played to the crowd, employing frenetic movements such as “look at my leg,”
where the dancer twisted and shook his leg “in some funny way causing wild laughter and
applause from the audience.”  Soloists sometimes had lines that were associated with a
particular style of dance.  One of the best known of these is the phrase “I warn you,”
which was accompanied by a feverish shaking of the upper body and an intense stare.60
Perhaps more than any of the other stylistic characteristics of kpanlogo dancing,
the incorporation of rock ‘n’ roll movements gave it a more modern image and played an
important role in its success.  Just as rock ‘n’ roll dancers had integrated steps from
traditional dances into new styles, so too did kpanlogo dancers draw from rock ‘n’ roll.
Many of the original kpanlogo dancers danced rock ‘n’ roll in the late 1950s and early
1960s.  Both dances expressed images of modernity and shared common elements.
Fuzzy Lee remarked, “Kpanlogo and rock ‘n’ roll go together because the dancers of
rock ‘n’ roll can dance the kpanlogo dance as well.”61  In some cases, however, it was not
the ability to dance each of the styles separately but the combination of them that created
the biggest stir.  Frankie Laine was the first to merge the two styles: “Those days, rock
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‘n’ roll and kpanlogo went together so you’d often see people dancing rock ‘n’ roll and
kpanlogo.”62
Kpanlogo entered the nightclub scene at the Kyekyeku, where kpanlogo dancers
performed during the intervals of a popular dance band or after a concert party.  When the
highlife or rock ‘n’ roll bands took a break, kpanlogo dancers and drummers took to the
floor.  The manager of the club, “CC” promoted kpanlogo at the nightclub and provided a
boost to the nightlife scene in Central Accra.  He first organized informal performances by
Kpanlogo Special, Se Wa Hu, and others. Subsequently, he also organized competitions
that were most commonly held on Sundays.63  Other Accra nightclubs, such as the
Seaview Hotel, soon did the same.  Although to many, kpanlogo might look like a purely
cultural form, some dancers found it easy to incorporate  foreign elements. Frankie Laine,
who was at Kyekyeku for the rock ‘n’ roll dancing, watched the kpanlogo dancers and
decided that he should try it:  “Since I was already dancing rock ‘n’ roll, picking up the
kpanlogo movements was easy.  I therefore started doing the dance.  In those days, it was
a relatively new thing that was gradually growing.  We all saw it being performed at
funerals.  In the end, it really became popular.”64
Innovations to music and dance are often introduced through the inventiveness and
creativity of particular individuals.  Frankie Laine combined some of his rock ‘n’ roll
skills with kpanlogo steps and pushed kpanlogo dancing in new directions.  He brought in
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elements from Elvis Presley’s pelvic gyrations as well as some of the more acrobatic
moves created in the Black Star rock ‘n’ roll club.  He recalled the outdooring of his new
style at a competition:  “What! The kpanlogo that I danced was so good that people were
eliminated and only three remained but I finally won.”65  Although it was rarely seen in
the early kpanlogo groups, Frankie Laine’s innovations added dances that involved active
pairings of men and women and introduced more practiced steps.  Amartei Laryea
reflected on Frankie Laine’s impact:  “Many clubs wanted to drag him to their sides
because he was dancing both rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo.  His name became popular and
businessmen and women used to invite him to perform at their business outdoorings –
indeed he was a crowd puller.”66
As a late-comer to the kpanlogo scene, Frankie Laine’s adaptations to kpanlogo
dance, as well as his subsequent success, did not always sit well with the original dancers.
Laryea noted that the other groups sometimes asked him to stay away from a competition
and Laine himself remembered being “blocked” on the crowded stage by other dancers
during the elimination rounds.67  According to Frankie Laine, Kpanlogo Special even
composed a song disparaging his adaptations: Wo Hie Wo Dzoo Meekomee Eba Dzoo
Eee Wo Hie Wo Dzoo Meekomee Eba Dzu Eee (We have our dance but somebody has
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come to steal it).68  Still, most dancers admit that they also began to incorporate more rock
‘n’ roll steps into their performances.
Despite the early resistance of some dancers, the incorporation of rock ‘n’roll
dancing into kpanlogo enhanced its popularity.  Even popular dance bands began to
feature the kpanlogo beat.  One of the most popular rock ‘n’ roll bands of the early 1960s
was the Avengers, starring Gabby Nick Valdo.  Arriving onto the Accra music scene in
1963, they quickly became recognized as the best rock ‘n’ roll group in the city.  A music
critic for the Sunday Mirror wrote, “They could move and sway the crowd as if by a
spell.”69  Betty Coloured, one of Accra’s top rock ‘n’ roll dancers, remembered them
well:
This band was well known because of the rock ‘n’ roll music they played. This band could play
like real Americans, therefore they always got booked for programs. . . . So I followed them
anywhere they went to play. They didn’t play calypso, waltz, high life, quick step and what have
you.  They specialized in the rock ‘n’ roll beats.70
The Avengers were frequent headliners at Kyekyeku and always packed the floor with
rock ‘n’ roll dancers.  They also, however, became proponents of kpanlogo music.  A
1965 popular magazine, called them the  “undisputed favourites for close on two years.
Twangy, with electric guitars going at full blast, they are the current exponents of the latest
dance craze ‘Kpanlogo,’ and really are close to setting the girls screaming.”71  The
Avengers were a typical rock ‘n’ roll group with lead, rhythm, and bass guitars, but they
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also had three percussionists.  Although their version of kpanlogo certainly differed from
that played on the streets of Bukom or at wake-keeping and outdooring engagements, the
fact that they played kpanlogo music at all reflects the modernized aspects of kpanlogo
music and dance.
The success of the kpanlogo groups, both on the streets of Accra and in their
growing presence in the Accra nightlife scene, inspired the formation of many new
kpanlogo groups.  Although some of the new groups invited Bukom youth to come and
train them, many others did not.  They watched a few times and soon began to develop
their own styles.  One style, in particular, brought the ire of government officials and
societal elders.  It was not a style created by Ga Mashie kpanlogo groups, nor was it
introduced by any popular band, but Bukom youth suffered because of it.
The Struggle for Control of Popular Expression
As kpanlogo dancing became more popular among Old Accra youth in particular,
and throughout the city amongst underclass youth in general, government officials began
to put forth resistance.  People flocked to the Bukom area from all parts of Accra to learn
the music and dance from its creators.  Carl Addico remembered:  “Almost every night
one could find people around the market making kpanlogo.”72  The government, always
leery of activity around the Bukom area, took notice.
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Central Accra had long been a “cauldron of political intrigue” during colonial
times, but it was also the center of resistance to the CPP.73  The optimism of the immediate
independence era soon faded with continued economic decline and rampant abuse of
power by the government.  Old Accra was the home of vast numbers of unemployed Ga
workers and petty-bourgeoisie who demanded jobs, better housing, and lower food prices.
They also blamed the Ga traditional chiefs for selling off Ga land to “strangers,” or
outsiders.  The area always drew the highest attendance for opposition rallies and was the
breeding ground for anti-CPP groups like Ga Shifimo Kpee and the Tokyo Joes.  Rallies
and marches sometimes numbered in the tens of thousands and forced CPP ministers to
drive their limos down the side streets.74
Any organized youth activity around Bukom brought consternation to government
officials.  Bukom and its environs were subject to frequent curfews and bans on political
rallies.  Rose Okine, a prominent member of the Tokyo Joes, the violent “action troops”
of the opposition United Party, explained that, for the most part, residents did not flaunt
the curfews because of fear of arrest, but there were a few places where the police refused
to go: “There were a few corners where there was defiance. The police were also afraid to
come to those areas because if they did they would die.”75 Outside of direct government
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curfews, living in central Accra, being young, and attempting to have any sort of nightlife
was seldom a safe proposition, especially if you were a Ga male.  There were numerous
cases of police arresting young people and charging them with “loitering and assembling
for idle purposes,” usually outside of night clubs.76
The opposition of the Ga Mashie and the popularity and dynamism of kpanlogo in
the Bukom area led the authorities to harass kpanlogo performers as a means to contain
any potential negative impact.  Kpanlogo could have catered to the government’s emphasis
on cultural activities, but because it was driven by underclass Bukom youth who sought
entertainment largely outside of official control, the Government, rather, tried to assert their
authority in other ways.  When Se Wa Hu came about, their name alone caused
consternation:  “Our title, ‘Se Wa Hu’, was misconstrued as an attack on the ruling
government. We were accused of saying by that title that Kwame Nkrumah’s government
was a failure.” Se Wa Hu members were threatened with arrest but, instead, were called to
the Arts Council of Ghana for a performance.  They performed the “genuine” kpanlogo
and, Foes stated:  “They realized that we weren’t ruffians or trying to make fun of any
person or trying to ridicule anyone.”77
Tension continued to build between the Arts Council and the kpanlogo groups.  In
late 1963, the Arts Council opened a new arena at the Arts Centre and invited some of the
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kpanlogo groups to perform.78  As it was associated with the government and most of the
youth questioned their motives, few accepted the council’s offer: “There was a time when
the Arts Council planned to stop us because people were no longer going to see the
programs at the Arts Centre because of kpanlogo. They invited us several times, but we
didn’t go.”79  The popularity of kpanlogo brought entertainment opportunities for
underclass youth to perform on the streets and at social functions, and thus, they had no
desire to go to the Arts Centre.
The harassment continued.  In 1964, Captain Lolo, Otoo Lincoln and others were
arrested by the police.  It was alleged that they “spoilt the nation by the introduction of a
vulgar dance.”80  The original practitioners of kpanlogo, however, said that the dance was
corrupted by the new performing groups who did not learn it properly.  The day of the
arrests, Captain Lolo and the others were taken to Nima to see one of these groups.
Captain Lolo remembered the scene:  “It was there we saw the Hausa men using their
fingers to literally call for ejaculation of the clitoris while kpanlogo was being played.”81
Otoo Lincoln described the movements that were not part of the original dance:
Some children wanted to do it foolishly.  They held their fingers like this [he shows his index
finger pointing toward a woman’s sexual organ].  But that is wrong. . . . That wasn’t how I did
it.  This is the way we did it [he holds his palms up with all his fingers pointing outward]. You
see, the ‘Lolo’ was on.  But those who didn’t know how to do it held their fingers wrong.  But
we opened our hands like this.  Then we jump with it.82
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Captain Lolo, Otoo Lincoln, and the others were taken to Ussher Fort Prison and then later
to the Arts Centre, where members of government and other dignitaries were seated.
According to Captain Lolo, Kwame Nkrumah did not come but his wife was present:
“They wanted to see for themselves what we had been doing.” After playing and dancing
kpanlogo the way it was intended, they realized that this was a proper dance and it was
“the Nima people who were vulgarizing it.”83
Still, officials were not satisfied.  In early 1965, a newspaper article proclaimed that
the government would soon take steps to either refine or ban kpanlogo.84  Officials
claimed that the dance was profane and corrupted youth with sexual innuendo.  Soon after,
the Arts Council invited all the kpanlogo groups to the Arts Centre to allow them to
demonstrate the movements of this dance.  The hope was that the exhibition “would
enable the institute’s special committee to find out all that is wrong with the dance and take
action.”  They further stated: “if during the demonstrations, the dance is found to be
indecent and the ways of dancing it are such that, in the opinion of the members, they do
not conform to the socialist ideas of the country, then steps will be taken to ban the whole
dance.”
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The government was not alone in its feelings: “Some people say that the dance
must be banned because it is immoral, indecent, suggestive and damnable.”85  An earlier
letter from Opoku Dako to the Arts Council pleaded for change in the dances that were put
on by Black Star in the Star and Ambassador hotels: “[They] have a different meaning to
what I understand. . . . [Youth] should portray to the public the pure Ghanaian steps and
not that of the Western type nor mixed. . . . It is in fact very appalling.”86  Others,
however, expressed more positive feelings: [Kpanlogo] is culturally rich, there is
practically nothing wrong with it and it must rather be encouraged.”87  After the
performance, attended by more than twenty kpanlogo groups, officials again gave
kpanlogo their blessing.  They recognized its African qualities in the “improvised artistic
impressions of individuality and in the instant community that the vitality of the drumming
encouraged among Kpanlogo participants.”88
Weekly competitions organized at Kyekyeku and performances around Bukom
took away some of the social tension by providing the youth with an outlet for expression
and giving the opportunity to earn some income from outdoorings and wake-keepings.
Once it was deemed acceptable, however, the government also attempted to co-opt the
youth by organizing their own competitions.  They organized two major competitions in
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the second half of 1965.  The first was at the Baden Powell Hall and involved about twenty
groups.  The “Grand Special Kpanlogo Drumming Competition in aid of Kwame
Nkrumah Trust Fund” was held at the Baden Powell Memorial Hall in late June and early
July 1965.  The official poster summoned patrons to the event:  “Come One Come All to
Witness Kpanlogo Drumming Champion.”  Kpanlogo groups from all over Accra
competed for prizes ranging from twenty Ghanaian pounds and a silver champion's cup
for first place, to ten Ghanaian pounds for third.89  Judges selected six groups to compete
in the finals but, according to Okulay Foes, the organizer cancelled the entire program
before it was concluded.90  Although discouraged by the cancellation, the allure of the
prize money kept youth coming back.
Later in 1965, an even bigger government-sponsored event was held at the Accra
Sports Stadium in December.  Groups from as far away as Benin and Togo attended.91  In
this event, the Twist and Shake Pachanga & Kpanlogo Festival, competitors vied for  the
titles of Twist King and Queen, Pachanga King and Queen, and Nii and Naa Kpanlogo.
There was also an inter-clubs competition featuring  more than fifty kpanlogo groups from
the Accra area alone.  The event was directed by G.W. Amarteifio, a government official
with the Volta River Authority, sponsored by H.S.T. Provencal, a government minister, and
organized by the Accra District Committee and the Kwame Nkrumah Trust Fund. The
Avengers Dance Band and the Jazz Kings, two of Accra’s most popular bands, provided
                                                
89 See advertising poster for the event.
90 Interview with Okulay Foes, Accra, 31 May 2002.
91 Interview with Captain Lolo, Accra, 5 June 2002.
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the music.92  Government sponsored activities such as these encouraged youth to compete
for the prize money and gave officials a small level of control, but in no way did they
reduce the political opposition to the CPP nor limit the other entertainment activities of Ga
Mashie youth.
Although the government gave kpanlogo its blessing, it continued to harass
performers up until Nkrumah’s overthrow in February, 1966.  This may be due, in part, to
the supposed relationship between kpanlogo groups and other, less acceptable groups of
youth such as the Tokyo Joes.  Connections between acculturated entertainment and
“fashion conscious and often admired juvenile delinquents, such as Ghana’s Tokyo
Joes’,” have been noted in other parts of Africa, but it is not clear that a strong
relationship existed in Ghana.93  Presumably, the Tokyo Joes enjoyed dancing to
kpanlogo music and attending nightclubs, but there were only a few members of kpanlogo
groups who were also members of the Tokyo Joes.  In fact, most members of the former
groups professed that they had no association with the Tokyo Joes, and rather, saw them
as a social nuisance whose only purpose was to “create confusion.”
Although most youth from Central Accra were vehemently opposed to the
excesses of the CPP government, kpanlogo groups rarely expressed outward political
                                                
92 See advertising poster for the event; and NAG RG3/7/145, Letter from Willisco Club to the Ghana
Institutes of Arts and Culture, 27 June 1965.  Pachanga was an Afro-Cuban dance rhythm popular in the
United States in the late 1950s and in Ghana in the early 1960s.
93 John Collins, “The Ghanaian Concert Party: African Popular Entertainment at the Cross Roads,” Ph.D.
diss., State University of New York at Buffalo (1994), 457.  See also David Coplan, In Township
Tonight! South Africa’s Black City Music and Theatre, London: Longman (1986), 162-163.
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themes during the Nkrumah era because they were already under close scrutiny and would
have certainly been arrested and held with the multitude of others from Old Accra in
Ussher Fort Prison.94  For youth, kpanlogo offered them economic opportunities and a
hope for access to a more global culture that would not have otherwise been available to
them.  They chose not to risk those opportunities by bringing in salient political themes.
Transforming Identities and Creating Opportunities
Kpanlogo played an important role in the development of new group identities
among the underclass youth of Old Accra.  In difficult economic and political times, many
kpanlogo performers began to see music and dance as a trade.  During that time, Kotor
Lincoln recalled, “we belonged to a party that was a rival to the government so we suffered
a lot. We couldn’t get jobs, so we had to hold on to the kpanlogo.”95  For most, the
money was not enough to serve as a primary income, but it did allow them to eke out a
living: “We could not earn anything substantial that would enable us to put up a house,
for instance.  What we earned, could only buy us food and a few items of clothing.”96
In general, generational resistance toward kpanlogo was not as profound as it was
toward the early forms of rock ‘n’ roll because it was considered a cultural dance.  After
                                                
94 After the fall of Nkrumah, however, John Collins observed kpanlogo groups performing short dance-
dramas that expressed anti-establishment sentiments. See John Collins, “The Ghanaian Concert Party:
African Popular Entertainment at the Cross Roads,” Ph.D. diss., State University of New York at Buffalo
(1994), 456-457.
95 Interview with Kotor Lincoln, Accra, 12 March 2000.
96 Interview with Yarboi Jimmy Ray, Accra, 28 June 2002.
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watching her dance for the first time, Naadu Kpanlogo said her mother saw kpanlogo as
“sort of an eye-opening thing.”  She was not displeased, but “rather perceived it as an
enlightenment.”97  Although it began as a form of music and dance by and for Ga youth,
and its practitioners remained predominantly young men and women, the audience quickly
transcended generations, opening up new opportunities for performers.98
For some, kpanlogo offered a means to a dancing career.  African cultural displays
became saleable commodities in the 1960s, both within Ghana and abroad.  The era of
African independence produced a new interest in the continent and its performance styles.
Although many Ga youth preferred the excitement of rock ‘n’ roll dancing and the images
and expressions associated with it, kpanlogo offered better prospects for escaping the
urban squalor of Old Accra.  African rock ‘n’ roll dancers were certainly not going to get
opportunities to travel to the United States or Europe, but there was a chance that a cultural
dancer might get that break.  Opportunities came within and outside of official
organizations. One of those was the Workers Brigade.
The Workers Brigade incorporated kpanlogo into its organization as part of the
CPP’s attempt to cultivate  the African personality.99  Due to their skills as kpanlogo
dancers, Frankie Laine, Annie Hayes, and others from Central Accra were invited to join
the Brigade Cultural Troupe as dancers and trainers.  Through their experience in the
                                                
97 Interview with Naadu Kpanlogo, Accra, 13 June 2002.
98 Ibid.
99 On the Workers’ Brigade, see Department of Social Welfare and Community Development, Advance,
“Youth Service,” No. 24, October (1959); and Peter Hodge, “The Ghana Workers Brigade: A Project for
Unemployed Youth,” The British Journal of Sociology, 15, 2, June (1964), 113-127.
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Brigade, they turned dancing into a profession, performing with the Brigade Cultural
Troup, and after its demise, with numerous groups based around Accra.  The Brigade
offered them satisfactory employment and a degree of social status associated with the
government in power.  It provided members with a small income and everyday
provisions.100  Affiliation with the Brigade brought particular benefits, but it also raised
contentious issues.  During a time of increasing paranoia by Nkrumah, the Brigade, like its
smaller sibling, the Ghana Young Pioneers, was used, in part, to indoctrinate members into
Nkrumaist philosophies.101  Sometimes referred to as “Nkrumah’s Henchmen,” there
was a great deal of ill-will between Brigade members and the rest of the population.102
Coming from an area that was strongly anti-CPP, the dancers had to practice deception:
“The Brigade belongs to the CPP. When you are in the Brigade and you are not in the
CPP, you could be sacked.”103
Kpanlogo offered underclass youth opportunities to travel throughout the country
and abroad.  By promoting themselves as cultural performers, Captain Lolo and Kpanlogo
Special traveled to Kumasi and Tamale.  Nkrumah also promoted kpanlogo by inviting
                                                
100 Annie Hayes stated that she was provided with food and paid 4s 6d per month during her employment.
See interview with Annie Hayes, Accra, 12 June 2002.
101 For more on the Ghana Young Pioneers, see D.K. Agyeman, Ideological Education and Nationalism in
Ghana under Nkrumah and Busia, Accra: Ghana Universities Press (1988); Charles Ballard, “A
Contemporary Youth Movement: The Ghanaian Young Pioneers,” M.A. thesis, University of Ghana,
Legon (1967); and M.N. Tetteh, The Ghana Young Pioneer Movement: A Youth Organization in the
Kwame Nkrumah Era, a paper first presented at a symposium on the Life and Work of Kwame Nkrumah,
University of Ghana, Legon (1985).
102 Henry Ofori, “The Builders Brigade: A National Benefit or a National Headache?” Drum (Ghana ed.)
April (1959), 12-13.
103 Interview with Annie Hayes, Accra, 12 June 2002.
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groups to perform at official state functions.  Kpanlogo Special was one of the first to be
invited: “From then on, when dignitaries came to Ghana we were invited to go and
perform to welcome them.”  During these shows, the youth were put in a hotel and “given
appropriate attire” that expressed Nkrumah’s vision of traditional culture.104  Some
dancers had the opportunity to travel abroad because of kpanlogo drumming and dancing.
The group, Oboade, for example, traveled to the United States under the sponsorship of
the Ga Mantse.  During this trip they made the album, Kpanlogo Party.  Although the
focus of many youth was to get to the United States, others found their way to other places
as well.  Some dancers like Frankie Laine and Annie Hayes traveled to Tunisia with the
Brigade Cultural troupe in 1965, where they performed a dance drama, “Before the White
Men Came.”105
Much like the allure of pro sports in the United States today, kpanlogo gave
underclass youth hope for success and the outside chance that they would gain fame and
fortune.  Kpanlogo youth watched as a few of their peers traveled widely and earned
respect and fame within the community.  They thought that in this way they, too, could
escape from Old Accra.  In the end, however, the reality offered such opportunities to only
a few, and today, many still remain in their family houses in James Town and Ussher
Town.
                                                
104 Interview with Captain Lolo, Accra, 5 June 2002.
105 Interview with Annie Hayes, Accra, 12 June 2002; and interview with Frankie Laine, Accra, 29 June
2002.
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Kpanlogo dancing also offered opportunities for women and helped to break down
traditional gender roles by bringing women into leadership positions in groups that were
otherwise dominated by men.  It also gave women a unique identity that offered them
prestige and notoriety within their neighborhoods.  Rose Morton, for example, became a
leader of Se Wa Hu.106  She occasionally played the side drum, an activity that was very
uncommon for women in Ga society, and created a stir among her audiences and her fans:
“I was just like a hot cake in the market.  People just ran after me for a show.”107
Like rock ‘n’ roll dancers, kpanlogo females rarely had the blessing of their
parents at first.  Still, many women danced kpanlogo.  The larger groups had up to thirty
people in them and often ten to fifteen of them were women.  They had to practice
diligently to gain the respect of their peers and the older generations.  Annie Hayes was
once told, “If you do not do well, you will only stay back and fold our dresses for us.”108
For many, dancing was an important part of their identity as a young woman and remains
an important part of their identity today. Well into her sixties, Hayes still clings to her
identity as a dancer:  “I know how to move my steps if I hear the sounds of the drum.  I
have not forgotten dancing.  I am still in it.  I shall not stop until I die.”109
                                                
106 Interview with Rose Morton (Auntie Mamely), Accra, 1 May 2000.
107 Ibid. Okulay Foes added: “Oh yes, she sometimes played the drums. When we wanted to create
laughter, then we made her play. But women did not play as such.” Interview with Okulay Foes, Accra,
31 May 2002.
108 Interview with Annie Hayes, Accra, 12 June 2002.
109 Ibid.
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Kpanlogo was primarily a dance created by and geared toward young people.  It
was an important form of entertainment that brought excitement to underclass youth and
provided them with an outlet for cultural creativity and expression.  Indeed, it brought
some extra income for its practitioners, but as Yarboi Jimmy Ray expressed, “Above all,
we loved playing it as a way of having fun for the youth.”110  A female dancer echoed his
sentiments:  “During the competitions, we didn’t think about money, but only about name
and fame.”111
Conclusion: Modernizing Tradition
In the early 1960s, according to King Bruce, “Ghanaian music, so to speak, was
put to prison by the former regime.”112  He is, of course, referring to the decline of
highlife music and the challenges of local artists to produce in difficult political and
economic conditions.  Youth subcultures, however, overcame those restrictions.  With a
lack of local cultural commodities to stimulate them, youth created a new form of music
and dance that was based in traditional culture but also reflective of their desire for what
they saw as more progressive and global cultural forms.  Kpanlogo grew out of youth
subcultures in and around the Bukom area of Accra, but it became a truly popular genre of
music and dance throughout the city and its environs.  Subjected to continual harassment
                                                
110 Interview with Yarboi Jimmy Ray, Accra, 28 June 2002.
111 Interview with Betty Coloured, Accra, 31 May 2000.
112 “‘Olaiya’s Criticism Holds’ Says King Bruce,” Sunday Mirror, 16 October 1966, 3.
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by government officers but also working with them for their own benefit, underclass youth
acted as agents, promoting kpanlogo through official and unofficial channels.
The creation of kpanlogo music and dance by underclass youth in Central Accra
was a direct extension of the attitudes that led to the decline of highlife music and the
proliferation of rock ‘n’ roll clubs five years earlier.  Youth sought alternatives to the
declining nightlife scene around Old Accra and created new activities that expressed their
views of modernity, combining the past and the present into an active search for a more
global future.  They saw kpanlogo as an updated form of highlife and incorporated
elements of rock ‘n’ roll culture to modernize tradition.  Kpanlogo served as a vehicle for
youth to express new individual and group identities, independent of, yet connected to,
traditional Ga cultural forms.  In its immediate reception by lower-class youth, the
resistance to it by older generations and authorities, and the types of associations formed
by youth, kpanlogo music and dance symbolized youth agency and represented their ideas
of modernity.
Kpanlogo was influenced by traditional and neo-traditional forms but it also
incorporated elements of highlife and rock ‘n’ roll.  The development of kpanlogo blurs
the distinction between African / “traditional” and Western / “modern” performance
genres by depicting a circular process of popular culture formation.  Aspects of traditional
African music and dance were carried to the New World during the era of the slave trade.
There, they were transformed into new genres that ultimately led to the development of
rock ‘n’ roll.  When rock ‘n’ roll arrived in Africa, underclass youth adopted it but they
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also adapted it to fit their own environment.  Ultimately, it played an important role in the
dissemination and widespread popularity of kpanlogo, reflecting both a modernizing of
tradition and a modernization of rock ‘n’ roll itself to fit the needs and attitudes of local
youth subcultures.  Kpanlogo symbolizes the cultural transfiguration of a music and dance




The Transformation of Youth
Our culture is still well alive and kicking;
but unlike the ‘master cultures’ of yore it
does not have to dress itself up in the
jingoistic xenophobia of the hegemonic
West.  Our culture is ready to take its
rightful place in the mosaic of cultures that
constitute the superculture of the virtual
global community.1
This study reconstructs the history of Accra youth and youth subcultures from the
Second World War through the 1960s.  It does not, however, focus on them in isolation.
Youth interacted with other urban cultural forms.  They also formed views of, and were
influenced by, older generations.  The economic, political, and social conditions of the city
influenced the development of, and gave rise to, various layers of youth cultures.  Within
Old Accra, Bukom youth created new subcultures that expressed their unique identity,
separate not only from older generations, but from other youth groups within the city as
well.
                                                
1 Mark Duodu, “The Superculture and ‘Vive La Difference’,” The Mirror, 15 June 2002, 11.
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The Invention of Youth: The Second World War and the Roots of a Youth Class
At the start of the Second World War, Accra was the center of the colonial
commercial, political, and administrative network.  The population, however, was still
relatively small.  Ga traditional cultural forms contrasted with those of the colonial and
African elite, but there was little that could be characterized as mainstream urban culture.
Urban youth, a dynamic force in urban cultural creativity, had yet to develop a group
identity separate and distinct from both children and adults.
The advent of the Second World War, however, changed the social and cultural
complexion of the city.  The influx of thousands of Western military personnel led to
infrastructural improvements and the development of new popular culture forms.  Highlife
music and dance, for example, began to change from the large elite orchestras of the pre-
war period into smaller bands better able to incorporate a range of African and imported
sounds.  The presence of Americans brought African youth into contact with a new type of
white person, very different from the British colonial administrators and traders.  American
demands for particular types of entertainment and leisure laid the roots for the growth of a
new class of Accra youth.  Their drinking habits and free spending behavior diminished
the view of whites as a homogenous group and young men and women began to
differentiate between British and American influences.  Spurred on by the events and
ideologies of the war, a nascent class of urban youth began to sprout.
In the post-war era, deteriorating economic conditions led to escalating costs of
living, growing unemployment, and severe urban decay.   Old Accra, once the center of
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bustling cultural activity began to turn into a slum environment.   The population also
skyrocketed, due largely to the influx of young men from the rural areas.  The Ga Mashie,
once the dominant ethnic group in the urban environment, began to feel isolated within the
political, economic, and social structure of urban society.
The arrival of young immigrants brought youth onto the social radar in the late
1940s.  The presence of a new and more radical youth class was evident in the riots of
1948 when urban youth looted stores and vandalized property of foreigners in the city
center.  Older generations tended to homogenize youth into a single group of delinquents
who were responsible for rising crime rates and social deterioration.  The post-war era,
however, saw the development of various groups distinguished by their location of
residence, their socioeconomic class, and the nature of their social system.  The “youth
problem,” therefore, did not always pertain to Bukom youth.  They still lived within a
traditional social system and had to respect generational and kinship constraints.
Although their physical environment continued to deteriorate, the social system of the Ga
Mashie was relatively stable.
The post-war economic decline contrasted with a surge in education that furthered
the development of new youth classes within the city.  Bukom youth were more apt to
attend school in Accra than immigrant youth, but few of them went beyond the primary
level.  Still, education expanded their knowledge of the world and enhanced their overall
worldview, but it also created expectations for a better economic future.  Education acted as
an agent for modernism.  Students possessed more information about local, national, and
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global issues; they preferred Western styles of dress, Western films, and Western music;
they were more open to new ideas and experiences.  Education helped solidify the concept
of a youth class by creating desires for new cultural stimuli, and Accra’s growing
cosmopolitan nature fostered these attitudes.  The continued economic decline, however,
planted the seeds of disenchantment among Ga youth and led to increased animosity
toward the colonial government, further shifting their identities away from those of older
generation and from British cultural benchmarks.  As urban economic and living
conditions declined, and education increased, youth began to establish identities separate
from older generations.
The Search for Meaning:  New Cultural Expressions in the 1950s
The development of new cultural forms often depends on the resources available
for cultural consumption and production.  By the early 1950s, the general economic
decline had slowed and imported goods returned to the shelves. It did little to lessen the
unemployment rate or the growing urban squalor, but it did bring in a flood of new
cultural commodities for youth to consume.  The influx of new cultural goods led to the
development of new forms of youth entertainment and leisure.  Young men and women
had access to American cultural products previously unavailable to older generations.
Unlike the youth of the early twenty-first century who are bombarded with American
culture on a daily basis, these youth actively sought them out and made them a central part
of their identity.
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Improvements in radio and recording technology, as well as increased radio
programming, brought new sounds to Accra youth.  The growing availability of American
movies and popular magazines brought new insights into American culture and ideologies.
The increased presence of Western movies contributed to a growing awareness of, and an
affinity for, global cultures, especially that of the United States.
By the mid-1950s, highlife was still the most popular music and dance form in
Accra.  However, the popular performance venues remained inaccessible to most urban
underclass youth and they began to seek out other forms of entertainment.  Youth cultures
grew in contrast to elite and popular culture forms.  Although unique youth cultural
expressions began to appear in the 1950s in the form of cinema-going, hanging around
bars, and in isolated cliques, the first half of the decade represented a transition period
when youth were forming their ideas and trying on new representational clothes such as
zoot suits.  Highlife represented a modern form of music and dance, but for underclass
youth, it did not fully sate their growing thirst for new forms capable of expressing their
changing identities.
Whereas, the Western influences of previous generations came mainly from the
colonial metropole, youth began to turn increasingly toward the cultural products of the
United States.  The influx of American music through radio, recordings, and live tours, led
to a decline in the quality of highlife music and exposed a gap from which new forms of
youth subcultural expression emerged.
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Transformed Identities:  Subcultural Expressions in the Early Independence Era
The influx of American cultural products led to the development of unique youth
subcultures by the time of independence.   After watching rock ‘n’ roll films in 1957,
Bukom youth formed subcultural associations that reflected their desire for American
cultural styles.  They saw their affinity for American culture as a means of separation from
the colonial past and from the excesses of elite culture.  Subcultural members were seldom
attracted to British musicians like Cliff Richards and the Beatles.  They saw rock ‘n’ roll
as a product of the United States and did not, therefore, look to the British for musical
authenticity.2   Through their dress, speech, nicknames, and dance, youth established a
unique and salient identity that separated them from not only older generations, but from
other urban youth as well.
Bukom youth consumed American films, magazines, modes of dress, and music,
but they also produced new dancing styles by incorporating local dance steps that were
part of Ga traditional culture.  They lived within a strong social structure that stressed
respect for kinship , age, and status, and they also emphasized these characteristics in the
formal organization, cleanliness, and positive behavior within the clubs. Bukom youth
respected traditional social structures, but they sought to integrate rock ‘n’ roll
                                                
2 Interview with Frankie Laine, Accra, 13 April 2000.  Although the Beatles did become more popular in
the mid to late 1960s, it was with among a much younger crowd than the members of the original rock
‘n’ roll clubs. An application by an eighteen year old for employment as a dancer with the Ghana Institute
of Arts and Culture stated: “I am a Beatle and Beatles are not just boys who need hair-cuts but young
people with brains who can sing and act to a very high standard.” See NAG RG3/7/145, Letter from
Godfrey Ofosu Dankwa to Ghana Institute of Arts and Culture, 1 March 1965.
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expressions into them as a way of identifying themselves with a more modern cultural
milieu that represented their changing worldview.
Although there was much debate about the social and cultural values of rock ‘n’
roll and the subcultural members were originally seen as delinquents, the Bukom youth
injected life into the Accra nightlife scene.  People flocked to new activities that spotlighted
the dancers and popular bands began to play rock ‘n’ roll at various nightclubs.  The
advent of Chubby Checker’s “Twist” brought rock ‘n’ roll music and dance into the
realm of popular culture.  It transcended generational and class boundaries and hastened
the end of dance band highlife.
Much of the popularity of early rock ‘n’ roll music and dance waned with the
advent of  soul music, disco, reggae, and hiplife.  Despite their transition into adulthood,
many of the former participants of rock ‘n’ roll subcultures still identify with that era.
Although no longer young, they still come together occasionally to perform at funerals for
former members of their clubs.  Well into their sixties, their former subcultural styles are
still reflected today in their types of dress, their use of nicknames, and their overall
posturing.
Whereas rock ‘n’ roll subcultural youth brought traditional aspects into a Western
style, kpanlogo subcultural  youth incorporated Western steps into what some consider a
traditional, or neo-traditional, style of music and dance.  For youth, however, kpanlogo
represented a modern form of cultural expression that drew on past genres popular among
the fishermen of Old Accra, as well as highlife and rock ‘n’ roll.  They linked the past to
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the present and looked toward what they saw as a more modern future. The creative
products of kpanlogo clubs offered independent expressions that brought notoriety to
underclass Ga Mashie youth and played a significant role in their identity formation.
Kpanlogo occupied a distinctive position within Ghanaian cultural forms.  It was
once perceived as both a traditional and a popular style.  It has survived as an important
national asset and gained prominence in various aspects of Ghanaian life even today.
Most cultural groups have a kpanlogo song and dance within their repertoire, and its
presentation inevitably incites the emotions of the audience.  Kpanlogo youth paved the
way for the 1970’s wave of new cultural groups such as Wulomei, a group that combines
Western and traditional instruments  into an ensemble clad in African dress.3  John Miller
Chernoff refers to the rise of these new groups as a “folk revival” and places them at
“the forefront of finding a place for African roots within modern social contexts.”4
Kpanlogo has infiltrated many activities in Ghanaian society and has been used to inspire
young boxers and marchers.  Kpanlogo also became associated with sports teams,
particularly the Accra professional soccer teams, Hearts of Oak and Great Olympics, in the
1970s.  It was not just Accra based-teams, however, that were supported by kpanlogo
groups.  Kpanlogo drummers, for example, greeted Asante Kotoko at the airport after they
                                                
3 See John Collins, “The Ghanaian Concert Party: African Popular Entertainment at the Crossroads,”
Ph.D. diss., State University of New York, 1994, 265.
4 John Miller Chernoff, “Africa Come Back: The Popular Music of West Africa,” in Geoffrey Haydon and
Dennis Marks (eds.), Repercussions: A Celebration of African-American Music, London: Century
Publishing (1985), 166
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won the African Club Championship in 1970.5  Like the rock ‘n’ roll subcultures,
kpanlogo youth created a  subcultural style that entered the realm of mainstream popular
culture.  The Bukom youth made the transition to adulthood, but many of them continue to
perform at various functions in the community.  Although the creators are aged and will
eventually pass away, kpanlogo will be around for a very long time.
Continuity and Change in Youth Expressions
The processes of urban culture creation, from the post-war era to the present, reveal
a trend of growing American influence but not American dominance.  Young men and
women transformed outside cultural resources into new forms that represented their views
of contemporary society and their place within it.  New forms of popular culture typically
generated criticism from older generations and elites who frowned on any divergence from
the cultural forms of their era.  Kofi Awoonor, a Ghanaian intellectual and poet, reflected
on the dangers of traditionalists who believed in cultural purity and criticized popular
forms: “The urban communities have begun to create new cultural styles using
instruments and motifs from the received cultures, grafting these upon older forms in
order to forge a viable cultural system for themselves. . . . Cultural purity is a dangerous
myth that can destroy a people’s existence.”6
                                                
5 Interview with Captain Lolo, Accra, 13 June 2002.
6 Kofi Awoonor, quoted in John Storm Roberts, “Introducing African Pop,” Africa Report, 20, 1 (1975),
42.
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Even today, older generations attempt to stem the tide of foreign cultural flows
under the guise of protecting Ghanaian traditions.  At a recent meeting, intellectuals and
businessmen gathered to discuss the demise of national culture.  When they were finished,
they participated in traditional dancing and drumming.   Mark Duodu, a journalist for the
Mirror described the scene: “As the talking drums beat, they did their exaggerated slow-
motion adowa steps as if this was the swan song of the traditional value-systems that have
sustained this nation from its glorious past to its ignominious present.”  Duodu, however,
believes that intellectuals are confusing culture with custom and prefers the notion of the
superculture, which he describes as a “cultural matrix that individuals create for
themselves in a world where access to distant cultural resources has expanded
enormously.” Duodu supports the promotion of Ghanaian culture, but like Kofi
Awoonor, warns against cultural purity: “Let’s celebrate our culture (or ‘ways of life’)
but lets not, like the ostrich, put our head in the sand and pretend not to see.”7
As the most dynamic group within urban society, youth are at the forefront of the
cultural matrix.  They occupy the space at the cultural crossroads, acting as cultural
brokers who select and reject characteristics from outside cultures and merge them with
their own.  Young Africans continue to create new forms of culture that express their
identities in the modern age.  Hiplife, a combination of Ghanaian highlife and American
rap and hip hop, has become the most popular music form among Accra youth today.  Just
as in previous eras, contemporary popular  artists continue to receive criticism from older
                                                
7 Mark Duodu, “The Superculture and ‘Vive La Difference’,” The Mirror, 15 June 2002, 11.
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generations who cannot accept changes to previous forms.  As John Storm Roberts notes,
“earlier styles only gained acceptance as the feckless youth of an earlier generation moved
into the establishment (and begat children of whose crazes they disapproved in turn).”8
When Salif Keita performed at the National Theatre in 2003, Nanabanyin Dadson, an
Accra music critic, disparaged the contemporary Ghanaian music scene:
The two local artistes who performed with Salif, Amandziba Nat Brew and Buk Bak, only
succeeded in exposing how the nation has allowed the creative talent of musicians to be drained
away by the use of electronic devices, computer applications, as well as western influence that
have seriously affected the original rhythm of highlife music that once put Ghana on the world's
music map.9
Hiplife reflects musical hybridity.  It is usually sung in vernacular, often to a sample
(playback) of American music, but with an underlying highlife offbeat.  A typical
performance features a single individual on stage, singing and dancing.  Rather than
interacting with a band, the emphasis of hiplife is on the visual presentation of the singer
and the attraction of the lyrics for youth.
The lack of musicians is characteristic of both American rap and Ghanaian hiplife.
Commenting on the dearth of musicians in Western popular music in the context of a Paul
Simon song, Tony Scherman remarked, “Sound alone isn’t music.  Paul Simon's new
album opens with the words, ‘Somewhere in a burst of glory, sound becomes a song.’
Becomes, not is.  It’s a transformation that requires the hand of a craftsman who is
                                                
8 John Storm Roberts, “Introducing African Pop,” Africa Report, 20, 1, Jan.-Feb. (1975), 43.
9 Nat Brew and Buk Bak are two of the most popular performers of hiplife in Accra in the early twenty-
first century.  See Haruna Mohammed, “Salif Thrills, But Exposes Inadequacies,” Accra Mail, April 2,
2003.
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disappearing from our midst.”10  Like earlier forms of youth expression, older
generations homogenize youth into a single class with disintegrating social values and
label hiplife music as the cause:
Is there any hope for Ghana in the midst of moral decadence? . . . Why this wholesale
importation of foreign cultures? . . . Our entertainment industry has deteriorated to an extreme
degree. Our rich and original highlife music is being corrupted by a Western style of music (both
in lyrics and rhythm). . . . This so-called hip-life for instance is nothing but irritating noise. It is
in, only to destroy the society. Those who write, sing, produce these songs are morally incorrect
and sexually obsessive. They are lustful and hedonists. Their lyrics are provocative, vulgar and
obscene. It is made up with insults.11
The descriptive comments differ little from those made about rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo
in the late 1950s and early 1960s.  The “rich and original highlife” music that Acquah
mentions, however, has also undergone many changes since the decline of dance band
highlife in the 1950s. Hiplife reflects a reliance on digitalized music, but it also represents
an important expression of urban youth identity in the twenty-first century.
Like rock ‘n’ roll and kpanlogo, hiplife has slowly started to adapt itself to the
contemporary Ghanaian scene and realized the importance of musicians.  A popular hiplife
musician, Rex Omar, recently (re)introduced musicians into the genre on his 2002 release,
Who Am I?  Omar commended African musicians like Salif Keita, Yossou N’Dour, and
Mary Kante because they put their countries on the world music map, and acknowledged
that Ghana “cannot storm the world market with our hiplife music.” He called hiplife
musicians “copycats” and blamied the loss of millions of dollars on their failure to create
                                                
10 Tony Scherman, “Strike the Band: Pop Music Without, Musicians,” New York Times, 11 February
2001.
11 W.H. Acquah, "Watch This Moral Decadence," Graphic Showbiz, 8 December 1999, 2.
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an original modern music.12  Hiplife, like previous forms of popular music, is a hybrid
genre that will either adapt or be replaced by another type that better reflects contemporary
social identities.
Accra Subcultures: A Quest for Modernity
The analysis of Accra subcultures in the late colonial and early independence
period contributes to the theoretical framework of the Atlantic World.  Paul Gilroy argues
that “nationalist paradigms for thinking about cultural history fail when confronted by the
intercultural and transnational formation” of the black Atlantic world.13  The transnational
connections are usually discussed with Africa as the center, initiating cultural transference
out of the continent into Europe and the Americas.  The reverse processes, however, are
also important.  Cultural influences from the United States played a significant role in the
development of African youth subcultures in the early independence era and, hence, grew
to influence the larger urban cultural scene.  In the United States, rock ‘n’ roll grew from
its African roots and, after multiple permutations, returned to be incorporated and
manipulated as a key element in the identity formation of a developing Accra youth class
                                                
12 Omar features the band, Nu-Ashanty, on the album. Michael Crabbe, “Rex Leading Way to World
Music Market?," The Mirror, 22 June 2002, 20. See also an interview on JOY FM broadcast, 26 July
2002. John Collins estimates that Ghana’s share of the world music market could amount to forty-five
million dollars per year. See Memorandum on  Ghanaian Music as a Potential Renewable and Non-
Traditional Export, unpublished paper.
13 Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness, Cambridge: Harvard University
Press (1993), ix. See also John Collins, “Jazz Feedback to Africa,” American Music, 5, 2, 1987, 176-
193; and Richard M. Shain, “Roots in Reverse” Cubanismo in Twentieth Century Senegalese Music,”
International Journal of African Historical Studies, 35, 1, 2002, 83-101.
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during the late 1950s and early 1960s.  African subcultural youth modernized American
popular culture forms which then became African popular and neo-traditional genres.
This project inserts youth into the historiography of Accra.  It shows that they
were not all delinquents, as many of the contemporary observations of older generations
purported.  Youth subcultures represented a product of their unique economic, political,
and social environment.  Bukom youth began to move away from the culture of the British,
in part, because of the influences of the Second World War and what they viewed as
neglect of the colonial government in the post-war era.  Spurred on by advances in
education and the increased availability of a wider array of cultural products coming out
the United States, youth began to search for new forms of cultural expression.  Bukom
youth served as consumers for outside cultural products, but they also acted as producers
by creating new hybrid forms that fit better their ideas of modernity.  Cultural innovation
became a symbol of modernity and a recognized virtue.  Whereas, the production of
popular culture in Accra was largely dominated by performers from the intermediate
classes in society, underclass youth from Old Accra reclaimed the production of popular
culture.  Subcultural youth in Accra portrayed a definition of culture as a dynamic process
that served as a transition between the past and the present but also incorporated aspects of
both.  Subcultures represented the struggle for psychological and physical space.  Their
expressions offered a means to portray new and modern identities that distinguished




Most of the names below are obviously not derived from Ghanaian culture.  Most are
nicknames used by former subcultural participants, but these are the names they still use
today.  Although this represents a small number of the interviews performed, a complete

































The Bokoor African Popular Music Archives Foundation offered a valuable array of
sources on Ghanaian popular culture, including recorded music and photographs
that document the main performers of dance band and palm wine highlife, as well
as concert party actors and musicians.
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The Ghana Broadcasting and Television Corporation provided access to contemporary
recordings and copies of films produced by the Gold Coast Film Unit in the
1950s.
The National Archives of Ghana contains colonial and independent government records
such as annual reports, newsletters and papers of various departments, as well as
personal letters written to government officials regarding youth activities.  There is
also an extensive newspaper collection that provides access to missing copies in
other libraries and various documents from the Arts Council of Ghana and the
Ghana Institute of Arts and Council.  For more information on the archive’s
holdings, see David P. Henige, “The National Archives of Ghana: A Synopsis of
Holdings,” International Journal of African Historical Studies, 6, 3 (1973), 475-
485.
The University of Ghana,Legon has the Balme Library and the Institute of African
Studies.  They provide access to extensive colonial and independent  newspaper
collections, popular  magazines, journals, and assorted pamphlets produced by the
government.  For more on the history and proliferation of newspapers in Ghana,
see K.A.B. Jones-Quartey, History, Politics and the Early Press in Ghana; The
Fictions and the Facts, Accra: Afram Publications (1975), 102-113. The Institute
of African Studies and the International Centre for African Music and Dance also
have excellent field collections of music made through the Department of
Ethnomusicology, and later supplemented with commercial recordings, including
early highlife records and other recordings from all over Ghana.
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